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$1876 $6

Stone and tarvia
Due from Brooks
1916 Sewer Assessment unpaid
Due from StateDue on advance for

pleas-

paupers
from S. A, Parker, Coll. '14
Edward
Due
from
Sibley, Coll. '16
Cash on hand
Assets and liabilities
Acct.

$500,000 00
71,092 40

1306 00
93 75

3,270 40

61 75
'705 00
1215 42

2,<080 74

108 67
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'troduced in the L^egisd another act relating
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attend the

Trust Funds
Brown tail moth,

88
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Due Belfast Free Library Acct.
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urposes;
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re-
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providing that a
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The supper and
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balance

140 36

527 86

416 06
61 40
5500 00
9540 00

476 45

15,040 00

presents the following

results for the year:
The assets and liabilities account of

672,88 has been increased $1,553.71.

j

increase

or

decrease in it

or

indirectly,

to

j

>in

in

$98,This item

represents

a

gain

or
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time

one

a

manufacturer,

evening.
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her illness she

ing
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faithfully

and

Fred

The

following letters remained unclaimed in
the Belfast post office for the week ending
March 6th: Mr. E. L. Bud, W. H. Farrene,
William Kimball.

tenderly

a

scripture,
hope, however, in the language
“I go to prepare a plact for you,” that in a
golden summer of another life, children, moth-

thread in the mesh of Ger-

intrigue spun around this country while j
Germany was still protesting friendship was !
allowed to become known Thursday, with the
man

er

and father will

gather in

a

sweet

reunion,
The funeral

names

|

of

The losses for the year are as follows:
Balance of uncollected taxes for
$1431 53
years 1908 to 1913 inclusive
Error in Sewer account prior to
53 00
1914

meetings of Seaside Grange have been
postponed on account of storms and bad
condition of the roads, as several of the principal officers live at a distance. They will try
again next Monday.

ted,

negotiations looking to China’s entrance
war against the Central Powers now

The interment will be in the

Hope cemetery
family lot.—Com.

Mt.

into the

in

spring

ents, Mr. and Mrs. CharleB O’Connell.
Mrs. P. C. McKeen and am Norman

Mrs. Nellie
Crosby Knowlton of Camden
called to Belfast last week
by the illness
of Mrs. Charles H.
Crosby, who is slowly gainwas

western

States, and Mr. Biddle writes from
Yosemite Valley under date of Feb. 25th.
“We are visiting this beautiful spot,in spite

ing.

the

of its

being winter

here and

It is very wonderful.”

added and 4 taken off.

Mr.

Miss Clara B. Keating returned
from Malden, Mass where she had

everywhere*
Biddle lately pubsnow

lished

gent.

poems

Gov. and Mrs. Milliken entertained a
legislaparty at dinner Eeb. 28th.
Represents,
tive H. C. Buzzell of Belfast was
one of the

riage

March 19th.

They

tive

guests.

married in Bel-

were

Mrs. George Dyer, Jr., of
Burnham undera surgical
operation at the Augusta City
hospital last week and her condition is
very
favorable.

fast in the H. J. Licke house on bpring street.
It was a quiet wedding as the bride’s family
were in
mourning on account of the recent
death of her father, Charles Watts. Misses
Marian M. Heal and Clara B. Keating will

Barrows, hearing set for March 12th at the
office of James S. Harriman, Belfast; loss cf
mp

spend

in

tne week

of March 19th with

went

M. S. Hezeri, president of the
Coe-Mortimer
Co., who had been in Belfast for a few
days on
business, returned last Monday to his home
in
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mr. and

Mrs. Cobe at Hotel Walcott.

Bangor in the Estes

E.
fast

S. Pitcher, teacher of music in the Bel-

High school,

went

to Boston

Tuesday

mr». w iiour a.
ucker of Belfast, Me
has
been in town this week
visiting her mother
Mrs, John Sharon of Main street. —Winches
ter. Muss., Star Feb. 23rd.

on

business in

regard to the orchestral score of
the opera Martha,to be given by Maine Schools
next fall in Bangor in connection with the

Waiter Vose

home from Bangor last
funeral of his grandmother, Mrs. S. G. Norton. He returned to
Bangor by Saturday morning’s train.

Friday

State Teachers’ Association. On his return
Mr. Pitcher will attend a meeting in Portland
of the Maine Music Superintendent’s Association, of which he iB president, and will there
eonfer with Prof. George Goldwaith of Portthe cast of Martha, and visit
principal E. L. Allen of the Goodwill High
school.
To-morrow, Friday, he will attend

by

concert

a

the schools of

Madison,

Feb.

Skow-

Tomorrow (Friday) evening The Marigold Quartette will appear at the
Colonial Theater. This is the fourth number
course and this quartette was selected
because the members were such universal
favorites last year. It is a concert and enter-

successful and Mrs.

Capt.

George

photoplay
cartoons

an

artistic mark that
In

probably

connection

with

treat the Hearst News and

are

were

few

Mr. and Mrs. Chester E.

spending

the

Belfast last

*■

Perkins,

winter in Boston,

by

wee.i

who

were

called

were

to,
mother,

the death ot his

Mrs. S. G. Norton. They were accompanied
by their danghter, Miss Eva E. Perkins, who
returned to Boston last Saturday. Mr. and
Mrs. Perkins are at the Windsor Hotel and

will
this

comedy

Friday evening only,

also offered.

Pearson, in Somerville, and
a

The four generations attended
Gray.
theater Tuesday night.

the

in

reached.

the

Francis

matinee at

grand opera overshadows
MissFarrer’s achievements on the screen,where
be

the

days of their daughter, Mrs,
Loia Sherman, their granddaughter, Mrs. Bertha Gray, and their great-grandson, Charles

House. Today at the Opera
2.30, evening 7.00 and
8 30, Geraldine Farrar is offered in an elaborate
picturization of “Maria Rosa.” Not even her

never

M.

guests for

Belfast Opera

she has set

Barbour, who was with
Rockland Steamboat Co.

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Pearson of Morrill
arrived Feb. 27th from Massachusetts, where
they spent the winter with their daughter,
Mrs. Ralph Griffin, in Waban, and their son

cents,

career

steadily gain-

part of 15 years, commanding the
steamer Vinalhaven, is now running a
poultry
farm in Abington, Mass.

further variety to the program. If you wish
an evening’s entertainment which combines
high vocal art with bright and amusing novelties, hear these charming young ladies. Reserved seats can be secured at the theatre for

wonderful

is

greater

numbers, each has a specialty.
play banjo-mandolins, which gives

House,at the

Alvah

Vinalhaven &

songs with action, with many different costumes. In addition to her part in the sketches

fifty

Murray

ing.

tainment company composed of young ladies.
They give a concert of musical sketches and

concert

brief viBit at his old homo

a

Mn. Harry Murray of Unity urderwent a
serious surgical operation at the E M, G. hospital at Bangor Feb. 24th. The operation was

in the

also

28th, for

train.

Course.

All

Emery of Kalamazoo. Mich, who
on husinese, arrived
Wednesday,

east

Japanese party that evening.
Miss Wilda Vose came from
Norwood, Mass.,
Feb. 28th, called hime by the death of Per
grandmother, Mps. S. G. Norton. She returned to Massachusetts
by Saturday morning’s

opera from the schools.

and

the

and attended the

began, Freeport and Goodwill. It is hoped to
have the soloists as well as the chorus of the
LYCEUM

at

was

to attend

Ralph
csme

land in regard to

I

Monday

been the
Miss Dorothea Sar-

guest for severs! weeks of

a second
exquisite little volume of
entitled “The Understanding Hills.”
Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, who are
spending
the winter at Hotel Walcott, New York
Cityt
will observe the 25th anniversary of their mai-

was

of

Woburn, Mass., are guesti of Mrs Rufus J.
Mayo, and later will viBit friends in Swanvillt*

L. Biddle of Philadelphia
wedding took place in January, are
tpending the winter in California and other

1

will remain here until about the middle of the
month, when they will go to Northport and
Mr. Perkins will open his store there for the

powerful story of India with the forceful
star, Sessue Hayakawa, “Each to His Own

a

Kind,” is offered. Saturday, matinee and even- season.
ing, the far-famed Theda Bara is offered in the
The Ladies Home Journal will soon publish
Fox six-reel production, “The Vixen," a strong
drama portraying the wiles of a fascinating an article entitled “How hour Girls Discovered
Maine," by Mary Ellen Chase. Her new book,
woman.
Come early, second at 8.30.
Monday
of Elk Creek Valley," wiil be pubevening, Leonore Ulrich in “Her Own People,” “Virginia

1

lished in the

a most entertaining Paramount feature
Tuesday, matinee and evening, Pauline Frederick
in “The Woman in the Case.”
Wednesday
evening, an intense World Brady-made play,
“The World Against Him,” with E. R Lincoln

heading

an

Nayimora

Coming

all-star cast.

Boston.
the

It is

early spring by the Page Co. of
a
sequel to her “The Girl from

Big horn Country," which is now in its
Miss Chase is a daughter of the

fifth edition.

Judge Chase of Bluehiil, a graduate of the
University of Maine,and for two or more years
late

soon, Mmr.

been

has

in “War Brides

a

Montana.
the

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

teacher in the schools of Bi
She

is

the

editor of To

z -man,

Dragma,

magazine of the Alpha Omicron Pi.
BASKET

following transfers of real estate were
Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Match 7, 1917:
Charles F. Wood, Belfast, to Fred O Gross,
do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Mary E. Knight Vina), Auburn, to Wealtha

1

The

BALL.

recorded in

..

...

..

Castine High 29, Islesboro High,
Castine
17 in

Arthur W. Knight, Monroe, to B?ssie A.
White, Winterport; land and buildings in Monroe

Lena H.

to George \V.
buildings in Lin-

Gray, Belfast, et als
lard and

colnville.
Elmer M. Knowlton, Belfast, to Frank K.
Her'ick, Northport; land in Northport.
S. W. Paul, Searsmont, to Hattie Hustup,
do.; land and buildings in Searsmont.
George A. Jipson, Frankfort, to Rose Jipson,
do; land and buildings :;n Frankfort.
Orren B. and Charles H. Gray, Prosptct, to

Past Maine

:

Welch, do; land in Prospect.
Llewellyn Clark, Winterport, to Don A. Sar
gent, Bangor; standing timber in Winterport.
Don A. Sargent, Bangor, to William G. Baker
Co., Boston, Mast-; standing timber in Winterport, (Two deeds).
Wiiiiam A. Dahl, BostoD. et ala; to Ralph F.
Thurston, Waterville; land and buildings in

Northport.
Eli E. York, Unity, to Curtis B. Mitchell,
do.; land in Unity.
Everett W. Gage, Andover, Maes., to Leslie
B. Smith, Waldo; land in Waldo.
James H. Davis, Benton, et als; to Leonard
A.

»,,,

C.

Davis, do; land and buildings in BurnhamWalter M. Hillman, et als; Troy, to Roscoe

Hillman, do*;

land and

buildings

in

rather hard

frcra

17.

Islesboro High, 29 to

played game

benunarv

East Maine Conference

Norman H.

J

won

at

Dark Har-

C. H. S. (29)
I. h. s (17)
Parsons li 3.rl> Yea ton
Dunbar If
Gray if 8 (3).ib Crosby 3(2)
Staples c 1.c li Pendieton 2(1)
Harmon rb 1.if Fred IVndietmi
Perkins lb.rf Foster Pend eton 1
Referee B. Pendleton. Aimer, L Pendleton
Time, 10 min. periods.

roe.

Heal, Lincoinville;

a

High

bor March 2nd.

Grant, Monroe; land and buildings in Mon-

A.

1

Troy.

Y\ ins

1 wice.

Seminary

won

from

Orono High, 32 to 9, and the E. M. C. S. girls
beat the Orono girls 9 to l.at Bucksport.Vl irch
2nd,
The Waterville High boys and girls team
will play the Belfast High teams tomorrow,
Friday, night, in Seaside Grange hall,

SWAN V1LLE
Martin Robertson lost
Miss

CENTER.
a

horse

Sunday.

Ruby Gray resumed berstudiesin

Pitts-

field last week.
Isaac McKeen is having
las, but is slowly gaining:
Rufus Brown remains

an

attack of

about the

erysipe-

same.

Mr.

Wing is caring for him.
Mrs Charles Riley has been ill with the distemper, but is better.

Benjamin Knowlton has moved his family to
the faun he recently bought of Charles Stevens.

The

Shoe Situation.

footwear factories are working only
part time, but local jobbing business is more
active and many orders are coming forward for
Some

^Pfe*rty

By

Ralph O'Connell returned to Bangor last
Monday after a few days’ visit with his par-

Mr. and Mrs. L.

j

I[!

Among the nomination!, by Gov. Milliken
Feb, 28th was that of Augustine F. Hahn of
Lincolnville as justice of the peace.

whose

=

■

Mr. and Mrs. Carrol McAllister of Burnham
have moved to Clinton, where they have
bought a farm and plan to reside.

mentalists.

&
t.i

Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Ames of Rockland relast Saturday from visits in Boston and Bangor.

turned home

Several very successful rehearsals have
been held in preparation for the Belfast band
minstrel show, which will be given in the
Colonial Theater April 9th and 10th.
The
company consists of 40 people, including some
of the best local talent, vocalists and instru-

Among the hearings appointed by the Industrial Accident Commission is the following:
Karl F. Darby, injured Jan. 2,1917, vs. Leonard

}

Saturday

Miss Susie Colson met with a very severe
accident in Mis. L. A. Knowlton’s dooryard at
7 pm. last Friday when on her
way to the
moving pictures, breaking a bone in her ankle.
She is being care d for by her
sister, Mrs. Alton
E. Ridley, 34 Spring street.

spent with cards and sewing, and
sandwiches, cake and tea were served by the
hostess assisted by Miss Florence Kimball.

|

Frank M. McCormack of Hartland arrived
to spend several daya with Belfaat
friends.

The

Mrs. Mary Carter entertained the Daughters
Veterans last Saturday afternoon. The af-

ternoon

partings are unknown.
service was held from ner late home, Wednesinference that full and detailed instructions ; day, Feb. 28th, at 1 o’clock p. m and was
were sent Bernstorff from Berlin to make war
attended by many friends of the deceased*
by this country impossible. Officials refused \ The floral tributes were many and beautiful,
to disclose any of the other elements in the
showing the esteem and love for the departed.
German plot, but indicated that it was general ! Rev. Ashley A. Smith of the Universalist
and wholesale.
church of Bangor and Rev. A. W. Lewis of the
I
Another interesting report from Washington
Congr^gationalist church of Hampden officiawhere

had been

Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker Is spending the week
relatives in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs, Albion P. Allen of Lincolnville
were guests last
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Baail
Allen.
,
with

twice

j

1 h,iSHEED

PERSONAL.

Becond increase she has received for the year.

was

The only social function to be carried out as
j planned for last Monday was the Monday Aucare
in
in
all
at
Pekin
and
the
Entente
progress
ntinue a member of the
tion Club at the home of Mrs. S. A, Parker.
j
capitals, and their success depends entirely ;
d in the performance of
j
! There are only five members of the club in
numerous
friends in
His neighbors and
r*
upon the harmonizing of the rewards to be |
at full pay, in lieu of
town this
winter. Duplicate auction was
given (. hina and the amount of co-operation Brooks and surrounding towns were greatly played and refreshments Berved.
surance; providing an op;
$1484 63
It is regarded virtually shocked to hear of the death of Lawriston C.
of her.
r cities and towns; notify668 40 demanded
The Travellers Club will meet with Miss
Hay ford Block Tax for 1914
13 63 certain that China will sever relations with Cilley, which occurred Feb. 17th as the result
Error in State account prior to 1915
l« s in which the land is lo|
i Annie L. Barr, Tuesday, March 13tb. Program:
State account for 1915
100 00 Germany and a declaration of war
of
an accident in felling a tree, when he reError,in
of real estate.
probably
Paper, “Kyoto,” by Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett;
Transferred to general school purwill follow if the Entente will guarantee sat- ceived injuries which caused his death in a few
.miltee Reports.
|
poses account at the beginning of
paper, “Life of Joseph Hardy-Neesima” by
in
hours.
Mr.
was
born
Brooks
Jan.
the
relaxation
of
restrictions
Cilley
10,
4 24
isfactory
imposed
1916
mmittee on legal affairs,
Mrs. Chas. M. Craig; reading, “Japan To-day
of
son
the
late
Judah
and
the
Cordelia
upon the eastern empire by the world powers 1K60,
and To morrow,” by Mrs. James H. Howes.
pass” on bill An Act
j
686 27
Was
education
received
in
His
the
after the Boxer troubles.
Cilley.
viving and extension of the
The March meeting of John Cochran ChapChina desires to secure complete remission schools of Brooks and Monroe. He was a
$2170 80
.-e-t Bay W ater Company.
^..r
a fine place on the j ter, D. A. R., was postponed from last Monday
farmer,
having
of
the
Boxer
indemnities
which
total
over
prosperous
the
year:
-upended and the bill given Profits for
!
on account of the storm, to Wednes$30,000*000 a year and continue until 1940. If Monroe road, one mile from Brooks village. evening,
Balance left by the present adminisdings.)
March 14tb, when it will be held
tration after payment of its oblishe entered the war, the part which otherwise Besides farming he did a large business in day evening,
the committee on public
m
|
with Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker, who will be as617 09
gations
would be paid to'Austria and Germany could be j buying and shipping eggs, poultry, lambs and
'■ n
to extend the charter
!
Act
sisted by Mrs. Henry G. Hills of East NorthUilitita,
China also desires consent of the other stock, and his honesty and fairnees in
Difference
$1553 71 repudiated.
t Railway Company, reportj
Powers to increase her import duties, which j dealing was generally recognized and gave him port.
draft under title of “An Act
,•;i;;
From this it will be seen plainly that your
Miss Amy E. Stoddard, Regent of John Cochunder the existing treaty not only cannot ex- a large and constantly increasing business.
;rter of the
Waldo Street administration has shown a profit to the city,
ceed 5 ptr cent ad valorem, but are based on ! Mr. Cilley was twice married. His first wife ran Chapter, D. A. R., of Belfast, received an
‘ought to pass.”
or reduction of its actual liability, of $617 09
the average prices of 1897, 1898 and 1899. The j was Rosanna Sargent of Monroe, who died in invitation Monday from Past State Regent,
m same committee, reported
j!;
and that we have been obliged to charge off
United States has long urged this on the other | May 1914. In January, 1916, he married Miss Mrs. C. W. Steele of Farmington, to be the
new draft under same title
i
this year from valueless assets brought down
16 signatory powers, but so far only Japan and j Gertrude Peavey of Brooks, who survives him, State of Maine Page at the Continental Condating to the Knox Gas and from previous years, mainly before 1914, $2,with one brother, Noyes A. Cilley of Monroe, ! gress of the National D. A. R, in Washington,
Great Britain have given lull consent.
to
the city
170 80. Besides the net profit
The Entente Powers on their part are anxi- and a half sister, Mrs Eunice Proper of Terra U. C., April 13th.
i
! and R. R
Tax Distribution. from your administration of $617 09 there is
ous to have China in the war, not only as a
Buena, Calif. The funeral services at hia late
The March meeting of the Belfast Woman's
i■ i» developed at the hearing
left unexpended in the school appropriations
reservoir of men, but as the biggest open trade residence, Feb 20th, were very largely attend- club was
postponed from last Monday afterj
nee on taxation Thursday
the amount of $136 12, making the total actual
jjfurmarket alter the war. Already under agreeed, testifying to the esteem in which he was noon on account of the storm to next Monday
ferr
act to repeal the law which
profit to the city of your administration
ment with local syndicates headed by French | held, and were conducted by Rev. W. E. afternoon, when all members are
requested to
>t ies and towns shall receive
$753.21
and British
residents, more than 100,000 Streeter of Brooks, pastor of the Ci Dgrega- be present as matters of importance are to be
: the taxes received from the
n
It will be particularly noted from the trial
Chinese laborers and agricultui ists have gone tional church, of which Mr, Cilley was a mem- ! taken up. The new constitutions are
ready
'He and railroad Companies
balance that the city has $1,000 less borrowed
to increase the Entente’s man power, the great ber.
for distribution at the meeting.
s
:nicipalitie8. The opposition money than a year ago and $2,200 less unpaid
majority to France, It has been the drowning
I P. Bass of
The Women’s Alliance or the First Parish
Bangor and the Coupons; or in other words, owes $3,200 les3
j
Mrs. Martha Meservey, wife of V. O. Keller
of many of these laborers on their way to
a
lengthy one. Mayor John today than a year ago. It i9 also worth menof Appleton, died Feb. 23d after an illness of (Unitarian) will meet at the home of Mrs. AlFrance on such boats as the liner Athos, for j
aiigor, Orlando E. Frost of tion that the collector of taxes for 1915 comseveral months. She was born in Appleton bertC. Burgess, Church Street, this, Thursinstance, that first made China’s protest to
J
afternoon at 3 o’clock. “J. P. Morgan’s of
P. Bass of Bangor were pleted his collection within his year and has
the daughter of the late Henry | day,
submarine warfare an actual Sept. 4, 1854,
against
Germany
m o
spoke against any change uncollected at the present time only $1,245 55
and Elvira Meservey.
Besides her husband the Fifteenth Century” is the subject of a
threat of severance of relations.
d of distributing the tax.
of 1916 assessment, which will undoubtedly be
she is survived by a son, Dr. Benj. H. Keller, j paper to be given by Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman.
There are about 3000 Germans in China who
1
urned Friday to Tuesday cleaned up within his year.
While Castine and Morrill have taken .up the
and a daughter, Ava, wife of Dr. Clarence R.
be
in
would
concentration camps if war
placed
Ism
Replying to your inquiry as to whether the
The funeral services matter of electric lighting with the PenobSimmons of Oakland.
were declared.
run
on
a
22
mill
tax
rate
and
pay
city can be
were held at the family home Sunday,
Mrs. scot Bay Electric Co. no contracts have been
ments of Momville has ajAdvices from Pekin of March 4th: *‘The
its bills, as has been suggested, we present the
Bessie Wentworth of Lincolnville officiating. made. The local superintendent, A
C. Hopv.oninuttee on ways and
Cabinet today decided that China should join ;
a
resolve appropriating ! following lisl of absolutely necessary approThe deceased was a member of Golden Rod
kins, says that in some localities iron wire has
in
the
United
Mates
elf
relations
breaking
years 1917 and 1918 to rej priations which must be met by any city gov- with Germany. This decision was submitted Rtbekah ledge of Appleton and there was a | been used in electric light service on account
g from Freedom village to |
ernment.
large attendance of members of the order, of the very high price of copper.
i>e ng the principal stage
to the President, who refused to approve the
two poiiitB,
Bonded Interest,
The appropri- j
$ 5,000
neighbors and friends, at the services. She was
6uch
enCabinet’s action, saying
Mrs. Sally Durham Hanshue was a recent
power rested
tim condition that the town
500
Waier,
a devoted wife arid mother, a sincere friend, |
of Belfast relatives and on her return
tirely with him. Premier Tuan Chi-Jui im3,500
Fire,
appropriate $250 for each !
and was loved and respected by all wno knew gut-st
2,300
Police,
to Brighton, Masp.,
where she has taken a
mediately resigned and left for Tien Tsin, acher. The family .have the sympathy of the
2,800
Paupers,
furnished house, was accompanied by her two
companied by several other members oi the entire
2,000
in their bereavement. The
iX HONS MARCH 5. :
City Building,
community
Cabinet. The resignation of the entire Cabichildren, Betty and Jerome, who had been
1,300
City Team,
floral tributes were many and beautiful. InStreet Lights,
net is expected.
Parliament is unanimously
4,850
March 5. The Democrats
with Belfast relatives. Mrs. Hanshue is seclot
in
was
in
the
Pine
terment
Grove
family
600
Brown Tail Moth,
-age in the net result of the
in favor of the opinion of the Cabinet. The
retary of the Brown & Nichols School for
ou
Discount
1,200
Taxes,
elections today in ten Maine
leaders of all the political parties are adverse- cemetery.
Boys in Cambridge, Mass.
■' ated a
5,000
Contingent,
Republican mayor and
15,500
ut Watervilie, but loBt the
Schools,
ly criticising the President’s position. The
Harry D. Stewart died March 1st at his home
Lester C. Wilbur of the firm cf Geo. H.
3,300
i.
veri ment for the first time
Overlay,
Vice President of the republic supports the in Bangor, aged 53 years. He was a son of Wilbur & Sons, Bangor, was in Belfast
Monday
State Tax.
15,900
ears.
These were the only
action of the Cabinei.”
Thomas J. Stewart, long a Bangor ship broker, on his
ai complexion from last year,
6,600
way to Dark Harbor, Islesboro, where
County Tax,
ine sailing irom «ew ior« ror r ranee or
Inte est,
600
-■ncted six mayors and eight
graduated from Norwich University, and was he has charge of the building of the Islesboro
800
Seven mayors were re
Liability Insurance,
two American steamers with American officers
for some years in the ice business in Bangor. Inn.
He says the building is done as to the
>rs-ehctand complexion of
and crews, unarmed, and carrying no contraLater he was a member of the firm of Jordan outside work and 25 of the carpenters are
f l. p v
$ 70,560
merits are as follows:
band, was reported about two weeks ago and it & Stewart, with lumber mills at Old Town and
through work, leaving 30 for the interior finThese necessary appropriations figure $70,MAYOR.
GOV
was accepted that if either was destroyed by a
Milford. For some years he was the head of ishing, and plast ring will begin next week.
n F. Burnham
(R).(Rep) 660 and a 22 mill tax rate on the basis of 1916 German submarine war must follow. But the the
Bangor Biecuit Co. He served for several Work on the separate building, 10 contain the
A. Small (D).(Rep)
valuation would, with the poll tax, produce a steamers have arrived safely at Bordeaux, the
‘‘d T. Eldredge (R).(Rep)
terms as deputy sheriff, aid for four years ball room, billiard hall and barber
shop, wiil
Hence there would be Orleans the first of last week and the Rochesrevenue of $74,870 39.
Hiigerlhy (K)..Kep)
past, on account of failing health, had been a begin in the near future.
M. Robinson (R).(Rep) left for highways and bridges, sidewalks and ter March
2nd, and both received a royal wel- tire warden in the Moosehead Lake region in
-i !es P. Lemaire
A fire last Sunday night in a Portland apart(Dem).(Rep) sewers, the sum of $4,320.39. The city should come. A large crowd, attracted to the wharf the Summer and
an inspecting game warder, at
ra»*k C. Flint (Dem).
.(Dem) take no backward step. There are many things
ment house, the Somerset, a six story building,
arnes H. Fenderson (Rep)(Rep)
by the we^oming sirenes of other steamers, the Bangor station in the game season. He
the most importstarted in a dental office in the second story
harles E. West (Rep).
cheered the Rochester and cried "Long live was a charter member of
( Rep) absolutely necessary, among
Bangor I,«odge of
Ora A. Mender (Dem).
and imperiled the lives of two former Belfast
.(Dem) ant of which are the proper care of our streets, the United States,” and the crews of both the
Elks, a past exalted ruler and for six years dissidewalks and the building of a reasonable Orleans and the Rochester and the ifficers and
people. Mrs. Russell G. Dyer was in bed on
trict deputy grand exalted ruler. He served in
the third floor, directly over the dentists’ ofamount of sewerage each year.
crews from British and
French vessels have
both branches of the City Council for a number
*n Fic tions March 5th.
fice, when the alarm rang ar.d was literally
There is, too, under consideration the ob
been entertained at gala performances in the of terms, and as
park commissioner. He leaves
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of
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ehctmen, M. R. Trim, Harold united effort of the whole city and which it
Mrs Edgar B. Thompson of Bangor.
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city authorities.
Merchants’ National Bank.
women collapsed before reaching the window,
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The remnants of the Turkish forces retreatAgent, M. R Trim; treasurer may be possible to b.ing about.
i,.
Lax collector, L. N. Gilkey; Your administration has expended on
Miss Eva M. Brown of Quincy, Mass died j and they were assisted to safety by Augustus
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Twenty-two children were present at the
in poor health for years the end came suddenly.
irom the sewer assessments)
cimen, E C. Holbrook, F. h.
The Turks, it was said, would reach Bagdad
hour at the Peirce school last
12,768 33
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Miss Brown was born in Camden, Me,
the story telling
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a
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only
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E. G. Roberts; tax collector,
Mrs John R. Dunton
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until
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continuing
tions pnor to 1914 have now been eliminated
Wilson and Miss E. Frances Abbott
lar meeting last Friday evening played old of her death
She was a strong advocate of Arthur E.
trial
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from
balance, making
present games and new, followed by dancing. Homewill entertain next Saturday afternoon
Miss
1 he
temperance, making it her life work, and was
Demagogue.
trial balance a genuine and reliable one; in
Annie L. Barr wishes to .nake public acknowlmade candy and salted nuts were served.
connected with all of the temperance organizawhat it seems.
of the receipt of several picture puzd popular orator or leader;one other words,
On account of the Lyceum c >urse entertain- j tions of Boston.
Funeral services were held edgment
It may not be irrevelant to add that you have
zles contributed to the Library for the use of
curry favor with the people
ment and several other affairs, the degree j from her late residence Feb. 13»h. The floral
,,lhr portion of them
by pander* made on Chuich Street the best, most com.miin the soc'al half-hour that prework of Waldo Lodge of Odd Fellows will be
tributes were many aud'beautiful. She leaves the children
juilices or wishes, or by playing
cal, most permanent and most easily repaired
ceeds the story hour.
ce or
to mourn her loss a large circle of friends in
held Friday evening, Maich 16th, at which
F.
passions; specifically, an
strip of street existing in the City. This imnical agitator; one wno seeks
Hospital Notes. The unusual rush of
time the first degree will be conferred.
Boston and many relatives in Lincolnvilie.
■'•“•"d power or the furtherance of provement should be continued the present
work for the past few weeks at the hospital is
A special assembly of Maine Council, Royal
(:
lurpose by pandering to the year to the Foot of the Square. You have
Van R. Eels died Mar^h Srd at his home on abating and all the patients at
present are im> • 'juriice of the populace. The | constructed on Bay View Street sewerage re- and Select Masters, was held in Masonic Hall>
the Gentner farm in Waldo, where he was liv
*-C’lonary.
proving.. ..James Staphs came from BrooksAbout 400 members
lieving the wretchedly unsanitary situation Biddeford, Feb. 27th.
ing with'his stepdaughter, Mrs, John B. My rick. viile last Saturday for bis wife and baby daughfrom Yorx and Cumberland Couuties were
which has existed there for many years. We
PERSONALS.
His age was 73 years, 4 months and 12 days.
Mrs. Mary C. Mansfield,
ter, Ethel Marjorie.
understand your policy is to continue this present.
Council degrees were conferred or
He was born in Thorndike, the^on of the late
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a medical, and Mrs. Emma Carter, a surgical
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Washington, *eb.
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The funeral took place at his late home Tues°* Orland, who has been sections throughout the City.
in interstate commerce into a prohibition Slate.
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^rit8 Bussell, left Friday for a possible should be done, which we understand The measure would have become, effective im- day at 1 p. nr., Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the
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to be your policy.
Mitchell, a purpura patient, will have an operUniverB&iiBt church officiating.
Hand.— Pittsfield Advertiser.
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purchase
President, postoption
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$1,500 (original last moment,
the Searsport accident case, will have
home in North Rooney,
drri**
$6,500) We hope this will be exercised poning the effectiveness of the law until July Newhall, died March 3d at her
(Kingsbury) Drink water, died cost the
Vassalb oro, aged 78 years. She is survived by the splints removed this week....Miss Lukie
retained here for the protection 1, 1917.
and
engine
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rning, March 7tb, aged 17 days, of property. This we understand is your in
a husband; one son, Em rt L. Park hurst oi
Kellar and Miss Mollie Williams of Islesborc,
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The regular meeting of Waldo Pomona North Vassalboro; one daughter, Mra, Ernest
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recent patients, have been guests of Miss
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and
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Augusta
Respectfully submitted,
Mil h,UJ Margaret, suryive. A prayer
Grange was postponed from last Tuesday to Laplain
Valentine, superintendent of the hospital. Mias
The funeral wee held Monday from the home
,lel<t «t 3 p. in., Kelt. Arthur A.
next Tuesday on account of the storm. It will Rev.
J. O Rotter officiating. Interment wil I Kellar returned to her home last Thursday and
be held in South Montville.
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Cniverulut church cfflcimting.
Mias Williams Saturday.
be|in.Unitj.
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at

entertainment

Belfast, announced for March 7th, has been

Mrs. Fred G. Spinney left last Monday for
friends.
highly respected by all who New York to attend the millinery openings
knew her, kird hearted and thoughtful al- and select goods for Mrs. B, F. Wells. She
wHl return the last of the week.
ways of otherB. Her many acquaintances and
friends will always remember Mrs. Harris, as a
The Senate failed to confirm a number of
true friend, upright in character and of a gen- nominations of postmasters before adjourntle hospitality. She was a woman who had ment, among them those at Dark Harbor and
hosts of friends in her native place, and in Bel- Rockport.
They will be sent in for action at
fast, who will deeply regret her death, and ex- the extra session.
tend sympathy to the daughter in her great
The Board of Registration will be in session
bereavement, The loss of relatives and near
today, Thursday, from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m., 3 to 5
of
our
anfor
calls
contemplation
friends thus
and 7 to 9 p. m and will close tomorrow, Friother life to which we are all tending. Let us
day, at 5 p. m. Up to 1 p. m. Wednesday 22
of
She

dismantling of German warbound ships in
American harbors at the same time he received
the Z’m-erman note for transmission to Mex

is that

Sherman, BernesO.

and Charles B.
and Earl CurtiB of Belfast and
Norton.
L. M. Bryant of Waldo are in Boston this week
attending the auto show.
Elmer A.

by her daughter, who did everything
that could be done to bring comfort or relief
Mrs. Harris was a woman of
to her mother.
sterling qualities, loyal and devoted to her

von

This added

one

cared for

the

ico.

The Waterville High school boys and girls
basket ball teams will play the Belfast High
teams in the Grange hall to-morrow,
Friday

the leading business men of Bangor.
After her marriage to Mr. Harris she moved
to Belfast to reside and eight years ago returntd to Hampden to reside with her daughter
Mrs. Etta Beebe, who alone survives her. Dur-

and

of March 2nd says
Bernstorff, the former German ambassador, was instructed from Berlin to arrange

Count

387 50

years.
Estes who

possible war against the United States, and no
one believes that
Japan would abandon her

$590,000 00
71,092 40

corresponds to the profit and loss account in
any corporation or individual business and any

en«

of the court house at

not

trial

Germany, directly

she lived until March 2nd she
reached the advanced age of 88
She was the daughter of the late Z. P.

would have

Japan says she has re.
proposition from either Mexico or

plicity in the matter.
A Washington special

$677,136 71
This

justify

no

allies under any conditions
Carranza at this
writing has made no statement as to his com-

-el

persons having lcbster
;ege of marketing them

The News

Had

spent.

it.

$677,136 71

un-

expended balance
j Schools, unexpended

to

ceived

LIABILITIES

egislation.

and says: “It has all the
clumsiness, all the
the other machinations of the same kind that we disclosed in
Egypt, India and Ireland. It is thoroughly
characteristic of the apostles of kulter and of
the Kaiser, who ie the
protecter of Islam and
inciter of .holy wars by eastern races
against
Europeans, it also is characteristic that they
are not even able to
keep their plots to themselves, but are discovered before they have
begun with tbeir incriminating documents upon them.”
The pacifists in Congress were disposed to discredit the story of this plot, but it
was admitted
by Germany and an attempt
made

86
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War News in Brief.

Mrs. Vina PhilDrick of East Belfast, who postponed to March 14th on account of the
Particulars of the German plot to bring
Mrs. Annie Harris, widow of the late Capt
storm. Admission 20 cents.
suffered
a slight shock last week, is gaining.
her
To Hon. William K. Keen** Mayor:
Mexico and Japan into war with this
at
residence
away
B.
John
Harris, passed
country
Mrs. Agnes Bowley, manager of the WestResponding to your suggestion that tfo fi- are given on the 6th page and it is referred to in Han.pden Monday morning, Feb. 26, after a
Mrs. B O. Norton entertained the Once-inin the editorials.
nance Committee prepare a statement
The Westminister (London) long period of ill health, Mrs, Harris was born Awhile Club last Tuesday afternoon. Supper ern Union at Norwood, Mass., has received an
showing
increase in salary dating from March 1st, the
the City's financial condition after the
Gazette brands the plot as “fantastic villairty,” in Hampden in 1864, where her early life was was served at 6 p. m.
pay-

M

^

The

1917.

Ual-

ai d tummer lines.
Announcement of
the Britiah embargo naturally caused uncerin
tbe leather trade, but the opinion ia
tainty
general that exports, especially of goods suitable for military purposes, will not be affected.
The domestic demand re fit eta steady improvement, and in some instances prices have gone
higher. Apart from the recent large sale by
a prominent Chicago packer to a sole leather
tanning concern, important transactions in
hides have been absent, and in certain quarters

spring

i

quotations

are

yielding

—

On account of sickness and death the town

officials were unable to settle up the town
affairs and the town meeting was postponed
from the second to the third Monday in March.
Mrs. Sadie Brown is very ill at this writing.
Dr. F. C. Small of Belfast, the attending phy-

sician,is doing all that is possible and last week
had Dr. Tapley and Dr. Elmer Small in consultation. A trained nurse. Miss Randell, and
a practice nurse, Mrs. Stevens, belped to care
for her last week. There is much interest hi
her case as she has seven children to care for
Dun's Review, March and all hope for her recovery and she begs to
be saved for her children.
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at

white

a

a

stake and stone

pine

Sear

standing

stub about two rods to

the northwest end of the house I now

(the
running

live in
and

j
I

S.S. “Boston”, Central Wharf.

Boston, Mass., April 26th,
“For three years, I

Constipation.
FOR

IMPROVEMENTS.”

“Nobody would
coins

shoveling gold

think of

the surface of the road and leav-

on

ing them there to be worn out” said
Sidney S. von Loesecke, Chief Engineer
of the Department of Highways of the
A. L. A., “yet that is what is being done
every

Thcusands of dollars

year.

are

spent for road improvements each year,
but after the improvement is made it is
a

common occurrence

to leave the

new

road to the mercy of the traffic and the
weather.
“It is true that today the importance
of maintenance is being recognized more
than

it

in

was

the past,

but there

still communities that believe that
surface is
wear

a

permanent and should

are

road

never

out.

in

sume

lucaiuifs

me

umer exireme

People do not appreciate the
economic advantage of a first class road,
but they are willing to maintain their
dirt roads.
This is commonly done by
is reached.

taking any
hand, such

material

that

sods, clay,

as

which contains

may be on
loam or gravel,

much vegetable matter,
produce a surface
frequently mud to the depth of
so

that the least rain will
that is

or more.
Of course, it must be
realized that these materials are not
Too much fine material does
suitable.

two feet

not make

a

hard road surface

or

even

a

temporary surface,if the weather is wet,
and the money that is thrown on a road
in this way, if spent intelligently, would

result in

improvement

vast

a

present conditions.
“Sometimes, the foreman of

building

road,

over

a

the

gang

is under the

impression
that he is building a gravel road simply
because there happens to be gravel in the
bank where he is getting his material.
suitable for road building
“Gravel
should be well graded from large to small
particles,and should contain just sufficient
a

sand and other binder to cement the mass
together. If the material, as it standB
in the bank, is not of the proper proportions, it should be screened and the excess
large or fine material should be thrown
out. A gravel road to be kept in first
class condition should receive the constant
attention of

maintenance and repair
gang. This type of surface should only
be built on roads receiving light traffic.
a

trunk lines and market ROADS.

Nearly

three years and a half ago the
State of Maine entered upon the con: truciion of a trunk system of
highways.
About 260 miles have Deen comp eted at
a cost of almost $2,000,000,
making the
cost per mile about $7,500. The system
as
planned will comprise about 1,300
miles. Thus it is seen that the work

when finished will cost some
and at the

yearly

$10,000,000,

rate of construction

thus far reached the system will be completed in 1930. It seems to be already

demonstrated that the trunk lines of
highway, so-called, will bring thousands
of new tourists, into our State. These

bring into the pockets of
people large sums of money annually.
Mary of these, attracted by our scenery

tourists will
our

and

»

our

Bummer

climate, will build

or

ac-

quire summer residences, pay taxes, and
buy supplies. Furthermore, our own
people will more and more make use of
trunk lines when they ride for pleasure,
thus getting enlarged views of our State,
its advantages, its views and its possibilities. Concurrently with the beginning of the trunk system the State undertook the building or improving of
what have been called State Aid Roads.
These may properly be called market
roads. These are the roads which carry

products.of our labor from the farm
from the mill, as they start for the
pulsing centers of trade or of exchange

the
or

supplies of various kinds. The promainly interested in tbeBe market
highways. In this State the producer is
a majority factor and the prosperity of
all of us depends mainly upon his prosperity. The annual outlay for market
highways should therefore exceed that
for trunk highways, and in round numbers we should expect an outlay of
about $20,000,000 by the State for roads
when the contemplated trunk lineB and
market roads have been completed. This
for

ducer is

is for construction. In addition there
will be the cost of maintenance.
The Journal believes in good roads.
We believe in the trunk lines, and we
The
especially favor market roads.
State has entered upon a great under-

taking

which is of

the utmost

import-

ance, not only to us all but to the future
benefit of the State. We are glad to
note that the matter of road

being widely discussed.
In a matter calling for

the

building

troubled with

times, the attacks
severe, accompanied by
At

would be very
Dizziness and Violent Headaches. I
took medicine and laxatives the whole
time, but as soon as I discontinued the

MAYOR

William K. Keene.
ROAD

was

1914.

is

expenditure

|

old cellar may yet be seen)
from thence on a straight

relating to abuse^of horses; to prevent
discrimination against soldiers and sailfour sides standing on the bank of the ors in uniform; fixing compensation of
steamboat
regarding price of
Sheepscot Great Pond, and half thepriv- support of inspectors;
debtors in jail; amending the
ilege of the remainder of the neck of Constitution regarding the apportionment
land on which my house and the Baw of representative; amending the Constimill built by me and said Jonathan Bart- tution allowing absentee voting.
Conant of Waldo: Petition of Charles
lett stands, which lyeth southward of
C. Clements and ten others of Monroe,
a
said line, which is to be
common privi- in favor of nassage of Grange school
lege for each of us in improving said bill.

1 line to

MR. JAS. J. ROYALL

PROMINENT

—j atraftTYa r——-.———..—

the bills introduced Feb. 28th, which included the following:
SENATE-Amending the law relating
to teaching kindnes to birds and animals
in the public schools; providing for the
payment of the State Board of Health’s
expenses in enforcement of its rules and
regulations; providing for the formation
of combined health districts by towns
and cities.
House—Two bills, each providing for
the creation of a sea and shore fishents
commission; increasing the amount for
the attorney general’s office for the investigation of crime; relating to the salary of the insurance commissioner; relative to importation of horses and cattle
and testing of pure blooded cattle to be
sold for breeding purposes; relating to
tuberculin test of cattle to be shown in
competition for prizes; testing of cattle
shipped from Maine to Brighton, Mass.;

| veys all my right, title and property,
and demand, of in and to all
| challenge
the land north of the following line, viz;
beginning

U BOAT MAKES HALIFAX

Legislation.
Important legislation continues to apin the measures appearing in both
louse and Senate, as is witnessed by
New

Jonathan Bartlett, Jr., and family settled in Palermo about 1788 on lot of land
No. 143. He was the eldeBt eon of Jonathan Bartlett, Sr., of King’s Mills in
Whiteiield. He and his friend, Asa
Smith of Pownalboro, built the first saw
mill in Palermo, as the deed from Asa
Smith of Great Pond Settlement to Jonathan Bartlett of same place will show.
Book 32, Page 226. The consideration
was 30 pounds.
The deed is dated June
16, 1794, and was acknowledged Aug.
11, 1794, before Thomas Rice. “It con-

by

Legislative Notes.

a

small hemlock tree marked

on

After Germany declared for a ruthless submarine warfare England changed the port of call
V
from Kirkwall. Scotland, to Halifax, Nova Scotia, for examination.
w
Here is where Count von I
of Waterville apEaton
D.
above line I promise and engage by
Frederick
VIIl..
had
to
wait
while
British
officers
a
made
for
contraband and sni«
thorough search
peared before the Public Utilities comthese presen’s to quit claim to him; the mittee in favor of an act to amend the
treatment, my bowels would refuse to
move. Last October, I went to Montreal
said Jonathan Bartlett and his heirs for- charter of the Central Maine Power Co.,
Cut I his Out—It Is Worth Money.
and there heard of Fruit-a-tives ’. I
ever.
And I further covenant with said to allow it to take over the physical propDON’T MISS THIS. Cut cut this slip, enerties
of
I
Brunswick
he
Bath
&
Electric
close with 6c to Foley & Co., 2835 Sheffield
used one box and the results were so
Jonathan to allow him half the privilege
Co., the Penobscot Bay Electric Co., and Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and adpronounced that I bought two dozen of joining, rebuilding and repairing the electrical companies at Wiseasset, Hart- dress clearly. You will receive in return a
trial
boxes. I continued using ‘Fruit-a-tives’
Foley’s Honey and
present dam or of erecting a mill on my land and Newport, explaining that the Tar package containing
Compound for coughs, colds and croup;
and noticed a decided improvement. I
land on the opposite side of the river, Central Maine Co. already owns all their Foley Kidney Pills and Foley Cathartic Tabcapital stocks and that this was to efgradually reduced the dose from three a
promising hereby to warrant and defend fect a saving in bookkeeping and opera- lets. Sold everywhere.
day to one tablet every three or four said granted premises and privileges to tion. Walter S. Wyman of Augusta,
Comparative Food Values.
days until the twenty-four boxes were
him and his heirs forever against the de- manager of the company, stated that
This machine w ll be sold for S75 cash
Here’s a table of fotd values given nut
there wou d be a saving in .operation and
finished when my physical condition 1 inands of all
persons claiming by, from
the Department of Agriculture at
is
by
in every
of
from
to
a
$5,000
and has never
bookkeeping
$7,000
was perfect”.
JAS. J. ROYALL.
or under me or my
heirs and assigns,
Asked if it would affect the con- Washington, which speaks for itself:
year.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c. ! etc.”
If
in one of the best t
you want a
Rice.
.86 0i
sumer, he said it would enable the comAt all dealers or sent by Fruit-a-tives
W heat.82 54
ix is
uai ticvi,
uuiiauiaii
*_>»•»
pany to get nearer the point where it
lauici,
82
79
Rye.
at
The
Journal Office.
could reduce its rates.
Limited, Ogdensburg, New York.
I wa9 born in 1714, and was a descendant
Oats.74 02
A statement in favor of an act to exMaize..
82 97
of Richard Bartlett, who came from tend
the
charter of the Waldo Street
kind of highway should be built annually,
Potatoes. 23 24
I England in 1634.
He married Lydia Railway Co. was made by Allan L. Bird
Fat beef.
46 03
and shuuld know approximately what the !
of
Rockland.
Mr.
Bird
also
for
Lean beef.
26 83
Chase. They had three sons, Jonathan,
spoke
London Assurance
B
cost will be. and lastly should consider
the act to enable the Knox Gas & ElecCaleb and Joseph, and five daughters. tric
Kn
London,
Co. to consolidate with three subhow the money to pay for the same shall
Little Girl Had croup.
One married a Plummer, another a Por- sidary companies of which it had
Asset.s DecernBL»t E
purbe raised.
Every mother knows and fears croup. Mip.
Stocks and bonds.
ter, another a King, and one married a chased the capital stock, and the act to R. M. Raney, R. F. D. 2, Stanford, Ky write)-:
Cash in (ffiee and bank.
enable the Rockland, Thomaston & Cam- “My little girl had cre
Davis.
up every few nights. I
B°
1'he
den street railway to take over the prop- began to give her Foley’s Honey and Tar and
Agents’ balances
Revenue Bill.
t
Caleb married and settled in Balls- erty of the
mils receivable.
that
she
never
Knox Gas & Electric Co., j
night
coughed ary,
slept well,
and the next day her cold was gone.”
Re- j In 1916 Continued to Lead All Companies Interest and reiith.
Senator Fernald
Addresses the Senate ! town (now Whitefield) and had several whose stock it owns.
All
other
assets.
lieves coughs and colds. Contains no opiates.
!
on Production of Accident and Health
in Hehalf of the Farmer
daughters.
Sold everywhere.
Gross assets.
The new legislation introduced ThursThe younger brother, Joseph Bartlett,
Insurance in Maine
Deduct items not admit
Washington, D. C., Feb. 26, 1917.
IP
and enlisted in day morning contained some of the mjst
was
born
about
1795
1 he Maine Winter.
Senator Fernald of Maine was one of the
measures of the session.
important
Admitted
assets
three years in the
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
^Ln>
Senate—Senator Burleign’s bill to
Ihree members of the upper branch of Whitefield, serving
Those of us who for financial or busiLiabilities December
War.
He was married amend the Revised Statutes relating to
Life Insurance Co.
The
Columbian
National
ness reasons have to
Congress selected by the Republican Revolutionary
Net
the
winter
in
unpaid losses_
pass
the manner of voting, the proposition
Maine can comfort ourselves with the
Unearned premiums...
leaders to talk at the Saturday night three times. First, to Rhoda Sterns,
of Boston, Mass.
the adoption of a modified form of
All other liabilities
Bn
whom he had five children —Ruth, being
fact that there seems to be no escape
by
session of the Senate on important feathe present Connecticut ballot; authorizSurplus over all liabili i
For Year Ending December 31, 1916
William, Jane and Rufus. By ing the issuance by the State treasurer from unpleasant climatic changes. In
Joseph,
tures of the proposed
revenue
emergency
fact, we read a great many years ago
Total liabilities and surp
’-'~.Be&r
his second wife, Nancy Munsey, he had of a 4 per cent, unnegotiable registered
bill. Senators Sherman and Penrose were
that there was but one spot in the United
ADMITTED ASSETS
bond for $50,0(10 on the first days of
JAMES PATTEE &
Wo th
nine children, as follows:
States
where
there was a perfect clithe other members who spoke.
The
and
i
M
and
Bonds
stocks.$ 6.925,722 75
Belfast,
j
January
July of each year; also the mate the year round. It is a very small
v
Rhoda Bartlett, born May 18, 1791.
on Real Estate.
19
issuance
on
Mortgages
1,897,189
Senator
from
the
same
Maine
dates
of
the
same
confined his
junior
district and we have forgotten where it is. Loans to Policyholders ( Policies
James Bartlett, born September 11, kind
STATE MEt
of
a
bond
for
to
the
Uni: attack- upon
$100,000
1
the measure to those sec- 1792.
held as Collateral).
Piscataquis Observer.!
1.920.613 31
versity of Maine; authorizing the State
Real Estate
925 566 69
PHOENIX
Jonathan Bartlett, born January 26,
: tions which hit the farmers, particulartreasurer to reissue matured highway
Cash in banks and on hand.
267,292 69
izing upon the oleomargarine features 1794.
the law regarding the
Never
Put
bonds;
of Hartford,
amending
notes and premiums in
1
Premium
David Bartlett, born November 30,
This was Senator Fernald’s second speech
deposit of State moneys, so that any
process of collection (net).
472,173 69
1795.
Assets December
B:Au
a
A< crued Interest and Rents.
190,436 40
banking institution, trust company orand being, as it was extemporaneous,
Silas Bartlett, born March 12, 1797.
Miscellaneous.
11,875 38 Real estate.
ganized in Maine, or any NationaJ bank nr
without preparation, it made a great imto
Nancy Bartlett, born June 19, 1799.
Mortgage loans.
banks may be used; to provide’for the
®
Levi Bartlett, born March 5, 1801.
$12,610,870 00 Collateral loans
pression and stamped him as being one
*
adjustment of claims against the State.
WithStocks and bonds.
Sarah Bartlett, born April 8, 1803.
of the coming prominent figures in the
the
teachers’
House—Amending
Cash in office and bank.
penUaniel Bartlett, born February 26, sion
LIABILITIES
law so that at the age of 80 years,
out
Agents’ balances_
1
Senate. In the course of his remarks 1805.
Policy Reserve.$10,47^,458 64 Bills receivable.
the
■ p.
pensioner may receive the full
All other Liabilities, including
Senator Fernaid made it clear thal he
Daniel was born in Montville, Mr. amount designated under the act for the
a Dose o!
Interest and rents.
|
Claims in process of adjustAll
other
I y
assets.
came from a farming State and that his
Bartlett having feettled in that town in remainder of their life; relating to the
ment; Premiums and interest
relief
of
State paupers; for the better
people were greatly interested in those 1801. In 1803 he was elected surveyor
GroBs assets.
paid in advance; Bills jawaitf
Deduct items not admitt.
ing presentation for payment;
I
sections of the bill taxing farm products. of the north district. This same year protection of sheep, poultry and domestic
animals from dogs and wild animals.
Reserve for Accrued Premium
Mothers know it stops croup
It had been said by some of the Sena- the town voted to raise a sum of
Admitted assets.
Tuxes, etc,, etc.
442,296 92
money
because it cuts the thick choktors in the discussion that there was a for the
Surplus reserved for future diviRepresentative Holbrook of Brooks apLiabilities December
support of the gospel, and Sam- j
dends to policyholders.
173,000 00
before the legal affairs committee
Net unpaid losses.
ing mucus, clears the throat of
monopoly among the farmers of the uel Moore, Ezekiel Knowlton and Joseph peared
Additional Surplus as
regards
for the bill to incorporate the Brooks InUnearned premiums..
phlegm, stops the hoarse mePolicyholders (including Capicountry which sought to defeat some Bartlett were chosen a committee to dustrial
Academy, postponed from a pretal Stock). 1,518.114 44 All other liabilities
tallic cough, eases the difficult
Cash capital.
■
provisions of the bill. He had been hire a minister and to expend the money. vious hearing, stating that it was for the
then quiet
around the capitol all winter and so far
purpose of starting a course of instruc$12,610,870 00 i Surplus over all liabilities.
They procured Rev. Elder William Pick- tion
Mrs. T. Neureuer, Eau Claire, Wls.,
along industrial lines and to assist
had failed to find or to see a farmer here.
Total liabilities and surp
les, paying him a salary of thirty dollars the academy to secure all the assistance
writes: “Foleys Honey and Tar comFor the best Life, Accident and Health
He pointed out that the total farm value for the year. Joseph Bartlett died in
ALBERT M. AM
possible. No opposition.
pletely cured my boy of a very severe
Stockton Spring-,
Insurance communicate with
of this country according to the last cen- Montville June 2, 1826, at the age of 69
Selectman Perkins of Brooksville exattack of croup. We know from experience that It is a wonderful remedy for
sus was $40,991,00u,000.
It was natural years. His second wife, Nancy, died in plained the need of a right for a private
Old Colony Insurant.
way over tide water in that town and
&
E. C.
coughs, colds, croup, whoopingcough.”
that the owners of that property should December 1825, aged 62 years.
His said there
was no opposition at home.
Boston, /v\as
be interested in any measure affecting third wife, Hannah Philbrook, died in
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Assets December
their indusrry. He had not, however, Whitefield.
Reports of Committees.
Real estate.
425 Main Street, Rockland. Maine.
known of a single one of them appear- ]
Jonathan Bartlett, son of Joeeph BartMortgage loans,
Mr. Buzzell, from the committee on
3w9
Collateral loans,
ing before the committee.
lett, born January 26, 1794, married legal affairs, reported “ought to pass”
Stocks and bonds,
“The Senatorwho sponsor’s this bill,’’ j Fanny Otis (Leadbetter,) born in 1793. on bill, An act to ratify and confirm the
The Fidelity and Casualty Co of New \ork, Cash in office and bank,
of the Pine Grove Cemesaid Senator Fernald, “has said that a He died in 1867.
Agents' balances,
His wife died in 1869. incorporation
92-94 Liberty Street, 97-103 Cedar
Associatio s of Brownfield.
tery
Bills receivable,
great many laboring people desire to Their children were James Bartlett,
Mr. Conary, from same committee,
Interest and rents,
Street, New York City.
have this article on their table. That born in 1828, Mary E. Bartlett, born in reported “ought to pass” on bill, an Act
All other assets,
Assets December 31, 1916
1830, and Jonathan Bartlett, born in to extend the charter of the Bluehill
Gross assets,
45
Real
estate.$
1,293.833
Water
1838.
Company.
Deduct items not admitted
many people desire margarine in the
Slocks and bonds. 10,527,063 55
Mr. Buzzell, from same committee re89
and
in
office
bank.
of
in
the
State
1857-1917
Cash
672,479
butter.
We have
place
Admitted assets,
An Honest Letter From an Honest Man. ported “ought not to pass” on bill. An
Premiums in course of collection 1,912.6 9 57
of Maine 140,000 cows. Recently a bill
Act to amend Section 5 of Chapter 83 of
Enos Halbert, Paoli, Ind., writes: “I con
Liabilities December 31,
nPHE Business Far95,722 39
Interest and rents.
tracted a severe cold tbiB fall and coughed con- the Revised Statutes of 1916 of Maine,
was passed by Congress which reduced
All other assets.
290.772 28 Net unpaid lessee.
mers’
Standard
for
Could hardly sleep at night. I tried relating to terms of court of county
Unearned premiums,
the duty on butter from 6 cents a pound tinually.
several remedies without relief. Got Foley's
over 60 years, and more
Gross assets.$14,792,501 13 All other liabilities,
commissioners.
to 2 1-2 cents.
At that time we had a Honey and Tar and the first bottle relieved me
90 Cash
I Deduct items not admitted.
1,003,705
Mr. Higgins from the committee on
capital.
progressive than ever.
little butter factory in our town which curing my cough entirely. I can recommend appropriations and financial affairs, on
Surplus over all liabilities,
Sold
Better Facilities, BetAdmitted assets. .$13,788,795 23
it for all coughs.” Get the genuine.
Resolve
in
favor
the
of
Children’s
Aid
took the milk of 3000 cows. In less than everywhere.
Total liabilities and surpluter Goods. Ask for new
Liabilities December 31, 1916
Society of Maine for maintenance, $1,a year it was closed to the cream of
B. F. COLCORD, Agent
books on soils, crops
000 for each year.
Net unpaid losses... $ 3,449.705 20
NEWS OF THE COLLEGES.
3wl0
American cows.”
Unearned premiums. 6,386,822 97
Resolve in favor of the Waldo County
and fertilizers.
All other liabilities... 1,621,524 80
The Senator of Maine also took up the
General
for
$1,000
hospital
maintenance,
JACKSON
&
HALL
The annual Freshman banquet at BowCash capital.
1,000,000 00 Herman American Insuran.
for each year.
LOCAL AGENTS. BELFAST
subject of potato production. He pointed doin will be a dry affair. The drys carSurplus over all liabilities. 2.330,742 26
The new draft of these resolves proAddress Belfast Desk
i\ew York
no
beer
to
have
or
other
ried
the
vote
out that whereas Germany and Russia
vides that no part of the foregoing apTotal liabilities and surplus.$13,788,795 2
liquor served, 59 to 23.
Assets December 81
these
instishall
be
to
were, under normal conditions, greater
propriations
paid
J. B. FRIEL COMPANY, Agents,
The Colby College sophomore declaimReal estate,
3w9
producers of potatoes than this country; ed were announced Feb. 27th as follows: tutions until the State Board of ChariWaterville, Maine
Moi tgage loans,
ties and Corrections shall have certified
JAS. PATTEE & SuN. Agents. Belfast, Maine Collateral loans.
they had not for the past two years been Frederick D. Blanchard, Tnhn F. Choate, to the State auditor that the
following
FACTORY AT BELFAST
Stocks and bonds,
H.
William
D.
Drew,
a competitor,and this was the fundamenGallier,
Ralph
conditions have been complied with:
SUBSIDIARY
Cash in office and bank,
Newton L. Nourse, SidOF THE AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL CO.
That the prices charged by the instituLumbermen’s Mutual Insurance Company Agents’ balances.
tal reason, he believed, that today’s Isaac D. Love,
P. Wyman, Elizabeth R. Eames, tions to the
ney
aa/
Hills receivable.
8f Mansfield, Ohio.
general public who are able
present high price of that product of the Belle N. Longley, Josephine Rice, Madge to
Interest and rents,
pay shall be not less than the average
The Home Insurance Company
farm prevailed.
C. Tooker, Lillian L. Dyer.
Assets December 31, 1916
All other assets.
cost of the kind of service rendered.
New York.
Senator Fernald declared that one way
It is suggested that the new dormitory
No officer of any charitable institution,
Real estate.$ 30,000 00
Gross assets.
Mortgage loanB. 162.500 Oo
in which to cut the present high cost of to be erected at Bowdoin College this who receives a salary, shall be a member
Assets December 31, 1916
Deduct items not admitted.
2.300 00
loans.
Collateral
be named “William DeWitt of the board of managers, trustees or
summer
a
farmers
little
was
to
the
00
5,500
Mortgage loans,
living
give
^$
Stocks and bonds. 534.843 15
Admitted assets.
Hyde Hall,” in recognition of the 30 directors.
Stocks and bonds,
33,794,442 00 Cash in office and bank. 138,343 84
encouragement. It was necessary to pro- years of able service of Pres. Hyde of
That in the case of the Bath City Hos- Cash in office and bank,
2,330,221 92 Agents’balances... 80.187 23
Liabilities December 31, 1
vide a tariff v/hich would give their crops, the college. A letter containing this pital of Bath, the hospital of the Y. M. Agents* balances,
63
3,601,793
7.728 48 Net unpaid losses,
Interest and rents.
and
00
Interest
and
also
an
for
funds
rents,
253,103
68
C.
A.
of
Isle
the
18,3£9
appeal
All other assets.
Unearned premiums,
their butter and their eggs, a preference suggestion
Greenville,
Presque
278,8 9 00
is being sent to the alumni of the col- General Hospital of PreBque Isle, the All other assets.
All other liabilities.
in the American market.
Gross assets .$974,262 38 Cash capital,
Rumford Hospital of Rumford, the
lege.
Gross assets,
$40,263,879 55 Deduct items not admitted.
4,500 00 Surplus over all liabilities.
In closing the Senator said: “We are
Somerset Hospital of Skowbegan and
Liabilities December 31, 1916
the Waldo Hospital of Belfast, the manwilling that oleomargarine shall be sold
38
Admitted
assets.$969.762
Total liabilities and surplus
Net unpaid losses,
2 308,972 66
agement shall have secured subscriptions Unearned
It is all right to manuon the market.
Liabilities December 31, 1916
16,179.042 00
JAMES PATTEE & SON
premiums,
or
of subscrip- All other
satisfactory
guarantee
76
00
907,751
liabilities,
want
to
use
52,068
it.
but
Net
losses.$
facture it if people
it how often 'children Buffer from
Belfast, Maine
unpaid
tions from the municipal appropriations Cash capital,
worms, they
6,000,000 00
393.918 83
Unearned
premiums.
is the most unfair and unjust proposition would take care and guard against this com- or private benevolence to be used for the
Of
J
89
Conflagration surplus,
2,000,000
All other liabilities. 23,507
Newark Fire Insurance t
Bame
to put that article in Buch shape that no mon ailment of childhood.
as the State appropria12,868.113 13 Surplus over all liabilities. 500,267 66
Surplus over all liabilities,
Signs of worms are: Deranged tion purposes to not less than 25
per
amounting
Newark, N. J.
one can tell by the looks of it whether it
stomach, swollen upper lip,
and surplus,
55
Total
liabilities
38
$40,263,879
and
Total
liabilities
surplus.$969,762
cent thereof.
sour stomach, offensive breath,
3wl0
is the pure article or not.”
3w9
Assets
December 31,
Mr. Snow, from the committee on eduhard and full belly with occaReal estate,
Senator Fernald was on his feet for an
i
sional gripings and pains about cation, on Resolve in favor of the East»e oo n a- a and
Mortgage loanB,
the naval, pale face of leaden ern State Normal School at Castine for
hour and a quarter and was frequently
goods of every deMutual Insurance Co. Stocks and bonds.
Lumbermen’s
Indiana
tint, eyes heavy and dull, permanent repairs and improvements.
scription. FurniCash in office and bank.
interrupted by members on the Demoture. bedding, car
of Indianapolis, Ind.
_
twitching eyelids, itching of
Resolve in favor of the Eastern State
pets, stoves, etc
Agents’ balances.
the rectum, short dry cough,
cratic side, but in all instances had no
Normal
School
at
Castine.
furnitun
Bills receivable^
Antique
Assets December 31, 1916
of the teeth, little red points sticka specialty. If yoi
occasion to regret the interchange of grinding
Interest and rents.
ing von tongue, starting during sleep, slow
have anything t<
Real estate.$ 36.5CU 00 All other
assets.
comments.
Clear Your Skin in Spring.
fever.
sell drop me >
Mortgage loans... 304.600 00
Over 60 years ago Dr. True discovered the
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
Stocks and bonds. 299,318 00
means cleaning inside
Gross
house
assets.
Spring
cleaning
II*
WALTER
the
LaxaJJOMHM,
True’s
formula of Dr.
Elixir,
Family
Cash in office and bank. 39,812 62 Deduct items not admitted,
64 Main Street, Belfast.
Heal bkln Eruptions.
tive and Worm Expeller. Since then people and out. Dull pimply skin is an aftermath of
Agents’ balances. 22,169 88
Telephone 249-3
letters like this: “My winter
9,864 23
Interest and rents.
Painful ecsema is more active in spring have been writing us
inactivity. Flush your intestines with
Admitted assets.
had
badly,
little granddaughter
pinworms very
when the blood ia over-heated, the burning, and after taking part of a buttle of Dr. True’s a mild laxative and clean out the accumulated
Liabilities December 31, 1916
Gross assets.$712,264 73
not
do
Dr.
gripe.
to
take, they
El?xir is very much better, Mrs. Georgia Phil- wastes, easy
torture is unbearable, relieve it at once and
Admitted asset".$712,264 73 Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums.
heal the eruptions with Dr. Hobson’s Eczema pot, Houston, Texas.” This remedy has a King’s New Life Pills will clear your comLiabilities December 31, 1916
world-wide reputation as the one safe and reAll other liabilities.
and brighten your eye. Try Dr. King’s
25
plexion
Ointment. This antiseptic remedy is promptly liable
24,820
losses.$
Net
unpaid
worms
and
stomach
disorCash capital,
remedy for
Tnearned premiums. 250,421 81
effective in all skin troubles. Pimples, black- ders for both young and old. At dealers. S5c, New Life Pills tonight and throw off the slugover all liabilities,
9,682 47 Surplus
All other liabilities.
gish winter shell. At druggists, 28c.
heads, acne, tetter, ring worm, scaly blotchy 60c and $1.00. Write us.
^
Surplus over all liabilities. 428,440 20
Total liabilities and surplus.
skin, all respond to Dr. Hobson's Eczema OintBelts*1.
liabilities and surplus.$712,264 73 MAURICE W. LORD. Again,
Toial
ment Get it today at your druggists, 60c., Aibarn, Malm
SwlO
37 Mam Street,
Belfast, Me
8w9

mills, and all
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New $100 Oliver Typew ieH
FOR SALE.

perfect

particular
bargain

made, apply
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Columbian National
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Emergency

of millions of dollars our citizens should
have clear and well balanced ideaa. They
should consider how many miles of each guaranteed.
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Child
Bed
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Giving
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Foley’s Honey and Tar
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breathing,

sleep.
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j

E. FRANK COE
Fertilizers

The COE-MORTIMER GO.

51 Chambers St., New York

If Mothers Only Knew

1

__

DR. w. c. \m\\
DENTIST,

COMPANY,

fcftNY

TAKESEVERYC^ETO^^—

LIBERTY.

j

Mrs. A. J Skidmore » quite sick at this
writing with grip and other troubles.
The Liberty High school has been c'osed for
two weeks on account of an epidemic of meaelea that has been through the village and surrounding towns.
The many
who has been

Dodge Brothers

friends of Thomas P. Mathews

passing

J for

treatment of

j bis

improvement,

the winter in

his eyes,

are

gUd

Waterville
to

learn of

MOTOR car

Waldo Hoit arrived home from the M, C 1.
Feb. 19th, the school having closed on account
of three cases of scarlet fever. The following
Wednesday Mr. Hoit was stricken with the
disease and the Hoit residence was immediately quarantined and wiil remain so for the next
two weeks. Dr. Kinghorn of Searsmont is
coring for Dr. Hoit's patients.

It

Its merits are now so universally accepted that
rarely a subject of discussion.

respected citizen of Liberty for over
forty years. His keen intellect and broadness, together with a kind heart, won for him
many friends. He was always genial, courteous, and a gentleman.
Soon after coming to
Liberty he became a member of the church
choir and bis sweet baritone voice gave great
much

RU-——

"

|

Since

the Boston boats were taken
off,
ih^re has been landed at the wharf
A load of turnips and a mammoth
beet.

colnville Club

delightful

organization is
rsarv and there
big celebration
u.abiiant of Lin*
‘broad, be laying
that

vvere

present,

were

noticed,

tieth

Century

after-dinner
few members

short, but
and to the purwas started, for
•ne
ties, and (he

\

.idships.

For you know I would like to take a
long hike.
And meet my old friends round the Hub:
I were well worth my while, a few hours to

our notice just came, and found me the
same,
As they've found me so often
before;
And I needs must decline with the dear club to

were

dine,
A fact which I

be present,
Mr. Minot Creto

"j

beguile
r>ui

■

»re

!speeches the
who for many

e

•!

piano and violin

s

whose

‘I'd.

Following

high.
Would be

are

Knight.

d invitation
s famous club
Hub.

pleasant

tert

1

lime!

Please

thi-

excuse

ly wrote.

Lincolnville club.

brief note, which I hurried-

But I felt that you really should know
Just why we don’t come, and leave the

in,
1 Lav. pen’d
;.t-rewilh send.
Say

v

home.
Now believe me—sincerely.

day—
1,

atnl

bed,

unspeakable sin.

an

We may dine with the

Maine

town in
I'-'-

a

But we a regret, leU you think we foree
All our friends who reside near the Hub,
And we hope that sometime, O hope most sub-

be present
vnle’s elite
'dual treat.

n

have

Thus you see I am tied, and my good wife be*
side,
Who must stay and look after my "grub,”
So she won’t be able to sit at the table,
Ai d dine with the Lincolnville club.

elation,

tinu. t=o

mare

And the egg from the pullet brought in,
For to pass an egg .by, with the
price so blamed

services

\rno W.

m

Then the pig must be fed, the

j >yed dancing

ei

Lincolnvilie club.

tnnce

aecnne, as a duty of mine,
1 will tell you the wherefore and how.
I can’t get away, for a night or a
day.
For I’ve no one to milk the old cow.

10

pleasure

greatly deplore.

And to dine with the

:vgrets, and noth-

i.-'ic

fiom J. S. Mullen.

O.i February fifteen, one-nine-seventeen
I date this at Lincolnville, Maine.
And replying. Dear Gent, to the
message you
sent,
I 11 endeavor, to make myself
plain.

ien', Mr. Wal-

!

impossible for us to meet
you at the banquet on Joy street.
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Mrs. Sumner Greeley died Feb. 24th at
her home in Hampden Highlands.
She
was formerly Miss Jennie H. Nickerson
and was born in Swanville, May 14, 1857,
coming to Hampden to reside at the time
of her marriage 35 years ago.
Besides
her husband she leaves one son, S. Kenneth Greeley; one sister, Mrs. Will E.
Damm of Swanville, ai d six brothers:
Charles R., Winfield S., Albert T., Thos.
D.. George P. and Louis B. Nickerson,
all of Swanville.
Mrs. Greeley was a
valued member of Eastern Star Chapter,
O. E S.
She was a woman who was beloved by all who knew her for her many
fine traits of character, her kindly disposition, her devotion to family and loyalty
to friends. The funeral services were
held at the late home Tuesday, and the
burial was in LocuBt Grove cemetery.
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Hev. D. Brackett, a life-long friend,
spoke words of comfort. Text, Ps. 8:4,
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-i»e
e -unk or
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b«*re any more,
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iitoiiriu,

Urd Cates of Monroe, and many other
reiativ » and a large circle of friends.
Also his church, to whom he had always
been faithful and loving.
As a Free
Mason he always tried to live in accordance
with its tenets.
He was buried
from his home, where
large number of
relatives and friends gathered to look
once more upon those
lips thst had so
otten given them
The
good counsel.
service was directed by W. S. Jones.

dry

rat;
•»

and
died

J an. 8, 1917, aged 72 years.
He was
born in Hampden, but
at> an early age
came wiih his parents to
Monroe, where
most ot his life was spent.
He was a
man ol the utmost
integrity. Of a retiring disposition and a loving nature, he
made iritnis of all with whom he came
in contact.
He was married in 1870 to
Miss Helen Pattee of Monroe a id otcime
a Christian
the same year.
He soon
followed his Lord in baptism, and later
became a member of the Christian church
at East Dixmont and continued a member until his death.
He had been in
poor health for a number of years. Dur
ing the last weeks he received many
tokens of regard from some of the
many whom he had befriended in the
He bore his sufferings with Chrispast.
tian fortitude.
He talked freely about
his approaching death ami gave
many directions in regard to his funeral and
other matters.
He was tenderly cared
for by his devoted wife, assisted
by a
loving sister, who did all that love and
means could do to make him as comfortable as possible.
He leaves to mourn
their loss a loving, tender wife; one
brother, Fred Emery; two sisters, Mrs.

delect,

corn

*nd ,ro#t*
f*il
0D|> Be«d and time are lost.
8now

I

anticipated

Harris,

widow of the late
Capt. John B. Harris died Feb. 26th at
her home in Hampden aged 82 years, 11
months and 25 dayB. Mrs. Harris was
formerly Miss Annie Estes and was born
in Hampden, but was a resident of Belfast until about eight years ago, when
she returned to Hampden to reside with
her daughter, Mrs. Etta Beebee, who
alone survives her. She was a woman
who had hosts of friends in her native
place, and in Belfast, who deeply regret
her death and txlend sympathy to the
daughter. The funeral services were
held Wednesday, and the burial will be
in Mt. Hope cemetery in Bangor, in the

Estes family lot.^.

Therefore sales

it will pay

his every

!

you to visit us and examine this car.

a
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Mrs. Matthew D. Sedgwick, formerlv
of Camden, died
recently at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Lou
Pressy, in Gorham, N. H, Besides Mrs. Pressy, she
leaves one daughter, Mrs. Inez
Crosby of
Camden. The body was brought to Camden for interment beside her late husband in the family lot in the Mountain
street cemetery. The deceased had a
large circle of friends and was a highly
honored women. Deep sympathy is tendered the surviving relatives.

machinery

manufacturers,

Portland and was one of the commissionunder whose direction Portland
City
Hall was erected in 1912. He
graduated
from Bowdoin in 1893.
He is survived
by a wife and four children.

and Strains Relieved.
Sloan's Liniment quickly takes the pain ou^
of strains, sprains, bruises and all muscle soreness.
A clean, clear liquid
easily applied, it
quickly penetrates without rubbing. Sloan’s
Liniment does not stain the skin or
the

clog

pores like

plasters or ointment. For
chronic rheumatic aches trd pair s,
neuralgia
gout and lumbago, have this well known remedy handy. For the pains of grippe and followmussy

strenuous

work,

it

gives quick relief.

At

druggists, 26c.

weather aches follow
exposure. Soothe and relieve them with Sloan’s Liniment. easy to apply, it quickly
penc:r?.‘c; rv'ib.oul rubbing. Cleaner
than mur.. v 'a.ter? or ointments,
docs t.oi
the shin.
i r tcir.'.'.auc pains, neuralgia,
gout, iumbago, sprains, strains,
bruises and stiff sore muscles, have
Sloan’s Liniment handy.
At all druggists, 25c. 50c. and $1.00.

Cold

jgJMshfri
;

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
v. a ter for douches stops
pelvic cat or .'h, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.
Ha* extraordinary cleanring ai d germicidal power.
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postpaid by
^^najL^TKePaxton • naetCnraruiy, Boston, Maw.

Dusolv&J in

CLUBBING HATES
The following clubbing offers are only for
subscriptions to 1 he Journal paid one year
n

advance:

The Journal and Farm and Home,
$2.00
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
2.10
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine, 2.25
The publications included in our

clubbing offer may be sent to different addresses.
Send in your

subscription

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB.

Inactive Kidneys
Cause Disease
**I shall not soon forget the benefits 1 derived
from the use of Foley Kidney Pills.”—AL A.
Godfrey, Forest Grove, Oregon.
Too much work and too little work
seem to have about the same effect
on persons past middle age.
Proper
action of the kidneys is necessary to
filter
as
a
act
health.
They
good
and remove from the blood poisonous
waste matter which if permitted to
remain in the system leads to many
complications.
Many nervous, tired, run-down men
and women suffer from pains in the
back and sides, dizzy spells, bladder
weakness, sore muscles and stiff
joints and fail to realize that rheumatism, diabetes or even Bright’s disease may result.
If you have cause to believe that
vour kidneys are weak, disordered or
inactive you should act immediately.
Foley Kidney 'Pills have been used
by young, middle aged and old with
complete satisfaction. They act quick)v and sure ly and have given relief
fn casts of ten vears* standing.

SOLD EVERYWHERE

b.

Car

or

Roadster, $950; Sedan, $1185

Detroit)

NORTON,
Telephone 307

Niagara

February 23,1917.
Taken this twenty-third day of February, A
1917, on execution dated February 20, 1917,
issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
Judicial Court for the County of Knox, at a
term theieof begun and held on the second
Tuesday of January, 1917, to wit, on the thirteenth, day of January, 1917, in favor of Alfred
G, Hills of Union, in the County of Knox,
against S. W. Paul of Searsmont, in the County
of Waldo, for twenty two hundred nineteen
dollars and ninety-two cents ($2219 92), debt
or damage, and one hundred thirty-seven dollars and thirty-six cents ($137 36) cost of suit,
and will be sold at \ ublfc auction, at the
Sheriff’s .office, 19 Congrtss.street, in Belfast,
in said County of Waldo, to the highest bidder,
on the twenty-ninth day of March, 1917, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, the following described
real estate, and all the right, title and interest
which the said S. W Paul has and had iri and to
the same on the twenty-sevi nth day ol October, 1915, at 10.50 o’clock in the forenoon, the
time when the same was attached on the writ
in the Bame suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Searsmont on theeasteily side of me road
leading from Searsmont Village to Cooper's
Corner, and bounded as follow*:
Beginning
at the southerly corner of land owned t>v B. F.
Tootbaker at stone wall; thence north. 56 deg.
east by said Tootbackei’s land 160 rods t<>
stake and stones; thence sou:l», 34 deg. east, by
land of John Keating, twenty-three rods to
land of E. S. Cushman; thence S., 56 deg. west
by said Cushman's land t road first motioned.
160 rids: thence north, 34 dig. west, by said
road, 23 rods to place of beginning; containing
23 acres, more or less, with the buildings
thereon.
Also another lot or parcel of land situated
ou the southerly side of said road and describ
ed as follows: Beginning at a stake at the
junction of stone wails at northerly corner of
said lot; thence south. 56 deg. west, 160 rodB to
stake; ihence about 50 rods sojth. 34 ueg. east
to land occupied by A, J. Farrar; thence north,
56 deg. east, 60 rods to road first mentioned;
thence by said road, north, 34 deg west, about
50 rods to the place of beginning, being one ot
the lots mentioned in deed Alfred K, Paul, administrator of the estate of Iddo K. Paul to S.
W. Paul, dated January 24 1900
aIso all the right, title and interest which
the said S. W. Paul has in and to a certain
spring, situated in said Searsmont, as provided
in deed Alfred K. Pau>, administrator, to S. W,
Paul by deed recorded in Book 224, Page 354 ot
Waldo Registry of Deeds.
Also another lot or parcel of land situated in
said Searsmont, with the buildings thereon, being part of lot No 15, in the first division of
lots in said Searsmont, to wit: Beginning at
the highway leading to Belmont Corner, at
Searsmont town line; thence north, 20 deg.
west, to land of Sylvanus Hemingway; thence
S., 59 deg. west by said Hemingway’s land,
half across land formerly of Samuel Howard;
thence by said Howard’s land, S., 26 deg. E to
said road; thence N. by said road to place of
beginning, containing £5 acres, more or less.
Also another lot or parcel of land in said
Searsmont. bounded northwest by land of G L.
Hemingway; N. by Belmont line; S. E. by roar,
and S. W by land ot A. A. Cobb and others:
the same being situated on Hall Corner road,
containing 36 acres, more or less, with the
buildings thereon.
JAMES A. G. BEACH,
Jw9
Deputy Sheriff of Waldo County

Cm.,

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Belfast, Maine.

Attorney

estate.»•
None
Mortgage loans..409.000 00
Collateral loans.
None
Stocks and bonds.
6,526,122 00
Cash in office and

bank.
Agents’ balances.

Practice in all Courts.
a

BOYINUTON OPTICAL
44

is open

for|en-

Admitted assets.$8,375,412 97
Liabilities December 31, 1916

gagements for

Net unpaid losses. $ 420,230 91
Unearned premiums. 3,734.858 17
All other liabilities.
188,545 58
Cash capital.-. 1.000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 3.031,778 81

1917

South Main Street, Winter port, Maine

No washing

girl
or

for housework.

ironing.

Lood

wages. Address
No. 4 Church Street, Belfast.
Telephone 25

M7

l

Business

I

Assets December 31, iyi6
estate.$
171.925
0
Mortgage loans..
Collateral loans.
0
Stocks and bonds. 3,972 350
Cash in < ffice and bank...
426.135
Agents’ balances.
530,268

Manager

Granite

Mate

Fire

Insurance

Bills receivable
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

Company,

Portsmouth, N. H.

Dross assets.$
31, 1916
Deduct items not admitted.
Mortgage loans. $ 24.200 00 j
Admitted assets.$
Stocks ar>d bonds. 1.103,273 75
Cash in office and bank.
98,757 13
Liabilities December 21, 1916
Agents' balances.
125,241 79 j Net unpaiu losses.$
Interest and rents.
15.132 14 : Unearned
premiums.
All other assets.
2,184 14 All other liabilities.
over all liabilities.
Surplus
Gross assets.$1,371,208 85
Deduct items not admitted.
36 0)2 36
Total liabilities and surplus.... $
Assets December

Admitted assets.$1,335,196 49
Liabilities December 31, 1916
Net unpaid losses...$ 76,907 92
Unearned premiums.
724 843 69
All other liabilities.
14,439 91
Cash capital.
200 000 00

Surplus
Total

over

all liabilities..

319.504 97

48*42
99 077 65
9,887 49

^^Gross

assets.$10,087 902 53
Deduct items not admitted.
604.983 62

unpaid losses.795,409 16
Unearned premiums. 4.899,405 57
All other liabilities.
177,052 91
Surplus over all liabilities. 3,611,051 07

Liabilities

I

I

KIDNEY PILLS
FOLEY
FOR BACKACITE KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

2

318.300 46
809,412 79
67.029 40

1,706 046 79
4

900,789 44

867 025 15
5tG 00

December 31, 1916

Cash guaranty capital
Surplus over all liabilities.
liabilities and surplus... .$

5 672 22

340,698 01
19.3!3 67
lOOOMOOO
401,441 25

866,5.5 15

Agents: JAMES PATTEE & SON, Bel fist.
JOSHUA TREAT, Jr., Winterport.
3w9o

Agricultural Insurance Company,
Watertown, in. i.
Assets December 31, 1916
Real estate. $
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks ard bonds. 3
Cash in office and bank...
Agents' balances.

liabilities and surplus... .$ 9,482.918 71
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
3w8
Belfast, Maine

Glasses Fitted.

..

Bills receivable.
Interests and rents.
All other assets.

Frank F. Graves,

35.789 74
663,132 CO
33.670 50

779,986 14
312.808 66
826.623 10
o
46 484 20
0

Gross assets.$5,1*27,994 24
admilited.
91,991 23

Registered Optometrist,

Deduct items not
Admitted

assets.$5,036,003 01
Liabilities December 31, 1916

Belfast, Me.'. I. O. O. f. Bldg

Net

unpaid losses.$

181 984 64

Unearned premiums. 2,052,8/7 31
All other liabilities.
312,000 00
Cash capital.
600,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,989,141 06

For Sale
8:00 BELLE CITY INCUBATOR, in
Price $6.00.
good running order.
6( egg round metal Cycle incubator,
price $1.00. Address by letter
“K,” JOURNAL OFFICE.

900,789 44

Net unpaid losses.
.$
Unearned premiums...
All other liabilities.

Total

Admitted assets.$ 9,482,918 71
Liabilities December 31. 1916

4

Admitted assets. $ 866,5.3 15

8.397.476 20
581.6^2 65
999,288 92

Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

5,172,999 61
272,210 17

Gross asst ts.$
Deduct items not admitted.

31, 1916

Agents’ balances.

0

60,982 73
11,337 28

Assets December 31, 1916
Real estate. $
86 000 00
Stocks and bonds.
733,452 00
Cash in office and bank.
4 042 28
Agents’balances.
3'.484 8>
Interest and rents.
Il,0t9 87
All other assets.
976 15

U. S, Branch North British & Mercantile of
London ar.d Edinburgh, Great Britain.
Stocks and bonds.$
Cash in office and bank.

76
10
70

Holyoke Mutual Fire Insurance Company
Salem, Mass,

liabilities and surplus- $1,835,196 19

Assets December

04

JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
3w9
Belfast, Maine.

JAMES PATTEE & SON. Belfast,
JOSHUA TREAT, Jr Winterport.
3vc8
Agents

ENDS CATARRH, ASTHMA,
Bronchitis, Croup, Coughs and Colds, or
Said and guaranteed bi
iou«y back.
A. A. HOWES & CO.

S. Hranch Sun Insurance Office

Real

Eyes Examined.

HYOMl

■ ■ (MMHBDHm'O-i

WANTED

Total liabilities and surplus _$8,375,412 97
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
Belfast, Maine.
3*9

Wm. 1. Thayer

Probate practice

2ft

34^921

Gross assets.$8,450.412 61
Deduct items not admitted.
74,999 54

Total

CO.,

OFFICE DAYS, MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS

A reliable

specialty.

598 963 49
818,394 81
None
63,010 83
38

Bits receivable..
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

BELFAST, MAINE.

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

at Law

Company,

Real

Net

E. H. BOYINGTON,

Fire Insurance
New York.

Assets December 31, 1916

THE

D.

ers

Sprains

o.

STATE OF MAINE.

Mrs. Susan A. Smith, wife of Freeman
died Feb. 28th at her home at
Verona Park. Mrs. Smith had been in
impaired health for some time, but her
death came as a great shock to her family and friends. She was born in Bucksnort, April 20, 1840, the daughter of
Charles and Sophronia Smith. Besides
her husband, she leaves two
sisters, Almeda Gove of New Hampshire and Eliza
Taylor of Bangor. By her own request
the remains were taken to Boston Thursday for cremation.

died in New York Feb. 27th
following a
surgical operation. He was connected
with a number of business
enterprises in

Touring

COUNTY OF WALDO, bS.

Smith,

Company,

Winter

(All prices f.

Belfast, Maine

dom.

Richard C. Payson, since 1893 treasurer
and general manager of the Portland

Roadster, $785;

B. O.

Mrs. Jesse A. Hills, who had long suffered with tuberculosis, died Feb. 21st.
Beside her husband in
Montville she
leaves three children, an aged father,
Adam Nichols, and two sisters.
One of
the sisters, Mrs. Mark Patterson of West
Lynn, Maes., is to adopt the little motherless girl, aged about five years.
The
funeral service was conducted on Saturat
the
day,
home, by Rev. E. A. Dinslow of Searsmont, and the remains were
placed in Mt. Repose tomb, at the King-

Nettie, wife of F. E. Merrithew, died
Feb. 24th at their home in Camden
after
a
lingering illness of tuberculosis, aged
53 years. One sister and four brothers
survive her. Her many friends were
deeply pained to learn of her death. The
funeral was Feb. 26th, Rev. S. E Frohock officiating, a id the
body was placed
in the receiving tomb to be taken
later to
her old home in
Macherrin, Va., for interment.

or

Nettie E. Robertson, Monroe, to Thomas
Barrock, Frankfort; laud in Monroe.
Cornelius J Lynch, Bangor, to William H.
Morrison ana George C. Fletcher, Stockton
Springs et als.; land in Isle^boro.
Grace C
Pillsbury, Belfast, to Bernes O,
Norton, do ; land and buildings in Belfast.
Frank W. Kelley, Winterport, to Ida A.
Clark, Frankfort; land in Frankfort.
James N. Heald, Troy, to Rosa J. Warren,
Fairfield; land and buildings in Troy.
Ernest T. Roberts, Monroe, to Lillian M.
Gray, Belfast; land and buildings in Monroe.

of Vinalhaven and Mrs. Abbie Wooster
of Warren; and two brothers. Deacon
Elisha Grant of North Haven and William H. Grant of Glenwood.

Nathan H. Maker of Concord.
Mass,
died Feb. z6th in Freedom, where for
the past year he had been
living. He
had been an invalid for some time and
came to Maine
hoping the climate would
benefit him.
He is survived by his mother and two sisters of
Concord, who were
with him when he died.
Mr. Maker was
33 years and J1 months old and was the
son of Louis and
Josephine (McFarland)
Maker. The body was taken to Concord
Wednesday and the funeral services were
held in that city on
Thursday.

Car

Morrill.

Haven, and Mrs. Abbie Wood of
Belfast; two sisters, Mrs. Almeda Smith

ing

quickly consummated.

The gasoline consumption is unusuaily low.
The tire mileage is unusuaily high.

transfers in real estate.

North

all

are very

most.

the

aeroplane,

Regrets

he company
usual tine ban-

who

The following transfers of real estate were
passed
higher life, sincerely mourned. To recorded in V^aldo County Registry of Deeds
husband, Dr. A. F. Miller, who is for the week ending Feb. 28, 1917:
left alone, is tendered the
deepest symJoseph Fisher, Vassalboro, to Len Corn forth.
pathy of all. The funeral service was
held at the late home, Rev’s C. L. Stev- Unity; land in Unity.
Joseph Fisher, Vassalboro, to E. B. Hunt,
ens and L. D. Evans
officiating.
Unity; land in Thorndike.
E. D. Chase, Unity, to Joseph Fisher, do;
Mrs. Margaret Thayer died Feb. 11th
1 ind in Thorndike.
in North Haven, aged 74
I
years and 8
months. She was a Christian woman and
John Bradley, Hermon, to Charles A. Knowl; highly respected in the
community. She ton, Monroe; land in Monroe.
leaves to mourn their loss one
son, Elisha
Frank C. Currier, Morrill, to Charles Hoffses
of Warren; three daughters. Mrs. Hattie
and George Edmunds, do; land and
buildings in
! Duncan and Mrs. Lettie Beverage ot
to

and talked of

'K
■

daughter,

are

Those who knew him best loved him

So what will you do up there for
grub
To feed the members of our club?
Now with neither boat nor train.
Since we have got no

Will doubt that what I’ve wr ie is true;
For you know that neither
George nor I
Was ever known to tell a lie.
Right here I’ll curb my musejs flight.
Sincerely yours,
Arno W. Knight.

t!l,are>

wife and
want.

:

With
But I

oeca-

Mrs. A. F, Miller died Feb. 20th at her
home in Trim street, Camden, after
months of suffering.
She was a member of the Elm street Congregational
church and a regular and devoted attendant ucill prevented by illness.
A woman
of beautiful Christian character and one
whose friends were many, she has

Which Boston people should have to eat.
But on account of war, it is said
P°or Boston people can't be fed,
And those turnips, so the owner learned
Are very likely to be interned.

It

snug sum to

a

for
*

j

they

That tt e car is all it is represented to be is
taken for granted.
That it is good value is conceded beforetiand.

pleasure to all who attended the church services and the social gaiberings connected with
the life of the
community. All the members
of that choir,
except the writer, have been
Called to the othef side, where songs never
end. In hie last months and weeks of suffering he was tenderly cared for by his devoted

.

,oad of botatoes for use
by the German soldiers on the western front

a

f its

[

'"^

-----.ht: i
i’ress Association.

good things

very lew of the

other sort.

To the obituary of Capt. J O. Johnson,
which appeared in The Journal of Feb. 22ud, I
wish to add a few words. Capt. Johnson was a

!

interesting to stop and recall how many
you have heard of the car, and how

is

1
lJv

Total liabilities and surplus.$5,036,003 01

Alio

j

JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,,
8w8
Belfast, Maine

There was a marked decline last week
in the prices of potatoes, onions and
other staple articles ot food. Potatoes
BELFAST, THURSDAY. MARCH 8, 1917
were quoted at $5 per barrel in Houlton
and the market sluggish elsewhere in
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
Aroostook at $6. Reports of a threatenThe Republican Jour. Pub. Co. ed embargo upon exportation of potatoes trom New Brunswick created some
uneasiness, as many Maine men are said
C 1ARLES A. PILSBURY. }
Manager to have Btock stored at New Brunswick
s__ shipping points, which in case of an emwould have to be disposed of at
Advertising Terms. For one square, one bargo
Inch length in column, 26 cents for one week lower prices than those prevailing on
•nd 26 cents for each subsequent insertion.
this side of the line. A number of cara

PEPSIN NUX IRON and

Republican Journal

The

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
60 cents for three
fear; $1.00 for six months;
months.

.Physicians and pharmacists have
long known the desirability and dif-

of combining iron—a supertonic—in a blood-purifying,
appetite-giving medicine.
The combination of the iron with
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has now been
secured through the happy thought
new
of prescribing Peptiron Pills in connection with the Sarsaparilla—the
latter to be taken before eating,
Peptiron Pills after.
'In this way the two medicines
work harmoniously, giving four-fold
results in bloocFcleansing and upbuilding, in Very many cases.
Peptiron Pills include pepsin and
iroli,—note the name, Peptiron Pills,
—nux
vomica, manganese, other
tonics, digestives and laxatives.
What better course of medicine
can you imagine for this season ?
You get blood-purifying, appetitegiving, liver-stimulating qualities in
and
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
great
strength-makers in Peptiron Pills.
Buy these medicines today.

ficulty
lative

■

loads have been held up because of con-

gestion at the points.for which they

are

destined, and the shortage of cars has
prevented many from shipping when
they could have realized at the top of
the market.
In Aroostook they stil
talk of potatoes going to $10 a barrel,
but while there is unquestionably a
shortage in the country at large, we
doubt if these expectations are realized,
though prices are likely to continue high.
What has brought down the price of potatoes, onions, etc., is the boycotts and
There has been
great demand for rice, which has a
much larger food value than potatoes,
end may be used in many ways. What
is left over when served as a vegetable

the use of substitutes.

may be made into puddings or irto cakes
with a batter and fried. Hominy is less

William K. Keene.

known in New

England, but
a popular

be U3ed to become

SITUATION

THE

AT

WASHINGTON.

excellent substitute for potatoes when
eaten with sausages,roast pork or chops
the '“hog and hominy” of the South—
an

—

only briefly

We can

portant events

summarize the

im-

the past few days.

of

The 04th Congress finally adjourned at
Senators,

Twelve

4th.

March

noon,

headed by LaFollette of Wisconsin, disgraced themselves and the country by

giving

the bill

defeating
authority

to

the President

ships, previ-

merchant

arm

ously passed by the House by
Many important

vote

a

403 to 13.

of

and when cold may be cut in slices and

fried.

revealing

The

bring

Mexico and

this country, in case we should be drawn
war with Germany, created quite a

into

abroad but caused very little
stir at home. In fact for a long time
every well informed person in this country has been aware of Germany’s in-

measures

trigues

President Wilson took the oath of of-

of the

failed

to

fice for his second term at noon, March

4th, in his

the

at

room

capitol,

and

was

formally inaugurated Monday. For the
first time since the inauguration of Lincoln in 1861, when the nation faced the
crisis

the line of march.

dress, while

accoutrements

rallied about

the

him,

President pictured the deep wrongs the
United States patiently had borne in the
conflict of other

peoples without wishing
to wrong or injure in return.
Asserting
that the tragedy of another continent
had removed provincialism and made
Americans citizens of the world, and that

principles of this republic should
applied to a liberation of mankind,
the

resolutely

he

determination

that

America, standing “firm in armed

neu-

trality,”

voiced

be

must demonstrate her claim to

“minimum ot

a

a

right

and freedom of

action,” in world affairs.
The Senate is now in executive session
to

confirm

the

1,400 nominations

which no action had been

effort will be made
that it will be
tors

to

taken,

on

and

an

amend the rules

so

impossible

for

a

few Sena-

like La Follette and his

following to
defeat the will of the people.
The people and a large majority of the

I

|

and in Censay

nothing

attempts to destroy shipping,
bridges and munition plants. Still, the
exposure of this plot, officially, followed

1

by Germany’s admissions and attempts
to justify her action, serve to show the

hypocrisy of Germany’s professed friendship for this country and the true character of Bernstorff who was at the head
of all the plots agai .st this country while

War, troops guarded
In his inaugural adpretending to be our well
trumpets blared and martial sirous of keeping us out

Civil

of

Mexico, in Cuba
South America, to

in

tral and

pass.

of the German plot to
Japan into war with

sensation

was

j!

wisher and deof

war.

That

the officials at Washington were deceived by his pretended friendship, that he

i

in close touch with them and knew

of every move before it was made, and
that he timed the appearance of the
Kaiser’s peace proposal with the President’s Note is self-evident.
He was
treated

with

more

than the

required

better than the hired assassin who stabs
his victim in the back.
Of the 13 votes cast in the House of
the Pres-

ident. power to protect American lives
and property and maintain the dignity
ana

honor of the United States twelve
cast by Western Congressmen, and

were
one

by

a

Socialist, misrepresenting—we

trust—a New York district.
The Solid
North and South stood behind the President.
Representative Steadman of

Carolina,

North

a

a

straight ticket mark a cross (X) in the square over the party name at the head of the ticket.
split ticket marka cross (X) in the square over the party name. E-ase printed name in the
WARD ONE

WARD TWO

DEMOCRAT

REPUBLICAN

WARD ONE

REPUBLICAN
For

Mayor

WILLIAM K. KEENE
For Alderman

CLEMENT W. WESCOTT

For Mayor
EDGAR F. HANSON

For Mayor
WILLIAM K. KEENE

For Alderman
PERCY A. BRADFORD

For Alderman
RALPH I. MORSE

For Councilman
ANSEL M. LOTHROP

For Councilman
WILLIAM C. LIBBEY

This is Farmers Week at the University
Maine, beginning March 5th and closing March 10th. It comprises short
in
courses
Agriculture, and Home
Economics, given by means of lectures,
conferences, demonstrations and actual
practice work in the laboratories. In the

For Councilman
RALPH H. HOWES

For Councilman
FRANK H. KEENE

VIRGIL L. HALL

For School Committee
RALPH D. SOUTHWORTH

For School Committee
THOMAS W. LOTHROP

For School Committee
ELON B. GILCHREST

For Constable

For Constable
JAMES D. HILL

list of speakers are the names of more
than seventy persons, including representatives of the Federal and State Departments of Agriculture, the Maine
State Grange, many Agricultur a I Associations, and successful farmers, in
addition to the teachers from the various
departments of the college of Agriculture
A few of the
and Experiment Station.
special features are special programs by
the Maine Pomological society; Maine
Seed Improvement Association; Farmers’
Union oi Maine; Maine Florists’ Assoc ation, March 8th; dedication of tablet to
memory of Prof. Walter Balentine by
Maine Federation of Agricultural Associations, Wednesday evening, March
7th; Conference on the dairy situation,
Thursday afternoon and evening, March
8th, and a series of lectures on bee keepinff.
The women’s section of Farmers Week
is one of the most interesting features.
The food question is the largest problem
confronting the home-maker. For food
she spends the largest proportion of her
For this reason
and
effort
money.
special emphasis is laid upon the subject,
The leztures de it with th t value and uses
of the dairy products, mineral salts and
the best foods to supply them, and the
planning of meais for the family. In the
laboratory the women prepare foods
from the dairy products, fruits and vegetables. These are the products which
every farm woman has and she obtains a
knowledge of some of the fundamental
principles of planning meals for her

FRED 0 J. HORNE
For Warden
JOHN W. FERGUSON

RICHARD H. KNIGHT

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor
WILLIAM K. KEENE

For Mayor
EDGAR F. HANSON

j

|

The work of Home Economics is firmly
established and of vital importance, as is
plainly demonstrated in the practical application which every woman thus trainIt is esed makes of her knowledge.
sential today that every home-maker
shall have some concrete knowledge of
how to run the home. It is no longer
believed that any untrained man can
farm, so Agriculture is a part of the
this country.
educational system
of
People no longer believe that housekeepers are “born,” not trained. There
is^no more reason for believingin “born”
home-makers than in “born” physicians,
Training is necessary for any piece of
work, whether it be planning a meal or
building a bridge. The University of
Maine offers an opportunity to the women of this State to secure some training
in the most important profession ope.i to
women, namely home-making.

The Churches.

representative government “of the peo- the call. Farmington people outside the Baptist society will be pleased to learn of his deple, by the people and for the people,” cision in the matter, for he has made what

dozen senators can defeat legislation needed for the protection of Ameri-

There

are

European
and

one

war

many
not

things
easy to

about

the

understand,

the, apparent, strong desire
to continue “friendly rela-

is

of Austria
tions” with

this country.
It may be
that recognizing the certain defeat of
the Central powers Austria wants to be
in a different position from Germany at
the close of the war; but judging from
past experience it would be good policv

a

lives and property, the maintenance
of the nation’s honor and the defence of
the country from invasion by a ruthless
can

foe?

._

So Whipple’ll get $15,000 out of the
“leak,” but what does Tom Lawson get?
—Kennebec Journal.
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For Alderman
HENRY B LADD

For Councilman
ALTON K: BRALEY

For Councilman
HAROLD J. McKEEN

For Councilman
FRED W. KEECH

For Councilman
LESLIE B. GARDNER

For Councilman
JOHN P. SYLVESTER

For Councilman
ADELBERT J.ROLERSON

ARTHUR L. T

For School Committee
O. S. VICKERY

For School Committee
RALPH D. SHUTE

For School Committee

For School

VICTOR I. MERRIAM

For Con3tat>le
ALVIN S. GRAY

For Constable
RUFUS MAYO

ROSCOE L. ROLERSON

For Warden
CLARENuE E. WYMAN

For Warden
HENRY D. CLARK

For Warden
WALTER G. HATCh

For War
LELAND H.

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk
ROBERT C. LOGAN

For Ward Clerk

A. B. SMALLEY

FRED L. BARTLETT

For Ward
BERT H. S'!
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For A1

For Uo
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For Con

PERCY C !
For ConBta:

For Constable
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termed
Farmington Journal.

may well be

a

hit in this

Services will be held in

the

subject

of the

minister’s
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DEMOCRAT

For Mayor
WILLIAM K. KEENE

For Mayor
EDGAR F. HANSON

For Alderman

For Alderman

J. W. BURGESS

H. FAIR HOLMES

How to Beat It

Congregational

discourse will

The

as

86.09 and of potatoes

23.24 per cent.

not

WM. H. STAPLES

For Councilman

•

EMERY.J. ROBERTS

For Councilman
VELORIOUS D. LARRABEE

For School Committee

For Constable

For Constable
JESSE L. STAPLES

For Warden

FRED N SAVERY
For Ward Clerk
HERBERT L. STEVENS

REUNION OF WALDOBORO FOLKS.
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substitute for

hominy

for Health and Beauty.
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expensive.

exactly

as

repress

COME IN AND CET A

macaroni
OR

For Warden
GEORGE A. LEAVITT

Required

way to be

A fresh lot of yout
broken HORSES
stables, which will
ing prices and

USE

FRED TOMPKINS

For Ward Clerk
HERVEY B. COTTRELL

only

EACH WEEI

potatoes?

FORA CHANGE

For School Committee
EDWIN FROST

JOHN M. CROSBY

as

SQUARH

Spring;

W. L. West,

SPAGHETTI

WOOLEN!

We have also the best
brands of canned vegetables and fruits at reasonable prices.

Dress materials and c
the factory. Write f

;

'siate garment
F. A. PACKARD

A.A. Howes &. Co.

1

r

CAMDEN. MAi

PATTERSONS

Grocer ies,' Drugs
and Medicine.

MUSIC

SHOP

47 Main Street,

FOR SALE

MUSIC MDSE

In East Belfast, near Sherman’s leather
board mill, an eight room cottage house with
ell and barn, about fifteen acres of good land,
thirty apple trees, four pear trees and an
abundance of small fruit. Wood enough for
home use. Cuts about eight tons of hay. The
house has hot water heat and electric lights
and there is water in both house and barn.
The buildings are in first class condition, both
inside and out being painted on the outside
last year. Apply to

FRED E. ELLIS, Belfast, Maine,
E, W. ELLIS, Chelmsford, Mass.

BUNKER HILL

TRY IT

The

gusting, untidy dandruf
Destroy the dandruff udruff for good by rubhn
ine Parisian Sage dir
You w:
until absorbed

For Councilman
NORMAN M. STAPLES

be,

Burning Bush; Its significance.” The
music will be led by our voluntary choir under
the direction of E.
Pitcher. We shall be
glad to welcome you on Sunday morning. Sunday school will meet at noon. Tonight, Thursday, at 7 o'clock (please note change of hour)
tie mid-week service will be held in the vestry. The (choir will meet at the close of the
mid-week service on Thursday for practice—

HOW TO BE
CHRONIC 1)

'•

rice

For Councilman

;

■

the result of even one
Only a few days’ ma^are needed to destroy
The
dandruff to form
the hair will grow bet;,
vitality, and you ne.
Fad
dandruff again.
quickly restored to
treatment, which is at
Parisian Sage can
Howes & Co. and drugg

The U. S. Department of Agriculture gives the food value of

town.—The

Church next Sunday morning at 10.45,
"The

I_I

DRINK

Eagle.

AUGUST

PERCY S. ED

THOUSANDS

I

F°r School i
'.,n„r,ii,..

For Alderman

It is surprising that it is necessary to reThe first “get together” banquet of
to give the Austrian Ambassador his
the Waldoboro-Boston Cluh, which com- peat again and again that the health and
shoes of the Bernstorff party before they
walking papers right now.
that the blood shall
sailed from Halifax. What about the members please note.
prises present and past residents of beauty of the skin require
be pure. It the arteries of the skin receive
Waldoboro, Me who now are living in
chap who had 200 suits of pajamas?
i
At the Methodist church next Sunday mornimpure blood, pimples and blotches appear,
Greater Boston, will oe held at the Quincy and
the individual suffers from humors. Pow- ;
"Potatoes are not essential to our ing Rev. Horace B. Sellers will preach on
I
Boston, at 7 p. m., March 10th. ders and other external applications are somediet; they are 78 per cent water.”— "The Parousea—Christ’s Promises Fulfilled,’* House,
for these affections, but will never
To illustrate how largely the “natives” times used
Mass. State Board of Health.
and in the evening on "The Young Woman—
have the desired effect while the causes of
have
to
Bostown
small
migrated
impure blood remain.
Like some stocks on the market.
Her Habits and Character.” Sunday school of this
The indications are very clear that Hood's
At 2.30 p. m. Mr. Sellers will ton the officers say that there are 450
meets at noon.
Sarsaparilla is the most successful medicine
the
nation
that does not
“Unworthy
for
Woods
are
the
there
who
in
schoolhouse,
eligible
membership.
Northport.
preach
for purifying the blood, removing pimples and
DELANO, POTTER 8 CO’S
risk all for honor,” says a German newsthe
Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening at 7.30, A delegation will come from Waldoboro' blotches, and giving health and beauty to
tone to all the organs and builds
What of this nation, today?
paper.
followed at 8.15 by a meeting of the Teachers’ for the occasion. Following is the pro- skin. It gives
Hood’s
Diamond Cut
on
Insist
having
up the whole system.
class. Monday at 7.80 p. m. there
ask for it. Don’t take
An onion by any other price smellB Training
gram: Welcome by president, C. C. Sarsaparilla when you
else.
will be an important meeting of the official
anything
Chaff and Dust Removed just aB loud.—Portland
S.
Weaver;
Press.
Lilly; toastmaster, Herbert
when every officer is urged to be presBut no other vegetable has the flavor. board,
Fred A. Pitcher, Allen R.
Double Strength
State of Trade.
ent. Tuesday at 7 30 p. m, the Bible class will responses,
and visitors are cor- Benner, Miss Etta Glidden; piano selecGott-Berry heads a recent marriage meet in the church parlor
reminiscences
Miss
Ludwig;
Uneven.
Grethel
Spring trade active with jobbers.
tion,
dially invited.
notice. And she did,
of the “Old Waldoboro,” Dr. Samuel H. Far future business shows conservatism, due
First Baptist church. Rev. J. Wilbor Rich- Calderwood and William Creamer;cornet to high prices and war menace. Retail imbad roads retard buyMarch came in like l lamb—cold lamb. ardson, minister; residence, 1 Northport ave- solo. Miss Helen Johnson; readings. Miss proving, but weather and
iron and steel leading.
nue, tele phone 212-3 Sunday morning preachMiss Isabelle ing. Industry active,
vocal
solo.
Walter;
Ruby
and
higher prices for pig iron,
Eager demand
ing service at 10.45. Minister's topic, "Chris- Waltz;
LET THE EAGLE SCREAM.
BRAND
greetings from the "New Waldo- ship plates and structural steel. Car congestion
tian Gibraltar: the sure way upon which a man
and
Dr.
M.
Daggett
boro.” Mrs. Helen
slightly less acute, but great room yet for immay go through time and eternity and never
One touch of German diplomacy makes make
At 12,noon, the Bible school George H. Coombs; Binging, “Fair Town provement. Lower prices for foods, notably
a mistake.”
the reBt of the world kin.
A large at- of Waldoboro.”
convenes in the main auditorium.
vegetables and dairy products, as result of increased supplies, retail boycotts and less acute
tendance, much enthusiasm, good teachers,
car
extended
debt
welcome
the
war
is
Before
German
congestion. Winter wheat needs moisture
paid classes for every age. A
Fifty-two Dollars for a Barrel of Sugar. badly. Clearings increases largest outside of
to all visitors. Young People’s Christian Enthey will be calling them I O U-boats.
New York. New financing held back by indeavor meeting at 6.30; all young people inThe Taste Tickles Them
Mrs. Henry Clews. Jr., who has or- ternational uncertainty.—Bradstreets’ March
of Democracy, vited. Sunday evening preaching setvice at
The great Tragedy
dered a barrel of sugar shipped to her in 3d.
And Will You
very dangerous re“Under Two Flags,” has concluded its 7.30; minister’s topic: "Aabout.”
At close of Paris
ply: some things to think
by express from New York, had to
long run in Washington.
be
will
adand for forwardof
the
ordinance
sermon
baptism
pay $24 for the sugar,
ministered to several candidates. Preaching
Children
must pay $21 and $7 marine
she
ing
is
over
the
prohibited, at the Northport fhurch at 2.30 p. m. This,
Swearing
phone
the safe arrival
•
FOR FLETCHER’S
but we may tell the Kaiser wbat we Thursday, evening communion service in the insurance to guarantee
even so she
think of him by wireless.—Brooklyn church at 7 90 p. m.; minister’s topic: "What of the barrel in France—and
isn’t sure of getting it.
shoot His death.*'
Jesus bad to

They

For
Councint,an
ADRIAN ( jt
h[

BERTRAND L. DAVIS

•Why Germany Fights:
ophy, will be the subject of the sermon at the
Universalist church next Sunday morning.

e

when

Councilman

FRANK GRadv

A Lesson in Philos-

House ought to send a message to al| Sunday school at noun.
nations,” he declared, "that it will proThe regular weekly rehearsals of the North
tect its rights, the lives of its people church chorus have been changed from Saturof the nation and in defence of the Fiag. and the American
flag, in its pristine day to Thursday evenings and will be held in
splendor, wherever it may float, over the vestry this, Thursday, evening at 8 Next
the choru will begin rehearsals on
Germany undertook to destroy with land or sea.” The “rebel
yell” sounded Saturday
Stainer's Crucifixion. The pastor. Rev. Walter
her submarines one million tons of
ship- through the chamber as he concluded.
T. Hawthorne, will sing the solo parts. It will
ping a month, and to end the war in a
The portrait of William Jennings Bry- be given in the church at Easter.
few months by starving England. Last
Morning service at the usual hour at the
month she sank less than half that an, which is to be hung in the Diplomatic Room of the State Department, along
amount, and a contemporary in calling wi h the portraits of Root, Hay, Blaine, Unitarian church, with preaching by the pasattention to the fact that most of the Seward, and the other Secretaries of tor on the subject, “The Principles of the
Kingdom." The choir will sing anthems, “I
vessels destroyed were not British but of State,
presents the Colonel with his
Will Magnify Thee, O God,” by Churchill, and
other nationalities, seemed to think that hands extended, in action, and clutching
O Paradise,” by Custance, with a Response,
a piece of very white paper on which the
that mitigated the damage done. But as artist has lettered the words:
“Depart selected. Sunday school at 12. Everybody
practically all these ships were empioyed ment of State. Peace Plan.” That cordially invited to the services.
in turnishing England with food and shows how Mr. Bryan expects to go
The Baptist Church of Livermore Falls ha
down in history.—Boston Globe.
extended a call to the Rev. Johu S. Pendleton
other needed supplies it mattered not
be
We move that the original
hung of the Farmington church to become its paswhat flag they were under, their destrucand the portrait consigned to the junk tor, and the invitation is a most flattering and
attractive one, but Mr, Pendleton feels, and
tion was furthering Germany’s attempt
pile.
rightly too. that the work in Farmington deto starve England, which seems
likely to
mands that he remain here, and much to the
have
a
(Jan
we
to
make
our
claim
good
satisfaction of his parishioners he has declined
prove as great a failure as her Zeppelin

defenceless towns and the killing of women and children.
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For Alderman
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For Constable

For Ward Clerk
WILLIAM M. GREENLAW

For Ward Clerk
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FRED E. ELLIS

For Warden
HAROLD H. FRENCH

are behind the President and stand for the honor and dignify

on

list under X

For Councilman

•

Senate and House

raids

City q

name._

JEREMIAH E. HAYES

Confederate veteran,

and one of the oldest representatives,
answered those who spoke against the
bill with an appeal to patriotism: “This

a

family.

courtesy when the time came for him to
leave this country for the country's
good, and now stands revealed as no

Representatives against giving

To vote
To vote

Farmers Week At Orono.
of

has only to
dish. It is

MAINE

List of candidates nominated, to be voted for in the City of Belfast, Wards 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, March 1 2, 1917.
Penalty for willfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates or specimen ballot, five to one hundred
CARLETON DOAK,

For Councilman

a

FOR MAYOR

STATE OF

Sarsaparilla—Fin* Course of Medicine.

or

3wl0

GIRLS
WANTED
TO WORK ON POWER MACHINES.

Apply

wort.

Steady

at

Thompao i Mfg. Co.,
tf8

Church Street, Belfast.

RENTING

J.

I

PATTERSON.

LEE
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Legislative Noli#
The Com

nitttee

public hearing
in

in

on

its

\

Lega

room

Augusta,
THURSDAY, March 8th.
on

a

Act to amend Par 1. Sec
relating to appointment of g
Act to amend Sec. 25. < ha;
ing to inspectors of buildingAct to amend Sec. 35. Cha.
to salaries of sheriffs and
FRIDAY, March 9th, at 2 V
v
A<^t compelling N. E. Tel.
toll rates to Associated Press
Sec.
9
Chaf
amend
to
Act
to wearing of badges.
Act to repeal Sec. 27 Cha.
to returns of cashiers to Seen
Act relating to bonds in t’n
»

\
►

•;

executors and administ;
licenses to sell real estate
Act to amend Sec. 23 Cnai
fee for motor cars registering

I

j

by

zones.

HAROLD

Clerk of the Legal All»ir9

j
-y

In the legislative notee the appropriation
for the Girls' Home is given aa $1,000 a
year
for the two years, but the correct amount is

Belfast.
will meet with ;

id

Thursday,

$1,600.

st 2 30

The North Church

four weeks,
case of the grip,
in

e

Guild will

meet next

Monday evening with Miss Emeroy Ginn, with
Mrs. Charles W Jenneys and Mrs. William F.

last

down street

is estimated that the average person takes about
3000 steps in a day. With
a great
many people the
only comfortable Step is
the Step out of bed in
the morning.

Weshe hostesses.

obliged to hold over our report of
the Veterans meeting at North Searsport, and
down street last
J it will be published next week with the acince last October
j companying poem.
We

are

has been confined

of Mrs. Henrietta
j Tne Helping Hand Society of the Baptist
t, which has been Church had a dime soc al in the
vestry Tuestime, has gone to I
day evening with 43 present. Games were enjoyed and sandwiches and cocoa served.
has been under
The North Church Bewiug circle, under the
11 be given in the *
direction of Mrs. J. W. Jones, chairman of
evening, March j their social
committee, gave a social in the
veBtry Wednesday evening, March 7th, with a
land, formerly of good attendance. Games were
played and retor here with his
freshments served.
to
be
$20
applied
Miss Marian Evelyn Starks of Boston, an ennd,
tertainer, will read in the Methodist church
carlet Woman, a
Friday evening, March 16th, under the ausme appeal in five
pices of the Epworth League. She is highly
n this, Thursday,
recommended by personal letters and press
Colonial Theater. notices.
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ig appropriations,
by which Freethe years

each of

Talbot, who was
ton Elevated rail1 is able to a t up
ought against the
settlement is

Miss

several

wood

from

a

Mr. Pineo has
totally disabled soldiers
in the Reserves, and two of his
brothers are already at the front.

Capt. J. O, Hayes arrived home from Philadelphia last Monday night, having given up
command of the Pendleton Bro’s schooner,
Rachel W. Stevens. The schooner, coal laden,
cleared from Philadelphia Feb. 16th for Lisbon, Dut at last reports was still in the Delaware.
Her new commander is a New York
that he

perils

Art," chapters
libers are request-

rt M.

Fernald

of

11

Washington
that

the

arranged

for

mean

ible

by

the 20th of

unique

Tel. Co. have refrom the Battery
street from

High
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Cedar street from

j

ConCemetery, Waldo Avenue
to Pacific street
The work
of Foreman

Hayes and was
improve existing faciliv ide additional facilities
parrihport Camp Ground.
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published last week.
The
las. Co., of Philadelphia,
rs, agent, Belfast.
American
3. Co., 80 Maiden
Lane, New

Marine

ing
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half

a

and woodwork

are

white.

dozen
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Knight, formerly
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cost of
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was

a

and

best of the

season.

Walter

Rev

Hawthorne gave

Woods

was

meeting

and the program will be as follows:
of the Flag, by Walter Page; What to

elected chairman of the

next

History
Case of Fire, by Rudolph Cassens; The
Scout Laws and What They Mean, by Donald
Knowlton; What a Tenderfoot Scout Should
Know, by Walter Omar; General Directions
for First Aid in Injuries, by Walter White
head; stories by Thomas Craig, Byron Greenlaw, Murray Keene, Charles A Swift and Edwin Morse. The debate will be on the sub

ject, The Army or the Navy, which stands
a
line of novelties.
Their goods and evening
first? with Byron Greenlaw and Walter Omar
moderately priced and bear the selling evening performance, said that he had yet to I
for the Army and John Canning and Wallace
prices in plain figures. Their profit-sharing see the musical parts better handled. The
Pendleton for the Navy.
Tolford Durham will
Mrs. audiences both afternoon and evening were
plan will be explained to all callers.
speak on “Some Historic Places in Belfast.”
Cassens and Mrs. Blanche Patterson are in large and enthusiastic
A benefit for the Scouts will be given at the
charge of the store and will be pleased to
A Play by the B. H. S. A. A. The High Colonial Theater Tuesday evening, March
show goods. The opening day was mo6t sucSchool Athletic Association is rehearsing a I3th, when some special vaudeville features
cessful.
three-act comedy, “At the Sign of the Shoot- will be
presented. Charles F. Hammons will
ing Star,” by Miss Gladys Ruth Bridgham of sing that latest song hit, “The Nephews and
Somerville, Mass., author ot the plays, “Sally Nieces of Uncle Sam
There will be other
Lunn” and the “Girl From Upper Seven,” re- features in which the boys will take part, and
! cently given here by local talent. The first it is expected that there will be a good attendact is laid in the living room of Mason Jones ance to help the boys. They are already planof Uxbridge, Mass and the last two are in the ning for the summer’s program and there will
■

country home of The Shooting Star on the
The parts have
coast of Venezuela, S. A.
been assigned as follows: Mason Jones, an
elderly man, Theodore Bramhall; Camilla
Glenfield-Jones, his wife, Miss Bernice Holt;
Lionel Jones, his son, Howard Hatch; Rupert
Junes, his son, Howard Wilson; Agatha Jones,
his daughter, Miss Grace Mitchell; Rosalind
Jones, his daughter. Miss Geneva Stephenson;
Anderson Glenfield, M. D., Pembroke Carter;
October Dawn, Archie Robinson; Nelson
Phipps, a reporter, Sturgis Dexter; Lieut De
Dozi, John Durham; Philip Lecrone, Winfield
Marriner; David Perkins, manager of The
Frolicsome Maiden Company, Willard Jennys;
Hyacinth Johnson, his partner, Alice Roswell;
Mollie Blake, Edna Curtis; Leslie Mordaunt,
Maude Bryant; Helen Victor, Frances Macomber; Dorothy Moulton, Doris Allen; Grace
Hartley, Katharine Kittredge; Shirley Glenfield, Una Greenlaw. A cabaret scene will introduce Borne interesting specialties. Mrs. S
A. Parker assisted in selecting the cast and is
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coaching

the

players.

Board

of

Trade.
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AT THE COLONIAL

THEATRE,

AT 2.30 P. M

Trade

day evening
Dunton reported

good

with

MUSIC’S RE-CREATION! A
reproduction of the human
voice from the phonograph which
the

distinguish from the
living voice! Has Mr. Edison accomplished this miracle, at last?
Come—hear this astonishing test
ear cannot

—and judge.
Miss Ida Gardner, the
concert

contralto, will,

||

cii_

_

UllO

a

March
was

meeting

for the committee

IS

sent to the

1

to

set

AND

Curtain Material!)

limBT
What the Boston papers
A Northeaster.
call the worst storm of the winter visited New
England the first of the week. It began in
Boston Sunday afternoon and reached Belfast
that night, a gale from the northeast accom.
panied by snow. Monday morning only a few
inches of snow had fallen but it continued to
snow all day and the high wind caused it to
drift badly. At noon the no school signal for
all the grades was sounded, and no afternoon
sessions were held, and Tuesday morning os
the walks had not been cleared there was no
morning session in the lower grades. The

aside from the

Legislature on the part of the
of Trade to support the bill presented
by Representative Buzzell calling for an appropriation of $25,000 for a draw for the lower
bridge. He said the committee had visited
Augusta and had a hearing before the appropriations committee. He also spoke of the
revenue
cutte
steamer Isleaboro and the
breaking up the ice in the harbor and said that
the services of Capt. Bennett were secured
for $60, the amount to be collected among the
merchants of the city. He stated that a number of citizens had seen the advance agent ol
the Community Chautauqua and had aignec
an agreement to support it. the Board ol
Trade to receive a percentage of the receipts
and on motion of Mr, Southworth was vote(

_•_i_:
_
Will 01115 OIUU KJ
J OIVU/

'v!th Mr, Edison’s re-creation of her voice! See if you can
without watching the motion of Miss Gardner’s lips,
wiic'i is the living voice and which the re-creation.

CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS
We want all music lovers in this community to hear this
'as ting and convincing test.
Complimentary tickets will
distributed to* those who apply in person at our store or
nuil.
You and your friends are urged to attend. We ad/ >i to apply early before all the tickets are ex austed.

CARLE & JONES
:

I

kept

■

should be given under th<
auspices of the Board. Principal Faulkner o
the Belfast High school was present and spok< 1
on the matter of having a commission form o
government in the city, and after some dis
cussion he was invited to secure a speaker fo r
the next meeting of the Board, April 6th.

that the program

fSilk

Waists in

as

long

as

they please.

some one

strictly

a
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cash business.

ft

Designs and Colors from $9.50 up

H
H

f|5

Georgette Crepe and Wash Silks

ranging from $1.98 up

SJ

to

H

prices

at

|fj

$3.69.

Our expenses being very small, you will notice that our prices are very
many cases from $10.00 to $15.00 below the Boston and New York prices.

iijtv

48)

|H

|/jjjji
S3

hM

goods ware purchased in New York and the same designs are no.v b'ing 3how.o on Fifth
Broadway at prices much higher than we quote. The reason for thfeir higher price is high

selling expenses which

profits

enabled to avoid.
our

We give

our

customers the benefit of

and in

i»S

and

Small

savings.

our

4er

Avenue
rent

ip

motto.

|

OUR PROFIT SHARING PLAN
give

cash register receipt which shows amount of purchase an 1 dute of sale.
Preserve these Blips and at the end ot the year we shall distribute 10 per cent of our net profits for the
will receive your share according to Ihe amount you have purchased.
year amon£ our customers. You

With each purchase

we

a

gg

our year’s business, the iarger the dividend will be pro rata.
For instance,
business will be approximately three times as much as that derived from a $25,000
business, owing to the fact that expenses are very little more in doing a 50,000 or $75,000 business than it
would be in doing a $25,000 business.

§The
jgj|

we are

and satisfied customers i3

the net

^

low, quality considered,

All our
and

larger the amount of

profit

on

a

^

$50,000

|Jjj!

Therefore, by sending your friends and neighbors to our store to trade, you are not oily benefitting
them, but adding to the value of the cash register receipts you hold. You get the piint, we are sure, and
trust you will profit by it.

HI

|
||

Watch our advertisements for additions to

line of goads.

our

We have many

surprises

in store for you.

|

CHAS. B. EATON & CO.,
The Profit

Eaton

Sharing Store,

Clifford Jones, who recently Bold his grocery
is a
rusiness in Lewiston to E. F. Littlefield,
Hotel
rrother of E. A. Jones of the Windsor
ind will locate in Belfast.
Northuort
Mrs. Adella M. Limeburner, 14
installed in her
ivenue, has had a telephone

Siook, Phoenix Row.

eral men on duty all Monday night, to be in
readiness for a fire, as the high wind, low temperature and drifted streets called for extra
precautions. The meeting of the city government, of Seaside Grange and of many societies

The March
was

meeting

postponed

from

of the

account of the storm to
March

61.

Boston
C. W. Wescott, on his return from
to find
last Friday, was surprised and pleased
in the City Naan oval top clock on his desk
tional bank, the reminder of a recent birthday,
and
and bearing the best wishes of the cashier
clerks.

of the B. H. S. ball
Rockland last Saturday to attend a meeting of the Knox-Waldo managers
The
1917.
and arrange the schedule for
of
league will be represented by the managers
the Rockland, Thomaston, Camden, Vin’alhaven and Belfast High school teams.

Sturgis

Dexter, manager

team, went to

Items, The Marine Journal, New
York, says: “Fields S. Pendleton of this port
has bought the William T. Donnell shipyard
Shipping

Bath, Me., and will use it for the construcof wooden vessels."....The Bethlehem
Steel Co., at Sparrows Point, Baltimore, announced Feb 28th that it had received conships of 10,000 tons each
the Cunard Company. It was announced
that these ships are the first to be built in this
howcountry for the Cunard Co. It appears,
conever, that the Cunard Co., had previously
tracts for two cargo

tirely

on

free from

the harbor and

ice,

bay

were en-

the shores.

as were

Veterans Auxilrequested to be present at the meet-

All members of the Sons of

Wednesday evening,

7th.

The Schools.

Sunday

Last

city government

last Monday evening

Go-to-School week, Feb. 76th

has also been
to March 3rd, was successful in many ways, a
residence, number 32-11; a phone
A Webber,
installed in the residence of Leroy
large number of parents and friends visiting
Bay View street, 352-4.
The Peirce school reported the
the schools.
on
tabs
who
Keeps
An Augusta gentleman
number
largest
151, others having about 100
to Wednesday,
the weather reports that up
visitors while fewer in proportion visited the
we have had 86 days of sleigh28th,
February
The seating capacity of the Grades
the correspond- High.
iog this winter, while during
Hartshorn was taxed to
winter of 1916 there were but under principal Z. D.
the
of
ing period
Mr. Hartshorn
its limit. Friday afternoon

iary

are

ing

next

Monday evenimr.

Northport town meeting called for last
Monday was attended by about 65. It was
c>lied to order by C. O. Dickey, the warrant
was read, and Bert R. Mclntire elected modThe

I

erator.

The

Wednesday

meeting

at 10

then

was

adjourned

to

a. m.

As usual much matter of local interest wil

on the inside pages.
On the Sd page
report of the annual meeting of the Lincolnville Club of Boston; on the 6th page Miss
was obliged to send the boys into the hall and
on the stairs while others of the class took j Kittredge’s report of the Japanese Party; on
the 2nd page Good Roads editorials, and the
positions for their regular singing lesson. Friof the Bartlett family of Palermo.
day afternoon Mrs. James C. Durham, in be- geneaology

b8 found

:

i?

a

|

the Williamson History Association,
Mrs. O S. Vickery entertained the
Oman's
presented Miss Melvina V. Parker with the Hospital A'id Imsl Friday afternoon at a social
second volume of Williamson's History of Bel- i and sewing party. There were several tables
fast for the use of the High school.
Miss of auction. All the articles left over from the
Parker extended thanks in behalf of the
fair were tied up in bundles and raffl ;d off,
school for this useful reference book. The netting $8, Tea and wafers were served, Mrs.
meeting of the city schools in Memorial hall E. A. Wilson, president of the Aid, assisting
last Friday evening was an unqualified success the hostess in serving.
j
and tho hall was packed to the doors.
There j
Rev. and Mrs. H. B. Sellers entertained about
half of

of drawing, penmanship, daily
20 members of the Epworih League at the
work, composition exercises, hisparsonage last Friday evening. The evening
tory notes, geography, laboratory and physics,
was spent with games, a guessing contest, and
and the following program was given: Wand
vocal and instrumental music.
Mrs. Sellers
drill, pupils of the McLellan school; duet, The
.served c .ffee, and each young lady brought a
Pussy Willow Song by Harriet White and Henbox containing a lunch for two, with her name
riella Coombs; Scotch song and dance, Grade
insiSe, the yoqng men biddi ig the boxes off at
IV of the Peirce school, Evelyn Knowlton,
auction and thus finding their partners
Marian Thomas, Annie Sanders and
were

exhibits

arithmetic

Agnes

Pendleton; recitation, Betsy Ross, Eileen
nald. Grade IV Peirce school; duet. The

F.;rBlue

After

one

reel had been

ial Theater last

given at the Colon**

Saturday night

to

a

crowded

house, the beveled gear in the head of th®
As it was impossible
picture machine broke.
to make the repairs immediately the audience
at
Sun
Shipbuilding Company
tracted with the
It was the first
was given back their money.
man, c. The Boat Race, by class A of Grade
Chester, Penn., for two standard 10,000 ton VII; violin solo, Simple Confession
Thorne I accident in the five years the theater has been
by
oi
two freighters
cargo boats, and have bought
Helen Wescott; flag drill and song by McLellan open.
Manager George Thompson of the Op8.000 tons each now being built at the Fore school. The vocal exercises were under the era house loaned materials for the repairs*
derelict schoon.The
Shipyards...
River,Mass.,
direction of the music teacher, Mrs. E. S.
which were made Sunday.
nautical grave
er Herald, twice rescued from a
Pitcher. The debate, Resolved: MTh%t mili- 1
Snow
to
Elisha Sherman, who came to Belfast from
J.
John
yard, has been sold by Capt,
tary training should be introduced into all the i
Knox and h is c inducted a barber shop here
The
the Boston Ship Brokerage Company.
schools
of
was
High
the United States."
partici1
has sol
bis business to Walter
price is said to have been $4,COO. The craft pated in by Theodore Bramhall, Willard Jen- for many years,
Tweedie, his assistant and will leave today,
will be taken to Noank, Conn., and rebuilt neys and Archie Robinson in the
affirmative
Thursday, for Boston, where he wil! meet his
Two years ago this
for coasting service.
and Howard Wilson, Harland Pattershall .and
brother, David N. Sherman, and accompany
schoonor was abandoned at sea with a valuable
Byron Salters in the negative—all High school him to
Montana, where he plans to make his
cargo of lumber. It was towed into Swans boys.
The judges. Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne,
home.
Mr. Gherman has been in poor health
Island by three fishermen, who realized from Mrs. John R Dunton and Charles S.
Bickford. for several
lie has been prominent in
years,
salvage more than an ordinary season’s work ! after a very short conference, decided in favor
*he Knights of Pythias and Red Men and has
The vessel was then beachwould net them.
I of the negative.
| t o good wishes of many Belfast friends
ed and was serving as part of a wharf until a I
__
tidal wave lifted it from its foundations and
carried it across the harbor. The Snow Marine Company of Rockland floated it and towed it to that port, where it had since been used
as a lighter....The sch. F. C. Pendleton was
reported as clearing from Rockland March 1st

Child, Helen Wescott and Charlotte Knowltqn; violin solo. The Violet, Ethel
Dexter; chorus, a Minuett, b. The Little DustBird and the

--

■

Belfast Opera House,

for Rockport but this was an error. The
schooner came directly to Belfast and is now
tied up at the Pendleton yard for repairsThe steamer Malden, from Baltimore, with
7.000 tons of coal, and 34 barges with 58,856
tonB of bituminous and anthracite coal arrived
High school held its regular session Monday, at Boston March 2nd. For several days many
been practically
but about one third of the pupils were absent. of the wholesale dealers had
without coal... .Announcement is made that
Chief Shute of the fire department
sev-

Board

at Mr. Edi-

permit.

Neff Crete

sented to the

popular

the weather

Spring
Showing

Legislature giving

H

Suits from $17.50 to $27.50.

from

the city permissinking fund the
amount Of $60,010 which might be applied to a
new building.
He thought that perhaps the
sum of $60 000 would take care of the building
of the schoolhouse. President Slugg presented a draft of the resolutions which were pre-

sion

as soon as

Notice

appointed

jj

|

number of hikes

R. F.

devise some method for building a new
school house that a draft of a bill had been

call as often and stay

Do not forget that

WOftD OF CAUTION.

tion

of

We wish to thank them ior

way.

expressed their approval
their interest and good words,
and

very

at

held last Fri

attendance.

a

will

to

son’s request, offer you the only
evidence by which y ou can really
j_
J UUgV.

The

tho Belfast Board of

be

a very gratifying
highly appreciated.
every lady in this vicinity to

Saturday

good attendance

Boy Scouts last Thursthe program presented was

do in

opera was given afternoon
and Mr. Knight, who attended the

last

of the

a very interesting talk,
subject being “Sacrifice Hits.” Forest

T.

The

Belfast.

you-See

the famous Ground

There

meeting

of

his

society folks,
cluding among the Senoritas Miss Olive Pendleton, daughter of Jos B. Pendleton, formerly
of

prices quoted in the
explanation of the profit

See
an

prove it to

wear

day evening,
one

in-

bers of Winchester younger

suits, coats>

attractive and

Scouts

Boy
at the

successful

a

ladies

in

shoes, sold only at The Dinsmore Store.

composer, the music. The scene of the opera
is in Mexico and the cast included fifty mem-

Hear This Test

by

B.

are

* nomas A. Edison Wants You

’•

of

1

H.

should

vou

Opening

|jjjg

Pick out yours while the

Coats from $9 50 to $21.50.

with all the

of three West Medford men
—Mr. J. Hugh Biased writing the Lyrics, Mr.
Phillip A. Hutchins the book, and Mr. Augustus

A

an

vicinity.

{gs

Silk Gowns in Beautiful
to $34.50.

(ill

desirable property,
modern improvements-For com
fort, foot esse, and to remedy all foot troubles

This is

scenes, the work

Personality”

1

!

cipal features this year was the presentation
of the opera “Pepita,” in two acts and three

A Singer with

j

in

in this

AND WAISTS

may get the gown or suit you like'best and it is
therefore very important that you pick out what you want at once, and if you do not wish to pay for it now
merely leave a reasonable deposit and we will hold it for you until Easter, when you can pay the balance
and take home the gown.
A

H

Howes, Odd Fellows block, is
making a spring showing of new cretons and i
curtain materials.. ..S. G. Norton, Mrs. Fannie i
E Vose, Mrs. Sadie E Clark and Chester E, I
Perkins publish a card of thanks... .The E. W.
Ellis place in East Belfast is offered for sale.

••Pepita.” The town of Winchester,Mass., has
an annual Calumet show, and one of the prin-

uous success.

'nittH 14th

towns

We invite

H

prone snaring
Eaton & Co. is offering

spring styles

....James

same were

vn

In order to make our prices very low, we shall do

me

Co. tell you how to beat the

these amounts:

wear, and

\merican Contralto
hi the Majestic Voice.
her return to this
mtrv, Miss Gardner’s
ft reer has been one con-

window

|a?
(jrjjj

advt. of the Dodge Brothers motor car, sold in
Belfast by B. O, Norton, and read the item on
the 6.h page on mobilizing cars to take care of
women in case of invasion.A. A. Howes &

92; Unity, $179 93; Waldo, $7.C6; Winterport,
$130 79

specialties of the firm at present, but later
they plan to add to their ready-to-wear stock
web goods, particularly those for summer

Ida
Gardner

o

at

are

Co., of San Francisco, Calif.,
Son, agents, Belfast. Firef Newark, N. J., James Pattee
Belfast; B. F. Colcord, agent.

[

display

Sm

sharing plan... Electricity is the model servant. It lessens the time, eases the work, and
Let the Penobscot
simplifies housekeeping.

j

be-

Waldo county would
Belfast, $5,721.75: Belmont, $10 89; Brooks, $153.84; Frankfort, .17;
Freedom, $35.89; I-desboro. $117 28; Jackson,
$8.20; Knox, $13.04; Liberty, $9.66; Lincoluville,
$13 20; Monroe, $15 61; Montville, $9.39; Morrill, $9.18; Palermo, $06; Searsmont, $16.78;
Searsport, $144 93; Stockton Springs, $16.22;
Swanville. $2 24; Thorndike, $66 05; Troy, $28

following

lose

large number of headed forms enable a fine display to be
made of coats, suits, dresses and waists, which

&

|

the

pending

A hill is

our

as

sho

visited our store at the

and stock in

of

store

people

thousand

a

ever

I

Sunday guests of their par-

were

of Chas.

Nearly

pjj

£jjj

store

A bill for ibis purpose has been presented in former legislatures
and was defeated, as no doubt the present bil
will be.
Should it become a law Belfast and
the

with rugs. It has a plate glass show window
door and electric lights, and the steel ceil-

Son, agents, Belfast.
Co., Boston, Mass., B. F. ColSearsport. German American
York, James Pattee & son,
Newark Fire Ins. Co., New*
'■ urice W\
Lord, agent, Belfast,
•gie Fire Ins. Co., New York,
a- Son, agents, Belfast.
Fire-

J

March 14th

John

and Mrs. C. H. Stevens

New Advertisements,

the basis of stock held.

and

'att.ee &

I

artist sent

styles and fabrics and a number of dainty waists, just from
the New York market. The store is 100 by 25
feet, in one room with the exception of a recessed fitting room, which has all the modern
conveniences. The hardwood floor is set off

represented in
less Casualty Co., Keene, N.
district manager, Searaport,

*

j

Gardner, the

the

B
jjrJjj

SUITS, COATS, GOWNS

The largest and finest stock
assortment is at its best.

Mil

cess.

legislature for the retention by the
State of what is known as the railroad tax,
heretofore returned to the cities and towns on

dresses and suits in the latest

Companies

f
|
|
j

Miss Ida

H

ents, Mr. and Mrs M. I Stevens, in Northport
...Young Bros, of Lincolnville have erected a
portable saw mill in Northport. on the syndi
i cate lot. Their many friends wish them suc-

fore the

Belfast’s New Store. Chas. B. Eaton &
Co. (Charles B. Eaton and Rudolph H. Caasens) opened their new store in the Eaton
block, Phoenix Row, last Saturday morning,

der to

'■

that

Bon

__H Bay Electric Co.

2:30, and
to which admission will be by card only.

reet, Main street from

and

I

The Railroad Tax.

Smart Spring Styles
IN LADIES’

f
|
jj

STORE,

|

a

teaching school in East Searsmont, is
spending he vacation with her mother, Mrs.
Abbie Greenlaw.... Dr.

THE PROFIT SHARING

|
(fit

been

Test.

contralto, will be

Wednesday afternoon,

Franklin

Gripper

Roscoe Deane,

Master

South Belfast.

CHAS. B. EATON & CO.,
Eaton Block, Next to Colonial Theatre, Phoenix Row

I

student in the Rockport H»gh school, visited
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hurd, in
Northport, Sunday-Miss Verna Greenlaw,
went to Camden last week, where she has employment... .Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Greenlaw
and daughters. Misses Vera and Una, spent
last Saturday evening at the home of B. L.
Colcord_M :ss Eulalia Greenlaw, who ha9

gowns and waists.
advertisement and

here by him to take the principal part in the
demonstration.
Many prominent musicians
already have received invitations to the affair,
which wiil be held in the Colorii 1 Theater,

inmercial street from Union
Wharf, Miller street from

ee

tests and

renowned

follows:

as

Stanley Knowlton observed his 7th birthday
last Saturday by entertaining a party of his
at the Opera
young friends at tne matinee
House, and at the Jellison & Greer restaurant,
where ice cream and a birthday cake were
served. A house party had been planned, but
was given up on account of the illness of his
with whom he
aunt, Mrs. Etta Weymouth,
lives. The guests were Alton Maraano, EuHarry
Henry Chalmers,
gene Hammons,
Peters, George Moore, Lester Knowlton and

zone.

is announced that, through the courtesy of Mr.
Edison, the music lowers of this city will he
given the opportunity to hear one of these

distribute among

was

smart

Sometime ago
it was learned that an endeavor was being
made in musical circles in this cit> to arrange
for a New Edison Tone-Test, the musical and
scientific demonstration that has been attracting so much attention in the musical centers
of the United States in recent months
It no*

it’s free distribu-

has

;

many friends are glad
not to again encounter the

A New Edison Tone

>eds designed for
from
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mine
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be helped and in many
instances cured by wearing Ground Grippers. For
sale only by
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Shoes their foot troubles
will vanish. The irritating
sting of those bothersome
corns—the pain of those
bulging bunions—and the
results of
very serious
—all
can
arches
fallen

the

of

aside

|

work

Masons—Walton, 314,
Gilchrest, 254, Hall, 283, Haley, 259, Stevens,
284, total. 1394; K. of P.—French, 304, Dutch,
273, Staple, 251, Me Keen, 232, Nickerson, 274,
be rolled Ibis,
total, 1334 Another match will
Thursday, night.
each)

Collins. They were accompanied by
Mieses Sadie Chapin and Evelyn Knowlton.

supplies and garments for the injured.
society to which they belong is
at present working to raise $5,000 for beds for

aturiug Earl Wiltwo-part feature,
lia Marinoff ar.d
feature, will be
al Theater Satur-

n

at

are

Iu the Dutch alleys last Thttrsthe team from the Masons defeated
the K. P. team by 60 pins in the first game in
the tournament. The score (three strings
Bowling

Max

Ground

I
S

diy night

I

The

road

cake

Quimby,

C.

a

get it ready f or sale-probably until
The time and place of sale
the first of April.
will be announced later in The Journal.

the famous

Red Cross

weeks

same

Katherine

A

Belfast, the stock of a g neral store.
and it w*ll take some
very large stock

time to

they will take
their Steps in a pair of

Pineo

eye glasses
to the woods on

It is

If

wear.

Letters received from Mis. C. Chipman
of Sao Paulo, Brazil, state that she and
her mother and Bister, Mrs. George A. and

not

her

i

|

bankruptcy.

in

I

ment to

This is all on account of
the kind of Shoes they

Herbert F. Jackson of Montville has filed a
petition in bankruptcy with Clerk Warren in
the U. S, District Court in Bangor. Secured
claims, $1,600. Unsecured, $3,619. The International Harvester Co., of Chicago is a creditor to the extent of
$1,800.
George W.
Bridges of Unity has been granted a discharge

has

>n

Charles Carver, an Owl's Head aeallop fishstocked $160 in three day»' fishing last
week.
Charles F. Thompson returned last week
from Bristol, where he bought, and for two
weeks had been engaged in packing for shiperraan,

Cape Cod Canal is now open for vessels
drawing not over 20 feet....Captain Howard
Heath of the tug Hugh Ross has been found
blameless by the- steamboat inspectors for the
loss of the barge Capital City, which broke
away from his tow on the way from New York
to Providence and was lost with two men on
board. Capt Heath and his crew are from
Bucksport, where friends will be pleased to
learn of the decision of the inspectors. The
the

and clubs, appointed for Monday afternoon or
evening, were necessarily postponed. The
Monday evening train was only a few minutes
late and there was no interruption of train
service. The steamer Camden of the E. S. S
Co’s line came down from up*river Monday, I Hugh Ross, which has been towing on the
but remained at-ihe wharf here until 5 a. m. Sound this winter, was sold two days before
Tuesday when she left for Boston. She will the disaster happened....The schooner Henry
Withington, Stockton for New York,in ballast,
make a round trip today, Thursday. The
The
steamer Golden Rod on the Belfast and Castine was wrecked at Scituate, March 5th.
Capt, J. H,
route remained at her wharf here until 6.30 a crew were all safely landed.
Devereaux of Bucksport was in command,
m. Tuesday, and the Isleaboro made her regubut there were no Maine men in the crew.
lar trip between Belfast and Camden,

Geraldine Farrar
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in MARIA ROSA
A Thrilling Drama-Gripping in its Appeal.
HEARST NEWS
COMEDY CAR 1'OONS

Hayarawa in Paramount Feature
“EACH TO HIS OWN KIND”

Sessue

ITT

THEDA BARA

Ling
7,00—8.30

in “THE

VIXEN"

A Fox Six Reel Production

Monday Evening
LEONORE
m

ULRICH

Tuesday Evening
PAULINE FREDERICK
lN

“The Woman
“HER OWN

PEOPLE”in

the Case”

HUMPHREYS*
Humphreys* Homeopathic Remedies am
designed to meet the needs of families
or invalids, something that mother, father,
nurse or invalid can take or
give to meet
the need of the moment.
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SENATOR-ELECT HALE ARRIVES.

HARBOR POLICE. TOO. WOULD FIGHT U SCATSOa-*---------

The steamship Finland which lef
Liverpool at 1 a. m. Feb. 18th with al
lights out arrived at New York Feb. 28ti

—

with 170 passengers, among them Unitec
States Senator-elect Frederick Hale o
Portland, Me.; Winslow S. Pierce of New
York, Frank H. Simonds of the New
York Tribune and Lady Richard Welles
ley, whose husband, a British army officer, was killed in the war.
Reports that passenger traffic on al
British
vessels
leaving Edgland foi
America and France has been suspendec
were brought by
passengers on the Fin

use

Price

25
Fevers. Congestions, Inflammations
Worms, Worm Fever.25
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants 25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia. 25
EJeadaelie, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach— 25
Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryugitls. 25

land.

n

three

weeks
passed in England anc
France “to familiarize himself first hand
Fever nud Ague. Malaria..25
with sentiment and conditions” he me!
Piles. Blind or Bleeding, External,Internal.25
25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold InHead.
and talked with many of the leading men
W hooping Cough.
...25
handling the affairs of the Entente allies.
A st hum. Oppressed, Difficult Breathing. 25
“I talked wiih Lloyd-George in LonDisorders of the Kidneys.25
25
Urinary Incontinence.
don, and h told me he hoped Americt
Sore Throat. Quinsy
25
would get into the war,” Mr. Hale said
77 Crip, Grippe, La Grippe.25
“He added that he wanted to see America take a prominent
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
part in the peace
Medical Book mailed free.
negotiations at the end of the conflict.”
“1
also
saw Premier Briand in
|
Paris,
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Corner
and he said the entry of America into
..—William and Ann Street*. N«vr York,
------the fight against the Central Powers
Photo by American Press Association.
j would have a great moral effect toward
^
Plot,
j bringing about peace,
^
,he flet,t of New York’s harbor police lias been fitted out with
machine
can be used in
which
‘V
guns
“The prevailing
the defense of the greater city against submarines or raiders.
sentiment among
Mexico and Japan to Make War on the
I ‘fading officials in both countries was
that
we
could
with
United States if this Country did not rehelp
convoys and
where they simply shouted at the be iu
MAINE NEWS ITEMS.
with credits, and the opionion was exThe
main Neutral. Known to President Wiltifull table. In the centre was a huge
pressed that were the United States to
bunch of pink roses, with a card From
G. W. Merrill of Portland has in his send over even a small
Sjnfti Hg Broke off ligations With In
fighting force unMemorial Hall Feb. 28th Under the Aus- Dad.
These were in a glass vase tied possession some of I he first coins issued der the American
flag it would have a
the
with
r broad satin bow of
the
pink,
United
mint.
North
Church
States
pale
of
a
by
the
pices
Guild, was
They are great moral effect.”
Germany.
At each the cent and half-cent of 1793.
little hostess’s favorite color.
I Great Success, A Happy Birthday Party, j plate was a tiny birthday cake bearing
Washington, Feb. 28. The A»„
A shipment of 15,000 bushels of Aroosed Press is enabled to reveal that Gerin its white icing a pink candie and there
’'■'-'Oogondenci; o« ll>e Bangor News.J
took potatoes, vaiu-d at $60,000, formed
FOB
many, in planning unrestricted subma--IE KIDNEYS AN" BltOnCP
—h 1.
.Memorial Hall was also a big cake on which were five a
,,
portion of the cargo of the New York
rine warfare and counting its consecandles.
Belfast, Ml.
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steame- Herman Winter, which sailed
a
!
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an
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Mexmuch
like
alliance
in
lied
very
quences, proposed
pink ribbons; among
'“Gun8 to | souvenir,
ico and Japan to make war 0:1 the Unitlight under its artistic deeoi
'-,l 1 Iheip Oolls, blocks, Jaek-in-the box, and from Portland Feti. 27th.
ed States, if this country should not rearry out the Japanese garden effect,a.
jhfi “jitllesl” one, a rattle. This
Mayor John F. Woodman of Bangor
nany complimentary things were said
main neutral.
Leonard Thombs, the son was renominated by the Republicans'
;
namand
Jappn, through Mexican mediation, I ly the guests. Japanese lanterns were voungsi'’’
E->■
Thombs,
Feb.
of Mr. and Mrs
27ih,defeating Alderman George F. j
wa3 to be urged to abandon her allies 1 mng from corner to corner, and from |
bos- !
ed for the grandfather of L'"
Cameron, 638 to 224 Mayor Woodman !
and join in the attack on the United i he cords, at intervals,were festoons and j
let5 ! has served four full terms
late
Leonard
Cooptf
the
and the line*- I
tess,
States.
| ong hanging ropes of cherry blossoms. cream and cake were served by Misses piled term of Mayor FfSPk Ptobo.—
>
Mexico, for her reward, was to re- L'he central electrolier was banked wiih
I Who died
and
Count* of V\ a'do,
x'
Drinkwater
pieu ntcd a petiand
in
Margaret
| tion pra*ing that Allredhaving
ceive general financial support fromGer- I he blossoms, as were the windows, and Dorothy
Eugene Mckersbn of
The other guesls
he whole effect was very striking.
The j Grace Hazeltine.
Portland, iu the County of Cumberland, execu!
lion^'
A
many, re-co:iquer Texas, New Mexico
son of Mr, Sl-d |
tor of the estate ot Allied E. Nickerson, laie ot
tage was set with handsomely embroid- | were Horace Wescott,
and Arizona—lost provinces—and share
wedding, which had remained Swanville, in said County of Wal o may be an
red Japanese screens and on the right Mrs. Client W. Wescott, "llictiaw1
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in the victorious peace terms Germany
n profound secret since it took place
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estate described in said
in accordance
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frpm Janet, aon
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details were left to German Minister
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during
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man, Peter, son of Mr. and Miss Geriiu le J. Walis, Charles J.
on
von Eckhardt.
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lie Republican .1*
sob of Mr. and Mrs. Albert H.
Minister Zimmerman at Berlin, Jan. 19, { tt till I ST ,0w table at which Mrs Z D. James,
Pliny A. Allen of the Universalist Church. ed at belt:-'.... *rfS*^iveij
toe alli- Lartshorn and Miss Lena Nye sold Japan- Morse, Eleanor, daughter of Mr. and The bridegrooms a»e both cigarmakers
to
directed
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propose
1917,
Alice,
ese
novelties.
All were in costume. Mrs. D F. Stephenson, and
and both bride# are graduate nurses.
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of Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Brown,
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in
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that
to
tables
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seek
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hall,
Japan
Thirty
bring
suggest
Mrs.
Brown,
Mis. Gl'lke A.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Slugg,
Sherman,
into the plot. These instructions were with dainty cloths, and each was centerMrs. Patterson, Mrs. [ > act
transmitted to von Eckhardl through ed with a slender vase containing Japan- Mrs. Stephenson,
of \herM$ftt'e FederaThombs, Mrs. Wescott, 1 lun or
The Morse, Mts
Count von Bernstorff, former German ese flowers, in delicate shades.
JCfiitya since 1915, has
j
>.uc e« py.
Frederick
Mrs.
M's.
C.
*i:.esi :
John
I
Pilsbury.
ambassador here, now on his way home menu cards, the hand work of Mis.
tendered bet: Vbsignatiun to the execuf hah. E.
was usher.
Johnson, Register.
tive boat'd, giving as her reason ili health
to Germany under a safe conduct obtainClyde B. Holmes and Miss Florence j Ryder. Charles A. Swift
slid increasing home cares.
ed from his enemies by the country Shaw, bore quaint Japanese designs, and
It is under- A|.u-,i’u'b,a'‘‘ \0,UI , el<1 at HeliaM. Witliin anc
ou' ly Of
Waldo, on tlie IStli day ol
were heautiiidiy lettered.
The menu instood th t her successor will be chosen at
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against which he was plotting war.
a. Ji. 1917.
February,
and
the Spring meeting of the Federation at
Germany pictured to Mexico, by broad cluded sandwiches, doughnuts, cake, ice
B TIIAYEH, administrator of fbe es
J
late of tromeu if. Miaou, la e ol
intimation, England and the Entente cream, coffee, ginger ale, sold a la carte.
Bangor. The last two presidents, Mrs.
Monroe,
in saul ( ounty of
Allies defeated; Germany and her allies The waitresses were in handsome kimoWaldo, deceased, having pieMount Iassen, in Northern California, Wing of Auburn and Mrs. Frederick P.
sented
a
praying that the actual martriumphant and in world domination by nos with chrysanthemums in their hair boasts the distinction of being the only Abbott of Saco, having been from West- kt-t VHlimpetition
Ot
tlie (trope* ty of said deceased
ern Maine, it is
the instrument of unrestricted submarine and were the Mirinetoska Club tirls, as- active volcano. The other
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States, says a
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a
sisted by Misses Margaret Owen, Helen
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warfare.
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Longfellow’s birthday was observed at
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storff. is in possession of the United Evans, Ethel Dexter.
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history
Shaw passed programs.
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The mountain “woke up” about two the International
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Longfellow Society in ol
published three weeks successivelv
The tables were filled and every seat
‘‘Berlin, Jan. 19. 1917:
years ago and has continued to erupt the birthplace of the poet.
liepubliean Journal, a newspaper puoHis poem on
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Mass., was
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begin submarine warfare unrestricted. the opening number of the program was though no loss of life has been caused.
within and for
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read, as well as letters from several col- J',
day
In spite of this, it is our intention to en- given, a chorus from The Mikado, by a
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'he clock before noon, and snow
In the f. arch Woman’s Home Com- lege presidents. It was voted to appeal
deavor to keep neutral the United States dozen girls in costume. This was follow<!{lei1
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,bey '"""T "by 'be prayer of said
P.i.iM 1 aL.y
ed by Charles Hammons, who sang The panion Mary Heaton Vorse has a love for funds to raise the mortgage on the petitioner
of America.
should not be granted.'
Officers were elected as fol"aRRY E. BANGS, Judge
“If this attempt is not successful, we Mikado’s song, “Let the punishment fit story entitled “The Great God,” an in- property.
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Mutdrey,
basis with Mexico: That we shall make beautiful Manderin coat brought from American women of the wealthier class.
and Miss Maude E. Jones, alt of Chicago, At a Probate Court
war together and together
make peace. Japan by Miss Avis Morison and loaned There are many other good stories and a
field at Belfast, within and
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for the (ounty u. Waldo, on tlie second
presidents;
Joseph Wood, Portland,
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and "Cry-Baby,” by Mabel Dill.
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Sinleft to you for settlement.
verses.
playing that said will may be proved and allow
“You are instructed to inform the
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President of Mexico of the above in the then ensued during which Mikado se- Innocents.” Fashions are discussed by
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receive no benefit,
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well? For over a ; the estate, ot said Austinhaving
Beckwith, are desired
to present the same for
ness is greatly appreciated.
One of the "Preventing Men From Becoming Missettlement, and al
year I suffered so
CARS MOBILIZED TO LAKE CARE OF
indebted thereto are requested to make pay
most popular singers in the the city she fits,” by Merle Crowell; “A Good Apfrom female weakment immediately.
WOMEN IN CASE OF INVASION*
has not been heard in public recently for 1 pie,” by David Grayson; "How It Feels
ness I .COuld hardly
ROBERT G, SEELEY
to be Thirty,” and an article by Annette
some time and many expressed the deSwanville, Feb. 13, 19L7.
Stand and was
Kellermar, who tells how she attained
'afraid to go on the
Fair Sex of Boston Will Train for Service sire to hear her more often.
\ OMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscnlT
Arthur Johnson opened the last group her perfect physique against great odds
street alone. Doc.1 er hereby gives notice that she has been
in Automobile Squad.
duly
as she was a cripple in her girlhood.
annoinied administratrix ot the estate of
on the program with his famous Mikado
tors said medicines
To take care of women and children
a WEBBER R. SAhGENT, late of Monroe.
an operation
Minstrel
a thing of
and
were
useless
I.
solo,
only
A'Wandering
and
A useful article on "Germs, Ideas,
first in the event of an invasion, Govershreds and patches, Bung by Nanki-Poo. Plots”
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
would help me, but Lydia E. Pinkham’s
nor McCall of Massachusetts has been
opens the February number of
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
has proved it
offered the use of 1,000 light automo- Johnson is one of the greatest favorites "The Writer,” the Boston magazine for Vegetable Compound
demands against the estate of said deceased ate
well
now
in
am
the
perfectly
city and many said last night that literary workers, now in its thirtieth otherwise. I
desired to present the same for settlement, and
biles and the services of a large corps of
of work.”—Mrs.
he never sang better.
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
He was recalled year. E. B.
continues his in- and can do any kind
trained women drivers. The formation
Hughes
ment immediately.
and responded with another solo. That structive series of articles entitl -d "Com
Nellie Phelps, care of R. A. Rider,
of this auxiliary brigade was undertaken
ABBIE J SARGENT.
Night I’ll Ne’er Forget, from the opera, mon Errors in Writing Corrected,” and R.F.D. No. 5, Fulton, N. Y.
Monroe, Feb. 13,19)7.
by a prominent motorist at the sugges- The
We wish every woman who suffers
Chimes of Normandy, after which Ruth Hall writes of “The Redundant
tion of women drivers and is the direct
DXEllTi'ilX’s Not ice. The subscriber herehe was forced to return a number of
troubles, nervousness,
outcome of the motor car mobilization
Statement,” and Eliot H. Robinson of from female
Jj by gives norice that she lias been duly ap
times to bow his thanks for the prolonged the
the blues could see the letin the East last spring and summer duradvantages of system in literary backache or
poinUd executrix of tbe 1 st will and testament
ters written by women made well by Lyapplause.
of
work. In the department, “advertisement
ing the Preparedness Campaign.
The closing number was given by the
Vegetable Compound.
CHARLES CLARENCE SYLVESTER,
As soon as a rupture with Germany
Writing,” conducted by-an advertising dia E. Pinkham’s
and
do
not
Curbstone
late of Liberty,
have
bad
If you
symptoms
Quartet, Pitcher, Johnson, expert, Joseph Gerard Morgan has tn
became a certainty, offers of cars and
write
to
the
Parker
and
and
the
their
understand
cause,
Morse,
selections, article on"Praciical Advertisement Wrt
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ann given
drivers began coming in to C. S. Henhumorous and bright, were most enjoybonds as the law- directs. All person.1 having dePinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
shaw, Dodge Brothers dealer in Boston,
ing.” The publication of “The Writer’s Lydia E.
mand* against Hie estate ot said deceased are
Mass-, for helpful advice given free.
and owing to the number of women able and brought the program to a finish Directory ol Periodicals,” giving infordesired to present the same foi settlement, and
in a delightful manner. The affair was
ail indebted thereto are requester to make paymation furnished by editors regarding
drivers who volunteered, it was decided
an
ment immediately
unqualified success, and the North their manuscript needs, is continued, and The Girard tire and Marine lnsuiance
after conference with the authorities
BKliTH A B, SY LV ESTER.
that the most useful service to which a Church Guild, under whose auspices it further information regarding the presCompany, Philadelphia, Pa.
Liberty. Feb 13,1917.
was given, appreciate fully the splendid
ent special manuscript needs of various
reserve corps might be turned would be
1916
31,
Assets December
the removal of women and children from patronage given it by the members of publications is given in the department, Heal estate..If
00 00
NOTH E. T he subsetibei here
the other parishes, many of whom en124 900 00
"The Manuscript Market,” which also
by gives m lice that he has been duly apany threatened area, practically every
Mortgage loans.
ol
tertained
at
their
tables.
Chairparties
pointed
guardian
f Collateral loans.
makes announcement of a number
other branch of activity having been
man of
the general committee, Mrs.
OSCAR M. NEWELL of Searsmont,
offers. An editorial Stocks and bonds. 1,8.3.570 00
covered in plans already made.
manuscript
prize
Eion B. Gilchrest.
117.862 48
discusses a frankly commercial writers’ Casb inrffice and bank.
It is the purpose of this reserve corps
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds as the
194,499 38
Entertainment committee, Anne M.
balances.
iaw directs. All persons bavin* demands against
to work in connection with the women’s
Bgency, which makes glowing offers to Agents’
Bills receivable.*.
Mrs. John C. Pils- writers.
said Oscar M. Newell are desired to ore
chairman;
Kittredge,
about
for
active
is
now
Information
given
preparing
organizations
sent the same for settlement, and all indebted
Interest and rents.
oco
writers of the day, and there is a full A'l other ..
service and it is expected that in the bury, Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins, Mrs.
1.958
24
thereto are requested to makt payment immeCharles E. Owen, Miss Alice E. Simmons. reference list of
articles in curcourse of the next few days several hundiately, to
literary
Mrs.
William
CLARENCE M. HOWES.
Refreshments,
Weshe, rent periodicals, while the “News and
dred more women will be enrolled.
Admitted assets. *$2,340,889 96
Liberty, Maine, Dec 12, 1916 —7
Some of these women are already ex- chairman; Mrs. Fred R. Poor, Mrs. Notes” department gives the live news
Liabilities December 31, 1916
E. Kittredge; Mrs. B. L. Davis, of the
T»-m Hub
literary and publishing worlds. Net unpaid tosses. $ 45.367 84
NOTICE.
pert enough to act as emergency mech- George
“The Writer” is indispensable to writ- Unearned
anicians with the women’s division, thus Mrs. Everett Hamilton.
scrtbei hereby gives notice tiiat she has been
premiums. 1,139,041 32
MisB Emeroy Ginn, chairol the estate of
administratrix
Decorating,
service
a
appoiuled
40
duly
18.066
all
cultivated
and
to
for
actual
ers,
peo- All other liabilities.
military
interesting
releasing
J. FRED N. PARK, late of Searsport,
number of men drivers who would other- man; Mrs. John Davis, Mrs. M. E.
ple. The price of the magazine is ten Cash capital. 6t)0.<M)0 00
Brown, Mrs. L. A. Strout, Mrs. N. cents a number, or one dollar a year, and Surplus over all liabilities..*. 638,414 40 in the County ot Waldo, deceased, and giveu
wise be unavailable.
bonus as tbe law directs. All persons having
Houston
Small.
the address iB P. O. Box 1905, Boston.
Although only 1,UOO Dodge Brothers
against the estate of said deceased
Posters and menus, Mrs. C. B. Holmes,
Total liabilities and surplus.$2,340,889 96 demands
cars were offered to the Governor, Mr.
are de trtu to present the same lor settlement
of Special Deposits
Miss
and
Florence
Dunton
Value
Market
chairman.
•Includes
indebted
thereto are requested to make
and
all
Henshaw Btates that from information
Miss Florence Shaw.
in excess of corresponding liabilities. $10,611 40 pay ment immediately.
already at hand he would be able to supETTA M. PARK.
R. W. ROGERS. Agent, Belfast. 3wl0
Tickets, Mrs. W. M. Thayer.
ply two or three times that number of
Searsport. Feb. 13,1917.
Table decorations, Mrs. H. L. Kilgore,
Mr.
cars and drivers if called upon.
subThe
NOTICE. Tiie subscriber lien
NOTICE.
Henshaw was the leading spirit in the Mrs. Maine Hills.
Tables and Lunch Cloths, Mrs. W. L.
scriber lettby gives notice that he lias
For Infants and Children
by gives uotice that she has been duly ap
previous motor car mobilizations.
executrix of the last will and testament
administrator ot the estate
been
duly
appointed
pointed
Mrs.
W.
B.
West,
Woodbury.
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The Kind Ton Have Always Bought has borne the
tore of Chas. II. Fletcher, and has been made
iiml,
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits,
Imitations
Jnst-as-good” are but Experiments, and ...
health of Children—Experience
against Experiment,

Senator-elect Hale said that during the

Eczema, Eruptions.25
Hhctmmtisin. Lumbago.25
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WOMAN COULD
HARDLY STAND

by Lydia
Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound.

—
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GUARDIAN’S

S?

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

CASTOR IA

Much Extra Work in March.
Miss Anne, the five-years-old daughter
It’e between sees ins, when few persons perThe result is double of Ralph L. CooDer of Cooper & Co.,
ss hesith demands.
work for tbe kidneys, to throw out waste eli- celebrated her fifth birthday, Feb. 28tb,
minated through pores when persons perspire.
entertaining ten guests at her home in
Overworked kidneys need held. B. H. Stone,
The little oneB bad a
street.
Reading, Fa., writes: “When I need s kidney High
and at 4.30 were invited
remedy, I rely on Foley Kidney Pills.” Sold happy play hour
by the little hostess into .the diningroom |
^
everywhere.
spire

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the
Signature of

DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PILLS for Rheutiem A Neuralgia. Entirely vegetable. Safe

EXECUTRIX’S

ADMINISTRATOR’S

with codicil of
LYDIA A.

ot

HATCH, late of Belfast.
in the Count} of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased art
desired to present the sHine for settlement, anc
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
hatt1e l_ PAKKEB
Belfast, Web. 18,1817,

EMMA A, DRAKE, late cf Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased and given
bonus as the law directs. All persons haviug
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
v
payment immediately,

Brook 8VI lie,

JAMES E.

Ftb 18 1917.^

At a Probate Court, lielfl at
Belfast, within ami
for the County of
Waldo, on the 13th dayy ol
hehmary, A.
1917.
r. In said Conn
N°tiAof
wiwVK|iS
‘!f F'1'«nkfoi
1’
ty of Waldo,
having
piesenmd
oh,non
'lired hugt-im Nickerson of PortPl*yil|1/-'
[hat
land, in the County ol ( uniberla
a

d.execuloi of
the estate of A fil'd
fnory Nickerson lam of
said ...
Swanvilie,
Waldo m .y he an

during

Ill's n'leJl’inc*01

a

ii;

ss.—In Court of ]

§

*

fl

H;

;

Ordered, that notice thei
" eek{S
successively, in The iu
a

*

1

newspaper published in i;.
that ail persons interested ii
hate Court, to he held ai I
day of March next, and
they have, why the said ac.

w,t" sahl

(bdered, That the said petitioner give noticett
all persons interested t>y
causing a copy ot this
order to be pnblisbed tlwee weeks snccessivelv
* *,e
Republican Journal, a newspaper pub
i*1,
lislied at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at Bellast, within at.d fo»
said.County, on the 13th day of March. A
1J17, at ten of the clock before noon
cause, if any they Have, why "
petitioner should not be
er^.-V^ r,u‘c
A true con”

I
1-

Hj
1
1

allowed.

A true copy

IIAliBY

®

■
4

I

Attest

)[ j

I;

1

1
IIP ^ J'>0 SS- In < ourt of I
-i
M
fast, on the 13:J day
Leroy C. Stone, admmistr*
Thomas C. Ward, la'e ot 'h
j®
Ir
deceased, iiavmg piesente.i

t

>

-'

^

liANGS» ^vige.

account of administration
lowance.

‘Chas. E. JoflNSfrfc, *Rjgister.

I •__

.*

p

ordered, that hoE-, il.n
successively. In '1 he
new spaper published in

*

weeks

At a Probate Court, hem at Bellas*. within ami
tor the Countv ot Waldo, oh -**.e 13th day ot
February, A. 1) 1917,

a

that «»il persons inieiesDd

: bate < 'ourt,to
of » aicb m

be.heid

I

at

MA 1»I)KN of Beif st. in said
xt, and s) v
j
Waldo, l aving presented a peti
have, why the said aceonn;
lion playing that J ervis F. Maiden ot
Ii
Bellast. in ; ♦‘d.
Hi;Y I
saw ( out t>, or S'kjne oilier suitable
A true copy. Attest:
per*on may
be appointed conservator of his tstate.
t'HAS.
Ji

pHARLESC
( ounty of

Ordered, That the said petitioner give noticetc
persons interested by causing a copy of thif
order to be published three weeks
successively m
J lie Republican Journal, a
newspaper published
at 1 coast, that
they may app. ar at a Probate
all

\

■

:

j

;i

I.DO ss.— In Com t ei
faxt. on the 13th dux
Hubert h l)unton,.ex* cuii.i
rilia Baker, late of Belfast
Court, to be held ai nelfast. w ithin and for sail
ceased, having presente
County,on the 13th day of March, A. I). mi7, : administration ot said esiab
<it ten ol the clock before
noon, and show cans*,
Ordered, That notice I In
ii any they have.why the
prayer oi said petition |j weeks
•successively in The K.
er snouid not be granted.
published in I
nexvspaper
II a RKY E. BANGS. Judge.
| that all persons interested n
A true copy. Attest:
bate Court, to be lieli, at ib
j
Chas E. Johnson, Register.
; of March next, and show
I have,why the said account xn
At a Probate ( ourt held at Bellast, within auc
II dvHY I
A true copy. Attest:
lor the County of \'b!d«-, on the 13th day ol !
( HAS E. ,1.
February, A. i). 1917.

CHaKi.ES
County

late

C.
of
of

MAPblN

of

Belfast

in

i

Wa

{
i
i

\

Hie

Waldo, widower oi Susan R.
Bellast, in said County oi Wal
do, deceased, having presented a petition prayarden of Belfast in said
ing that ewis F.
County, or some other suitable person be anpointed administrator ol the estate"of said deMaroen,

II’ A LDO SS.— In C ourt ot )
V? fast, on the 13th day
Bertha E Neal ley, guaMm
Maud Nealley. muior child
late ot Monroe, in said County
her third and final account

ceased

allowance.

Order* d, that the *aid petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy of tins
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
( ourt, to be held atBeliast, within and for
said,
County,on the 13th ay of March, A. I). 1917,
at ten ot the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be grained.
HaRRY E. bangs. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson. Register.

I*
d
t

!

ideied that notice then
eks successively in
he b
< x\
spa pel published in !
that ail persons interest'
bate Court, to he held at
of March next, and m
y have, why the said art

*

w
a

<

■

■

a

wed.

IIA b in
a

true copy.

A itest:

(has. E. Jei
LOO SS.—In ( ourt of 1
on the 13th day ot
.1 Harwell, guaulian
Lillian Leonard. Iat<- oi
b
< ounty, having presented Incount of guaidiaiiship fot a,
x>rdt red. that notice tin
weeks successively in 'i lie lb
m wspaper published in b.r’i
that all persons interested n
batourt. to be held at 1
ot Match next, and
show
have, why the said account
lowed.
IIA Kit! J
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas E. Jon

Ualast,

At a Probate ( otiit, e d at Bellast. within and
tor the County * f Waldo, on the secouc Tuesday of February, A. I). 1917.

Oscar

certain instrument, purporting to be the
Iasi will and testament of Wesley B, Scrib
ner, late ol Monroe, in said Count' oi Waldo
deceased, having been presented for probate,
with a petiti n pi tying that said will may be
proved and allowed and that lett- is testamentary issue to Wesley E. Scribner, the executor
named therein.

A

Ordered, that notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of ibis order to be
published three week*; successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Conn, to
be liebl at Belfa-t, within and lor said County,
on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten

U A LUo t>s.— In Court 01
V* last, on the 13th day
Klta .M.,('ai leton, ailimnisii :u
ol A Huts p Calieti.il, I a I e
County, deceased, having pi
final account of admini.-diai
for allowance.

of the ctork before noon, and simvv cause, if
any they have, why the same should not be
proved, approved ml allowed.
Harry K. bangs. Judge.
A true copy. A nest:
( has. E, Johnson. Register.

ordered, Thar notice thei
weeks successively, in The I,newspaper published m in :
ty. that ail persons mteiesie
Probate Court, to be held at
day ,of March next, and shov
they have why the said ace.
be allowed.
a

At a Probate Court Held at Belfast, within ami
for the County ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February, A. I). 1917.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Mary 15. Spencer, late
of W interport, in satdl County of
W aldo, deceased. having been presented‘for probate, with
petition praying that said will may be proved
and allowed and that let.eis testamentary i-sue
to Daniel M. spencer, the extcutor named
therein.

A

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The lie
publican Journal, a newspaper published at Bel
fast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,

A true copy.

HARRYE
Attest:
(’has. E .C

I

_

1 he
I
;

Mercantile

Insurance

America, 76 W illiam St ret
City,

J\.

Y

Assets December 31

to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of March next, at
ten of tlit clockbefoi e noon, and allow cause, if
any they have, why the same should not be
proved, approved and allowed.
Ha KitY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas E. Johnson, Register.

Slocks and bonds.
Cash ir* office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.,

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

At a Probate court, heiu at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waluo. on lae second Tuesday of February, A. 1). 1917.

Admitted assets.

certain mstrumeni, purporting to be the last
will and testament of James H. Kneeland,
late of Searspoi t, in said County of Waluo, deceased, having been presented for probate with
petition pray mg thai said will may be proved
and allowed ami that letters testamentary issue
to Amanda H, Kneeland, the executrix named
therein.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital...
Surplus over all liabilities..

Liabilities December 31, 19;*

A

Total

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a n» wspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the second Tuesday of March next,
interested

at ten of the clock before noon, ami show cause,
if any they have, why the same should not be
proved, approved aud allowed.
H ARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy,
Attest:
Chas E. Johnson, Register.

Probate Court., held at neitast, witmn ano
for the County of vvaldo, on the 13th day o.*
February, a. 1). 1917.

A t a

STANTIAL of Belfast, ill the
W aldo, son and heir at law of
\manda B, stantial. late of Belfast, in said
Count', of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that Arthur K. Stantial of said
Belfast or some other suitable person he appointed administrator ot the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for saio
County, on the 13th dav ot March, a. D. 1917,
at ten of the clock before noun, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:

B,
ALLEN
County of

Chas. K. Johnson, Register.

88— In Court of Probate, held at Belfast. on the 13th day of February. 1917.
Robert F. Dunton. executor of the will of Phebe
A. Staphs late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented his second and filial
account of administration of said estate foi
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published iu Belfast, in said County,
that all nersons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13th
auj
day of Maich next, and show cause, if
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed,

liabilities and surplus
FRANK I. WILSON. A
Belfast. Maine.

Merrimack Mutual Fire Insu
Andover, Massachusi
Assets

{

j

December 31,

Real estate
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and interest.
All other assets.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted...

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31, 191b
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,.
All other liabilities....
Surplus over all liabilities.

Total liabilities and surplus.
JAMES PATTEE & SON. A>
Belfast, Maine.

STORAGE and

PACKING

WALDO

OF

Household Good*
Goods packed, stored

packers.

Home

or

Estimates

shipped b>
given by call"'

Furnishing

HAKKY E, BANGS, Judge.

M

STAPLES.
Mahilb!

ITT

M
fast, on the 13th <la\
Edgar B. Thaver, adminixtr;
Km men It.
Nilsson, late of m,
ty. deceased haymg present■
account of administration
allowance.

A true copy.

Attest:

.Chas. £. Johnson,

Register^
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Mrs-. Walter Fairbanks is reported I
be in poor health.
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vour good deeds
Earl Rand is now working in Caldwc ()
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UOV. MILLIKEN signs the suffrage
BILL.

F---,

| visIi-t»H-^e.Yerance

Augusta, Me, Feb. 23. In the presence
suffrage leaders and while
thronged with spectators, Gov. Carl E. Milliken
signed the
suffrage bill today. At his right were

of a group of
the corriuors were

ant! wife of Newburg
°f her sister, Mrs. C.

t,t^£,home
Feb 25th.
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Mrs. Rose Heald of Camden has been
visiting relatives and friends in town.
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The Ladies Circle met with Mrs. R. P.
Coombs Feb. 21st. A picnic supper was
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Cant. Leighton Coombs and wife de-

Knowles Bangs

visited his sister in
Damariscotta the pasr week.

Joseph Walker

known

has bought what is
the Watts house and will move

as

in soon.

Miss Winifred Dodge has returned j
home from Bath, where she had been !

visiting friends.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bellows are rejoicing over the arrival of a little boy
ihat recently came to live with them.

lightfully entertained a few of their
|
friends Saturday evening, Feh. 17ih.
Miss Lena Plummer was called to
Music, flinch and other games were enMass
Ft b 17th, to attend
joyed. Those present were Capt. Green- Swampseott,
law and wife, Capt. O. F. Coombs, Mrs. the funeral of her uncle, Fred A. Oliver.
Helen Ryder, Mrs. Wm. Farrow, Misses
Marcena Sparrow from Wollaston,
Myrtie Pendleton, Nellie Rose, Emily Mass., was called here F^b. 21st
to atFarrow, Zoa Coombs, Lena Rose and tend the funeral of his father, John
Mrs. Olive Herbert.
Sparrow, which was held at his home.
1
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TONIC FOR GROWING GIRLS

Islesboro.

Mrs. James Clifford of Boston is visit-

ing Mrs. Gerry Harding.
E.

W. Clifford, wife and daughter
Grace of Stockton Springs visited Gerry
Harding and wife Feb. 25th.

Capt. W. H. Harriman left by train
Feb. 24th for Newport News to take

charge

of the

repairing

of

a

steamer.

Mrs. C. R. Leake and daughters, Helen
and Gertrude, who had been boarding
with Mrs. W. D. Harriman for the past
8 months, have returned to their home in

Springfield, Mass.
Mrs. W.

MuNIVILLE.
Sr:
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Miss

Mrs. Burr Godsoe and little

Homer
of Bangor, who had been
visiting her
mother, Mrs. W. H. Harriman, went lo
Bangor Feb. 24th.
Mrs. Godsoe left
Bangor Feb. 26th for Albany, N. Y.,
where she will join her husband and
make it her home for an indefinite time.

guests

S. of Belfast, was
hi tend
to Carney
ad received a bad

|

C. Harding and Mrs. Gerry
entertained the H. H. Club
Feb. 22nd.
A peanut hunt was enjoyed
and Mrs. Edward Avery found the most
and received the first
prize, a silk purse.
Mrs. G. W. Silver got the booby prize, a
nail cleaner.

Harding

son

KNOX CENTER.

Christirie

Walker

and Arthur

Stewart of Montville visited Jos. Bryant

and wife Feb. 25th.
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Samuel Thompson and wife gave a reception to their friends, the evening of
Feb. 21st. A large gathering of relatives and friends were present, and a
very pleasant social evening was enjoyed with games, and music by a Gr-fanola.

Candy
Mr.

and nuts were served, and at a
hour the guests departed wishing
Thompson and wife many years of

happiness.

x>a-

-ni.a

1,/

Miss Martha Hubbard gave a party in
honor of her mother’s birthday, Feb.22nd,
and a very pleasant afternoon was spent.
Fruit punch, cake and candy were served.

late

W INTERPORT.
C. Haley returned Feb. 26th
days visit in Brewer and Bangor.
The Upper Primary Bchool had a brief vacation from Wednesday noon to Friday morning,
Miss Katherine

from

a

and

Mrs
Chas. Bryer was the guest ot her
brother, Walter Fairbanks of Monroe, a few
days recently.

quoted

these
kbit’s poem on the
'b is as follows:

^

!,

William Dotten returned Tuesday from
where she had been

Arlington Heights, Mass.,
visiting relatives.

My Flag.
>"re

few

Feb. 26th.

Mrs.

|

Charles Cunningham entertained the
Christian Hill Mending Club Feb. 23d.
Refreshments were served.
Mrs

>

'«am;

■

-I,.

ft,re

,hJ!'i!Uwh'te~
dream.
with

stars to

J^’URh tf*!

day,
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gleam
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Mrs. A- W. Shaw entertained the S. S. claes
of the M. E. church Thursday evening. Feb.
22nd. Refreshments were served.
William Dotten is
engineer
which is
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Medicine.

Portland, Kb.

Net

unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums.
liabilities.
Contingent fund.
uash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

Almost every doctor’s

tion for future health.
The price of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
is fifty cents per box. Your own druggist sells them or they will be sent on
receipt of price by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

E. C. Marden returned t.o Conway, N.
H., Feb. 20th, called there by the death of her
brother-in-law, George Petrie.
Mrs. Ella Mcl'aggart of Waterville arrived
Feb. 22nd and was the guest of her
daughter,
Mrs. G. T. Nickerson, until Monday

the M.

C. I.,

The. U. S. Revenue cutter Oesipee came Up
river Feb. 21st and cleared the port from
ice as far as the upper wharf here. The port
was closed in reality only ten days.

v

here she is

a

Atlas Assurance

breaking

student.

E. il. Littlefield of Carmel was in town last
on business.
Masters Elmer and Clinton are staying with their
grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. H. O. Cunningham.
week

her late home
A. Smith of

pathy is extended to the bereaved husband
and son.
A, T. Nickerson returned home

Saturday night

8n

00
91
16
23
56

1

j

admitted.

Gross assets.$12,581,000 87
items not admitted.
292.383 02

%JtTj

376,387 68

^

liabilities and surplus.$ 4.868,579 15
MACO-1 *ER, FAR t Sc WHI [TEN.
State Agents, Augusta, Maine, i
B. t COLCORD, Agent, Searsport, Maine ■**

Total

Mutual Fire Insurance

Belfast

Symptoms

of

If your back is lame—if you
and all worn out—

Eastern

feel dull, tired

If you have hard headaches, backaches and
dizzy spells—
If the kidney secretions are disordered—
Suspect your kidneys ar d “take a stitch in
The Intermediate school, Miss Harriet Moody
time.”
teacher, gave a little playlet Thursday afterUse Doan’s Kidney Pills, the time-tried,
noon, Feb. 22nd, to which the pupils and teachhome-endorsed kidney remedy.
er of the Grammar school were invited.
It may save you from some serious kidney
Mixpah Rebekah Lodge held a busy and in. trouble.
teresting meeting Wednesday evening, Feb.
Make use of Mrs. McKeen’s experience.
21st. Two applications for membership were £Mrs Julia G, McKeen, 188 High street, Belballoted on, and there will be work in the de- fast, says: “I suffered from a dull ache across
gree at the next meeting, March 7tb. A re- the small of my back and I had occasional
hearsal of the degree stuff was held after tie dizzy spells. After using Doan’s
Kidney Pills,
I was greatly benefitted. I got this medicine
meeting closed.
from A. A. Howes & Co.’s Drug Store and can
Not Bothered Any More.
recommend it highly, for it did more good than
So-called rheumatic pains, grippe aches,
other remedy I have ever used for kidney
lame back, sore muscles or stiff joints are the any
result of overworked, weak or disordered kid- trouble.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
neys. E. L. Turner, Homer, Ky., writes:
“Since taking Foley Kidney Pills I have not
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan's Kidney Pills
been bothered any more.” Strengthen weak
kidneya and help rid the blood of acids and —the same that Mrs. McKeen had. Fosterpoisons. Sold Everywhere.
MilburnCo., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

Casualty

Insurance

Company,

161 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass.

the

Aseets

December 31, 1916

Stocks and bonds..$128,655 50
Cash in office and bank. 15,64010
341 00
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents..
1,41166
All other assets, inc. market value
bonds.
1,028 50
Gross assets.$147,076 76
Deduct items not admitted.'.
341 00
Admitted assets.$146,736 76
Liabilities December 31,1916
Net unpaid losses.$ 9 036 13
Unearned premiums...
4,920 82
All other liabilities.
1.608 38
C« b capital. 100,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 31,170 48
Total liabilities and surplus.$146,735 76

their

Safety

Razor

Blades to

me

to

MAIL
be sharp

ened better than new. Single edge, such as
Gems, 26c.
Gillettes, 86c; DurLsm Duplex
72 Main street
60c. per dozen. C. E.
,

Belfast,

Me.

FOR SALE BY

Fitchburg, Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Fitchburg, Mass.
December 31, 1916
Real estate.$ 57,000 0C
Stocks and bonds.
100.322 05
Cash in office and bank. 30,307 84
Agents’ balances. 24,641 45
Interest and rents.
1,308 06
Assets

Gross assets..$213,579 S'!
Deduct items not admitted. 13,043 56
Admitted assg$s. 200,535 81
Liabilities December 31, 1916

Orient Insurance Company,
Hartford, Connecticut.
December 31, 1916
Real estate.$
173,186 38
Stocks and bonds. 3,027,112 61
Cash in office and bank.
699,631 42
386,092 00
Agents’ balances.
bills receivable.;
1,766 18
Interest and rents.
52,346 59
All other assets.
3,268 88
Assets

assets..$4,343,394 02
Deduct items not admitted. 313,247 81
Gross

Admitted

assets.$4,030,146 21

Liabilities December 31,1916.
Net unpaid losses. .$ 191,133 91
Unearned premiums... 1,759,446 64
All other liabilities.
42,384 02
Cash capital. 1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilitic s-. 1,037,181 64
Total liabilities and Burplus.$4,030,146 21
3*9

FOR SALE

35,009 NEWS DEALERS

Ask

your dealer to show you m copy; if not
to news stand, send $1.50 for a yearns subscription.
or fifteen cents for current issue to the publishers.

eonv&ilent

Catalogue of

Mechanical Books free

POPULAR

^

6 North

on

request.

MECHANICS MAGAZINE
Michigan Avenue, Chicago

I

j

for Summer Hotels

Popular P*rchanics offers no premiums!
does not join in “clubbing offers," and
employs no solicitors to secure subscription*
---4__

and

Camps

TRUCKING

LOCATED ON THE;LINE OF THE

I

prepared to do all kinds of trucking,
j Furniture and piano moving a specialty.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

|

give opportunity to those desiring^ to
make a change in location for a new start
in

am

Have just added to my equipment

a

2-ton

Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac conLeave orders at the stable,

cern.

life.

corner

Main and Cross streets, and they will

Undeveloped 'Water

Power

Telephone

Unlimited Raw Material

connection.
W. W. BLAZO,

and;
126

Good Farming Land

of

addressed to any agent
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

the

Land

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAINE

CENTRAL

SEARSPORT, MAINE,]
Surveying,
Valuation'of

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

Topographic

limberlands,

and

Hydrographic Surveys,

MAINE GENIKAL RAILROAD

General

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.

Engineering Work.

Massachusetts Accident Company,

Boston,

and after Oct 1. 1916, trains connecting
at Burnnamand Waterville with through train,
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:
FROM

Waldo Avenue, Belfast

James H lican G, E„

Communications regarding locations
are invited and will receive attentions

|

Stocks and

Mass.

Assets December 31, 1916

bonds.$300,000 00

Lash

in office and
bank.
Agents’ balances ."
Bibs receivable.
Interest and rents.

BELFAST

_

AM

PM

12 L0
05
10
112 25
112 35
17 20
12 47
7 32
Brooks
12 59
Knox. t7 44
1 05
Thorndike. 7 50
1 13
Unity. 7 58
41 23
Winnecook. t8 08
1 35
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
3 00
Bangor. 11 45
Clinton. 8 39
8 48
Benton.
3 29
Waterville. 8 54
5 50
Portland. 11 50
8 00
Boston, pm. 3 20
TO BELFAST

Belfast depart. 7
Citypoint. t7
Waldo.

...

PM

PM

2 20
12 25
12
2
12
3
3
*3
3
5
5
6
6
8

All other assets

35
47
59
05
13

Net unpaid
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
..
Surplus over all liabilities.

losses.$

8 50

7 00

12 25

Total liabilities and
surplus.$330 688 87

For Sale

PM
AM

Benton.

Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook.
48 45

Unity.

8 64

Tlorndike. 9 02
Knox. 1910
Brooke. 9 25
Waldo. 19 35

Citypoint.

19 45
9 50

10 08
10 17
10 30
110 40
10 55
11 05

11115
11 35
11145
11155

3
1
3
3
3
4
4
4
r4
4

14
l5

15
50
24
34
50
00
09

STOKE at 39 Main street. Stock
is all new and will be sold
cheap if taken
at once. All bills not
paid in thirty days vil
be left for collection.
Inquire at The > >arna
ffica or 39 Mail street.

/"^ROCERY

17

To Rent

25
40
50
00

5 05
12 01
Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

HARRY

E.

Attorney

House for small

on

Cedar
In*

RALPH I. MORSE.
tf4

Seth W.

Law,

A full bed room set, including bed, mattress,
springs, bureau, waahstand, table, all in excel- ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST, ME.
lent condition, at low cost. Apply to
7 Court Street, Bel feet
4m4
t|8
Collections given prompt attention.

family

Terms reasonable.

street.

buire of

BANGS,
at

57 149 73
27 849 79

150.000 OO
60,000 00

3w9

3 CO

Waterville.....

35.689 35

AM

AM

10 02

3 321 23

7,500 00

..

Admitted
assets.$1-30,688 8?
Liabilities December 31, 1916

35
05
11
20
25
25

Portland. 12 00
7 16
7 00

19,446 25
10,774 50
2-)87 16

Gross assets .$343 629 14
Deduct items not admitted.
12 940 27

23

Boston. 10 00

Bangor.

of
re-

ceive prompt attention.

On

3w9
MEN WANTED—To BRING OR

S

Mill Sites, Farms,Sites

Total liabilities and surplus. $966,372 45
JAMES PATTEE& SON, Agents,
Belfast. Maine.
3*9

Total liabilities and surplus.$12,288,617 85
3w9

People Neglect Early
Kidney 1 rouble.

indoor and outdoor
sports and play Largely constructive, tells
howto build boats, motorcyclea.wireless.utc

J
fa
Jy

'-Locations

I

Shop

V*

Factory

45

$ 9,784 06
317,312 91
4,889 47
634 386 01

readers each month.
20 rn ea each icsuo tells easy
Notes and
better ways to do things in
the sho;. and how to make repairs at home.
original
Amateur Mechanics

J

n

N

when

$966,372

WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT
All the Great Events in Mechanics,
Engineering and Invention throughout
the World, are described in an interest*
ing manner, as they occur. 3,000.000

S'

Quarries,

Company,

$ 82,159 59
67,500 01
753.239 00
39.863 05
15,191 49
8,419 32

£

MAGAZIN £

<

31. 1916.

Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.

MECHANICS

.X

Quincy, Massachusetts.
Assess December

popular!

$

£

3w8

3*9

Too Many

l,50ft|000 00

Cash capital..
Surplus over all liabilities.

85
6 812 31

..

SUSPlCI YOUR KIONtYS

IS Cents

181,217 23

^

$6,976,684

Admitt* d assets. .$12,288/17 85
Liabilities December 31, 1916
/ Net unpaid losses.. $ 6,992 1£
Net unpaid losses
1,328 636 46 Unearned premiums. 137,644 OS
4,490 04
Unearned premiums. 5,864,445 59 All other liabilities.
51,409 6E
All other liabilities.
1,200,476 39 Surplus over all liabilities
Cash capital.
1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilties. 3.895,059 41 Total liabilities and surplus.$200,535 81

CASTO R I A

admitted.

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

Quincy

3w9

Deduct

FOR FLETCHERS

EACH MONTH

°N ALL NEWS STANDS

,

3w9

Assets December 31, 1916
Real estate.$ 232,215 43
Mortgage loans.
1,435,563 34
Stocks and bonds.
8,512.698 74
Cash in office end bank.
810,739 19
Agents’ balances......... 1,431,205 59 1
Bills receivable.
35,499 19
Interest and rents.
85,127 45 j
All other assets.
37,951 £4 i

Tuesday, Feb. z7th, Rev. Ashley
Bangor officiating. Much sym-

585!903 01
819^678 66

.”

Net unpaid losses, incluling expenses..$ 1,089.981 02
Unearned premiums.
1,519.114 76
All other liabilities.
*83,095 69

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,328 187 86

St. Paul Ftre & Marine Insurance Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

passed away Saturday
uierhi services were held at

Oh.iid.2

Ltd.

QUIMBY, Agents,
Belfast, Maine

Greeley

The

Company,

FIELD &

T. Nickerson and Mrs. W. E. Damm were
called to Hampden February 23d by
tne
critical illness of their sister, Mrs. S. D.
afternoon.

00
00

0

|

A.

360 PICTURES
360 ARTICLES

5132 32
q

458,817 40

3

Admitted assets.$ 4
863,579 15
Liabilities December 31, 1916

Hampshire.

Admitted assets.$3,270,654 95
Liabilities December 31, 1916
Gross assets.
Net unpaid losses.
Liabilities December 31, 1916
158.729 37 j
Unearned premiums... 1,821.714 92 Net
unpaid losses.
j
All other liabilities.
51,073 53 Unearned premiums.
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,239.137 13 j All other liabilities.
over ail liabilities.
Total liabilities and surplus.$3.270 654 95 Surplus

Rev. A. A. Blair and Z D. Hartshorn <f
Belfast enjoyed fishing in Swan Lake Washington’s Birthday and made a fine catch of
trout.
Friends of Mrs. Blair are pleased to
learn she is steadily gaining.

Mrs.

Deduct items not

Assets December 31, 1916
Stocks and bonds. .$2,013,143 86
Cash in office and bank.
833 099 93
Agents’ balances.
466,968 38
Interests and rents.
24,940 66
All other assets.
11,733 51

Gross assets.$3,543 835 09
Deduct items not admitted.
273,180 14

The engagement was
recently announced of
Clinton A. Nickerson, son of Mr. and Mrs. E.
H. Nickerson of Portland, to Miss Marian
bchonland, daughter of Mrs. Fred Schonland,
also of Portland.

Greeley.

Agents' balances

Toronto, Canada.

Assets December 31,1916
Real estate..$ 83.878 81
Stccks and bonds-. 2,805,459 91
Cash in < ffiee find bank.
98.098 85
Agent’s* balances. 415,952 73
Interest and rents.
33,435 72
All other assets.
7,009 07

out at

7,000 00

| nula receivable.
691 35
| Interest accrued.
42 847 35
Aiiotner assets..129,725 79

|

of London, England.

from Pittsfield

is at home

i

Admitted assets,
$2,391,125 71
Gross assets.$3,349,886 34
Liabilities December 31, 1916
Deduct items not admitted.
21,698 49
Net unpaid losses,
140.889 00
Admitted assets.$3,328,187 86
Unearned premiums,
970.362 63
All other liabilities,
297,821 20
Liabilities December 31, 1916
Cash capital,
500,000 00 Net
!
unpaid losses.$ 511,204 14
Surplus over all liabilities,
482,052 88 Unearned
premiums. 1,405,252 43
All other liabilities
38,087 67
Total liabilities and surplus,
71
$2,391,125
Cash capital
400,010 00
3wl0
Surplus over all liabilities. 973,642 62

Mrs

Ruby Gray

Gross assets
Deduct items not

December 31, 1916
Real estate,
$ 144 276 05
Mortgage loanB,
8,250 00
btocks and bonds,
1,893 642 50
Cash in office and bank,
83 374 79
Agents’ balances,
236,114 30
Interest and rents,
25.468 07

and enable it to meet the unusual demands upon it and help to lay a founda-

cccount of scarlet fever

estate..j
Mortgage loans.

........

Assets

healthy and happy womanhood. They
supply needed elements to the blood,

Miss

Real

December 31, 1916
Real estate.
.300.000
24 500
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
0
Stocks and bonds.
5 800.438
Cash in office and bank.
312.628
Agents’ balances.
453 262
Bills receivable
34,511
Interest and rents .51,344
All other assets

f
mmms^

n— u

Bonding and](nsurance Com-

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in o^ce and bank

Admitted assets.$6 969,872 54
Liabilities December 31, 1916.
I Net unpaid losses.. $ 321,335 09
750 000 00
Unearned premiums. 2 846.722 14
750.0t0 00 All other
liabilities
351,386 90
Total liabilities and surplus.$3 100,838 64 Cash capital
1,350.000 00
over all liabilities.
Surplus
2,100,^28 41
JAMES PATTEE & bON, Agents, Belfast.
BION B SANBORN, Agent, Stockton Sprints.
Total liabilities and surplus.$6,969,872 54
3w9
JAMES H. KNEELAND, Agent,
3w9
Searsport, Maine.
The Frank in Fire Insurance Company
of Philadelphia.
Western Assurance Company,
All other

you do not call a doctor and she gets
thin and pale, fidgets so that she cannot sit still on a chair, eats the wrong
tilings, eats too fast, gets too little outof-door exercise and perhaps faces St.
Vitus’ Dance, or a nervous breakdown.
A great responsibility rests on parents
and Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are the
best and most convenient tonic to aid
them in bringing their daughters to

on

316,396 00
827.139 3 J
39.500 00
417,803 32

INew

-1

pany, Boston, Mass.
Assets December 31, 1916.

Assets

Admitted assets.$3,100,838 64
Liabilities December 31, 1916

daughter is given a tonic during her
period of rapid growth but because your
daughter does not actually break down

with their invited

land

/* Gripes

Alpha

class of the M. E. church,
guests, held a box social t
the vestry Thursday evening Feb. 22nd.
The Delta

M

odaa|f',

for

Manchester,

31, 1916

iy28

**^""~~*iii

__

i massacnusetts

£,z

PRESTON. Proprietor.

assets.$ 5,049.796 33

Gross assets. $3,182,048 95
Deduct items not admitted.
81,210 31

SWANVILLE.

Miss Clarabel Jones of Jackson is visiting friends in town.
Miss

springing up most rapidly and
When their appetites are most fickle.
A diet of tea and candy will ruin any
girl’s chances of future happiness. A
plentiful and scientifically correct diet
might meet all requirements but this ia
next to impossible.
Hence the need
are

& Transient Stable

vv- G.

New Hampshire Fire Insurance
Company,

ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

mv.mm

street just off Main street. [ have
single and
c,re,“' "»•
d“»'- vo. ,

Trr*Telephones-stable 235-2, house 61-13.

age issolieited

P- PALMER anJ OWEN BROS.

BY

Stocks and bonds.$2,769,534 28
Cash in c ffiee and bank.
176,910 49
Agents’ balances..
199,196 84
Bills receivable ..$
950 66
All other asse ts...
35,456 08

Most growing girls need a tonic,
especially during the years when they

Washington

on

.....

Sold

Assets December

Barnes has arrived home from

Is situated

HATS
Wade
Right
7he Frontier wearRiy/it

Bangor.

PROSPECT FERRY.

Livery, Boarding

Lamson*Hubbard

John Rogers has closed his
pastorate
wnh Freedom church and will move to

••.mm emu

PRESTON’S

^

Mile. Dutrieu, who has been flying over the trenches in France and Belgium, recently arrived In America and announced I‘At she would
fly for the
United States if her services were ever needed.

■

!

bj' American Press Association.

Photo

served.

An enjoyable Valentine social was
held in the vestry Feb. 14th under the direction .of the Voiunteer class of the
Sunday school, Miss Nellie Rose, teacher.
Interesting games were played and

FOR F^ETCSER’S

,L.lhur8da-v
their

Frank Ladd was in Castine recently
for a brief visit with his wife and daughter.

Miss Nettie Heald was called home recently by the illness of her mother, Mrs.
B. F. Heald.

Umiaren Oiy'

I

The Peruna Company, Columbus. Ohio

Au- I

“turning, Feb. 22nd, to
isit
father. Senator C. M. Conant,
a
Governor’s
receptio and
*.be
Km
»jnd Conant
a
Mr.
accompanied his sons
home for the
week-end.

::is

nil hods prayer-

I

Maine.

Peruna

h!7a RylnWUh
^LR.°bblns>

Capt. 0. F. Coombs left Feb. 19th for
vithin 6nly a few
nlation of nearly Mystic, Conn., to take command of a
vessel.

King s Chapel,
Mr Father, East
ties Sunday after-

has been so enthusiastically endorsed by the thousands.
The reason la found In real merit. For
coughs, colds, catarrh, whether local or
systemic, and general debility following any
or the above Peruna will be found effective,
reliable and safe. For irregular
appetite,
impaired digestion and run-down system it
is an invaluable tonic.
s

uornnF8Soger

are

situation Mr.
•h-workers have
nzing the vision.
mother and her
way of reaching
iiool now has about
a month parents
lire school enjoy a
-bool's expense,
iiity of Unitarian
K v. F. Taglia- !

No other remedy ever offered the
American people has more friends
after two generations of
success; no
other remedy is
moregenerally used
“ the homes of the
people; no other

feature was the
of seven ladies
Garby was called home
dressed alike as Martha Washington, in !
Monroe, where she has employm
to care for Mrs.
blue panniered gowns, with white muslin
A. G. Larby, who
has an attack of
caps and fichus. An oyster supper was
tne grip.
served at, intermission, and the dancing
Elements and wife are the happy
continued until a late hour. The officers
Co,iant Clements,
of the lodge wish to thank all who
helped
^rs* E. A. Robertson of
to make this so pronounced a
success, ^uion
awanv**‘e is caring for Mrs. Clements.
i
both socially and financially.
G- Ames of Orono returned to
;
NORTH ISLESBORO.
,ome> teo. 21st, after spending a
h(*r ri>«ther, Mrs. Eliziwho haa been >n failing
Mrs. Fred Coombs of Castire was in
health tor several
town Feb. 23d, calling on friends.
weeks.
emrance

Mrs. ,v. Ilixen and Mrs,
H.W.Cohb of Augusta At his left Mrs Arthur T. Balenttne ot Portland and
Mrs Deborah Knox
Livingston of Bangor, and standing immediately in the rear were Mrs Florence
Brooks Whitehouse of
Portland, Mrs Guy
P Gannett and Mrs
William U Pattnngall
of Augusta and Hon
Charles A Milliken,
the Governor’s
father.
In front of
the Governor lay three
pens-plain gold
stubs set in ebony handles.
Dipping the
he wrofe the word
Pf/V" .the ink,
Lari,
Taking up the second, he affixed
the initial “E” and with the
third he
wrote the word ’’Milliken.” Then he
turned to Mrs
and
Livings!on
extending
the first pen, said.
“I take great pleaeure in
presenting to you, as campaign
manager of the equal suffrage movement
in Maine, this
pen, the first to Pe used in
signing this act. I
congratulate you
upon the success of this campaign.”
He presented the second
pen to Mrs
Bal^ntine and the third to Mrs Whitehouse. Then the Governor
poke to the
throngs in the corridors,telling them that
the women of Maine
had given a splendid
example of how a campaign should be
conducted and hoped this wa! the initial
step in the adoption of equal suffrage in
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and w'fe of Monroe visitedi

tendirfXn,
Feb**22
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X0**1
York
recently.

wiffc' a,id daughter
ha' e I
M, 0Xt0rd’were
Monroe
Marshall 3and a,-J
guests Feb. 25 b
II
at the
the n
«
<Ot Su^e time wi II.
home of M. A.
in
Ba'“Kor
living
i been depressed,
Haley and wile.
soon’ return to their borne herd, Mr. ,tan
d not far away;
to carry Hi a |
ld,Mrseb. W26 F Hebard returned i
tceived a legacy having received the con*ract
h. after
Brooks. Hi B ti) Osrn...
spending a j
inish fear on the mail between Monroe ana
few' days With Jf_,n Q. M. Con ant and I
The pres- duties will begin on July 1st, a.^d it is re | wife.
■stence.
i
ported that he will have a motor truck t
;l>h Rnsshach, be- use
when
the
roads
permit.
a more favora! le
number from this vicinity at- i
I
The annual masqu rade ball given b;
ly l>e a record of
bab °f the Monroe
Loiloe
rJ^janc?Uid
ire.
East Boston the Monroe Lodge of Odd Fellows Feb
bellows on the evening of
1
dependent wage- 22d, was entirely Buccessful. The atneople and by no tendance was good, many from surroundwbo Yell from a tree ;
he pastor believes ing towns being present, and about
h
thirty while dislodging
another tree, and se- I
onanism as a re- couples were masked. All the costume?
8PrainefJ an ankle, is slowly re- j
ial test, namely, were attractive, and
many of them hand- ! Mining the use of it.
mim successors. tVf
,.val of many par-
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EAGER TO FLY FOR UNCLE SAM

j

Attorney
BROOKS,

Norwood,
at

Law,
MAINE

lira. George H. Hopkins. Church street, wee
celled to Iftsttapoisett, Maes, March let by a
telegram from her father, Harry W. Grifflr»
requesting her to come because of the illness
of her mother.
Letters received Monday,

SKARSPORT.
J. H. Montgomery of Bucksport
week on business.

was

in town

last

E. Vv. Gilkey went to Boston Monday to atautomobile show.

Frank Wright has moved into the Wilson A.
Colson house on Prospect street.
Howard Perry returned Saturday
Canada, after a short visit in town.

to

Daisy Bakst's Mothsr Says

Ottawa,

Cut Your Bread Cost by
Baking at Home

little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lincoln Colcord, has been very ill in Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Inez,

the

Bread is so cheap and wholethat it is the best kind of
economy to eat lots of it. Cut
the high cost of lining by eating more bread and cut it still
more by baking in your own
home.

W. M. Seeley of Houlton was in town Sunday en route to Boston to attend the automobile show.
Barge Cumru finished discharging March
P. C. & W. Co., and is in the stream
ready to sail.
\
3d at the

Ruth, Capt. Briggs, finished disP. C. & W. Co. and
sailed for Newport News.
Steamer

March 1st at the

Eames ot Bangor

in town Tuesday
superintending the loading of coal at the P.
C. & W. Co. for Bangor coal dealers.
B. A.

was

{

Dry Goods Co. of
the guest of hss
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Smith, on Church
8

——I

Sunday,

tree t.

had been failing for some* time ard
was not entirely unexpected.
Mrs.
last Friday afternoon for the benefit of the
West will be sincerely mourned in the comMethodist church, and under the care of Mrs.
munity. She was a woman of fine character,
E. C. Pike and Mrs. G. W. Hichborn.
deeply religious, and a faithful member of the
She was the
Mr. William G. Kirscnbaum, Jr., acting pas- Methodist Episcopal church.
tor of the M. E. Church, arrived in Searsport daughter of William and Margaret Fletcher,
Saturday and remained until Wednesday to ! and was born in Stockton May 23, 1862 She
officiate at the funeral of Mrs. Wilson N. West.' married Capt. Wilson N. West Feb. 22, 1892
Her father has been dead many years, and her
Miss Rebecca M. Ross, whu has been spend- |
mother died at Mrs. West’s home last August, j
the
winter in Tampa, Florida, with her paring
She had a brother, Ansel Fletcher, who died a
ents, Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Ross, arrived in
nes.

A

food sale

was

held at the

Searsport House

She

STOCKTUN SPRINGS.

her death

Mr. and Mrs. C
stalled in their

Miss

morning and is the

The funeral
year ago this month.
at her late home Tuesday at 2 p. m

guest of

Stinson, who had been the guest of
Dr. and Mrs. Charles n.. Hills in South Natick.
rred E.

returned

last week.

Stinson,
who has been with Dr. Hills since November,
will sta> there until warmer weather.
Mucn

uome

anxiety

Mrs.

is fell in

The annual town
in the Town

man

days

ago

was on

The

saying that

ne

nad left

England

and

his way home.

hospitable

home of Mrs. J.

W. Black

in H

teJephore
apkins block, Churcli

in*

a

Monday.

J. Hollis Orcutt, assistant in the High school
left last Saturday to spend his vacation at hie
home in Franklin, Maine.
Miss Nettie Morris of Holden, Maine, teaching in the village intermediate school, left Saturday to spend the two weeks’ vacation in her
home.

held

j

Hall.

meeting

waB

held

Monday

lected “Poets and Poetry”

Sullivan was chosen
moderator, and the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: First selectman,
James P. Nichols; second selectman, Myron F.
Parser; third selectman, Fred E. Stinson; town
clerk, W, M. Parse; treasurer C. O. Sawyer;
auditor of town accounts, B. F. Colcord; member of school committee to serve three
years,
W. D. Smart; collector of taxes, W. D. Smart.
List of jurors; Jacob Earoes, Clifford Seeking,
Charles Fames, Harold Stone, Harvey Brock,

England

several weeks ago, before the Gersubmarine decree. A cable came a few

rooms

had

Emery, Maple

regard to the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Carver, Clifford N. Carver,
who sailed from England last week and is due
in New York in a few days.
Mr. Carver went
to

A. Snow

William
The Auxiliary Aid of the Uiivtrealist so
G. Kirt-chbaum, Jr., acting pastor of the Melho- ciety will be entertained tomorrow, Friday,
j
dist church, officiating. The body was placed afternoon -by Miss Ethel Colcord, East M in
(
in the receiving tomb at the Nichols ceme- street.
and
later
to
the
will
be
taken
lot
tery,
family
The Current Events Club will meet Wednesin Stockton cemetery.
Mrs. West is survived
day afternoon, March I4th, with Mrs. Charles
by her husband, Capt. W'ilson N. W'est.
H.
street. The hostess has se-

Jessie Nickerson.

Mass.,

was

last

street,

j

Searsport Friday

j

It is guaranteed under the Ohio Better Flour Label, by the
A noted & Burk Company who make it, and by the grocer who
It comes to you with a trifle guarantee.
sells it.

in town Tues-

Earl Smith of the Adams
in town

takes the ache out of bake and
puts the flavor in.

Use WILLIAM TELL Flour

day superintending the loading of coal at the
P. C. & W. Co. for Brewer coal dealers.

was

at one-

cost.

was

W. A. Moran of Brewer

Bangor

quantity of food

—and, besides saving money,
you’ll have better bread.
With the right flour, homebaking is easy. My choice if
William Tell, and I use it for
everything. It’s made in Ohio
—right in the Miami Valley,
where the rich limestone soil
gives it a delicious flavor and
wonderful baking qualities. It

You can make your own bread
for less than 3 cents a loaf—
and that includes every expense,
materials, fuel and time. It
means
practically two loaves
for the price of one—twice as
much for same cost—or the

Camden did not make a landing
here Monday on account of the snow storm
and strong, easterly wind.
Steamer

charging

same

half the

some

was

J.

H.

as

the

topic

for the

day.
Harry D. Shute, with babe little Harry
D. Jr., left Monday by Boston boat for her
home in Rockland after a month’s visit with
her mother, Mis. A. *
Colcord, East Main
Mrs.

street,

e

t-

mask

ant

meeting

Evangelistical

will be held

services

are

Monday, March

being held

in the

M. E. church.
A. W. Knight of Monroe
visitor in town Friday.

was

a

business

spending

Bowden, Etq.,
S^urden of
a

was

in

Augusta

Stockton Springs High school closed last Fri-

fortnight's vacation. The other
throughout the town, with the excepthe Roberts district, closed a week

for

a

B

Besides having the exact light for every purpose, a
house wired for electricity affords entrance for ease in
housework. When washing, cleaning, cooking, ironing
or performing many other household duties, the use of
Electrical Appliances will practically eliminate the usual
drudgery of housekeeping. Each particular duty becomes many times simpler and easier.

!

CAN
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Penobscot
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HELP YOU?
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fire

of

mad

Terryville,

BELFAST PRICE CURRtNI.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

Conn, is

brief vacation in town.

David cmith has gone to Portland to
visit her son, Arthur fcmith, and
family.
W A. Cowan, Etq., alter dtd the
legislative

MARKET.

Another Bangor Woman Tells

PAID PRODUCER.

00a 300 Hay.
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
7 l)0; Lamb,
Beans, pea,
6 75 Lamb Skins.
Beans, Y. E.,
35a37
Mutton,
Buiter,
Beef, sides,
9..9^ Oats, 32 lb.,
Bt-ef, forequarters, 9a 10.Potatoes,

Apples.per bbl,2

12

association

of the Relief Gained

00

••

Mrs.

Addie

M.

G1 88, who resides

schools

60!Round Hog,

|
j

...

I

All other assets.

Admitted assets.

1.00a 1.50
8
84
2 50
16
8 00

PfilLALK-pfc

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and ban
Agents’ balances
Interest and rents....
Gross assets.
Deduct items not adrni;

Through Tanlac.

16

Assets D.

on

the

Liabilities December
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums..
All other liabilities...
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabiiito

seminary grounds in Bangor, is another wellBarley, bu,
known Maine woman who has offered her enseasions in Augusta last week, as usual.
Cheese,
tion of
30jt>traw,
26a30 dorsements of Tanlac, the new reconstructive
20a22'Turkey,
The matrons of the M, E. circle Tuesday Chicken,
earlier.
2
Alfred Closson, Hollis Curtis, Frank Studley,
35 Tallow,
Gaif Skins,
tonic and stomach remedy.
Total liabilities and suevening were Mib. E. B. Nealley and Mrs. C. Duck,
12al3
20 Veal,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford N. Fletcher, West
“Before I took Tanlac there were lots of
Henry Colson, Everett Murphy, Albert kane,
C. Moody.
38
SwlO
32
unwashed,
Wool,
Eggs,
Main
visited
their
John
street,
cottage, Camp SkipInnes, B. F. Colcord, James Parse Antonio
things that I dared not eat,” said Mrs. Glass.
6 00
meeting. The next meeting will be on the
20 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
Mrs.
F.
T.
of
West
has
Bussey
on
the
cove
of
shore of Fort Point
Winterport
3 50
SandyCroce, G. Renfrew Wilson, Arthur E. Colson, iki,
18 Wood, soft,
first Friday in April, at the home of Mrs. Black,
Geese.
| ‘If I did I would suffer indigestion with all the
returned from a vieit in Lynn, Mass., her
RETAIL MARKET.
NEWARK :•
! torments thatr this all too common ailment
RETAIL PRICE.
Clipping may be leit at the store ol Clement Percy Scribner, Cba*. M. Nichols, Ernest Gray, point lost b'uncay and found everything in former
home.
1 10 I causes.
&. Adams.
Food would not digest but instead
Assets Decern
18; Lime,
Horace Robbins, L. D. Littlefield, T. D. Clem- ] good condition after bting closed for the winBeef, Corned,
5
Henry Pendleton of Bangor, agent of the S. Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22,Oat Meal,
would sour and ferment, causing pain, nervous- Real estate.
ent, Mark C. Ward, Wilson N. W'est, John ter.
12 |
130 Onions,
Mortgage loans.
P. C. A., was in town recently on duties con- Corn,
A registering bank has been very kindly
l
14al5 ness, and poor sleep, the conditions that cause
M. H. Rcbbins is the present superintendent
Davis, Amos Nichols, Ira Veazie. It was voted j
1
26
kerosene,
Collateri l loans.
Oil,
Cracked
Corn,
loaned by C. O. Sawyer & Co. to the Worn an’s
nected with his office.
10 a person to become generally run down.
stocks and bonds.
126: Pollock,
Corn Meal,
to raise $750 for the support of the fiee high ! ot the Penobscot Bay Electric Co. in Sears20
Club and placed in the Searsport Drug store,
“Since taking Tanlac I can eat anything and Cash in office and bank
30, Pork,
The district meeting of Rebekah Lodges will Cheese,
school, thereby changing the grade from A to j port, to whom notice of lack of lights in street
1 13
2 40 Plaster.
Agents’ balances..
Cotton Seed,
and beside it is the following card: “Help the
feel fine. My appetite is good and my Bleep
be
held
h
with
instead
of
to
C
W.
Rebekah
should
be
for
of
6
the support
the Car- j lam ps
Mizp.
reported,
Lodge Wednes- Codfish, dry,
C; $150 was raised
Bills receivable......
10 Rye Meal,
wounded soldiers. This money will be used
restful.”
2
00
16th.
in
12
these
Interest
and rents.
Shorts,
ver
day evening, May
Memorial library instead of $350. This
Howard, as erroneously reported
Cranbe*ries,
“Persons who are forced, because of stomach All other assets...
24 Sugar,
8.3
by the Woman’s Club for the benefit of sick means that the library wili be open
Clever
seed,
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby and F. P. Clemonly on items last week.
1 00
10 50all 50 Salt, T. L,
and wounded soldiers. In case our own country
to live on a diet and to abstain from
Flour,
trouble,
3 1-2
Saturday afternoon and evening of each week,
Admitted assets.
After a milder week and fast disappearing ents of White’s Corner visited Mr. and Mrs
4 50 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
should be drawn into war, this money will be
6 the foods they like most cannot be contented.”
and not three times a week as before, which is
20 Wheat Meal,
R. L. Clements Feb. 28th.
Lard,
Liabilities December
snow and accompanying bad traveling, alwajs
used for our own troops.”
said the Tanlac Man. “A healthy atomach will
regretted by the regular patrons. All the re j expected in the spring, Monday gave us an
Net unpaid losses.
Cushing Chapter, O. E S., held a fine meetproperly digest all kinds of food and so give the Unturned premiums.
BORN
Friends of Sidnay M. Webber, formerly of commendations of the budget committee were
ill-day snowstorm, quite a typical Marcher, ing Wednesday evening, Feb. 28th. A special
system variety of nourishment that is necessary All other liabilities.
Searsport, and now in Augusta, will be inter- ! accepted, ar.d only one changed. That was the j with a swirling Northeast wind. Are we to
Cash capital.
program prepared by Miss Jessie C. Baker,
for strergthbuilding. To be able to say ‘I can
ested to learn that his Augu st,a store,formerly
one in regard to wintei breaking.
The rec <ra- i have the old fashioned “six week’s slediwg in
Blackman. In R<ckland, Feb 17, to Mr and
Surplus over all liabili'i.
of
consisting
trombone, piano and vocal solos
eat anything' is pretty nearly the same as eayMrs Airhur J Blackman, a son.
known as the Webber Clothing Co., and the mendation was for $500 hut was raised to $750.
j March?”
and readings, was much ei joyed. RefreshCray. In Camden, Feb 20, to Mr and Mrs ing ‘I am in good health and contented with
Total liabilities and su
Pierce Clothing Co, have consolidated, and The fire
department w as reorganized, to b two
ments were served.
Cha» It s E Gray, a son. Charles E Jr.
The Red Cross workers met last Wednesday
♦Includes market vainlife,’ Tanlac is designed to so tone up disordered
are known as the Pierce-Webber Co.
The newIn Union, Feb 23, to Mr ar d Mrs
1
LNFEST
companies, instead of one, ten men to a com- ! with Mrs. Charles P.
excess
of correspond!:
Staples and Mrs. Page
stomachs that diets need not be followed. |
Carl W. Knowles, son of Mr and Mrs. F. C.
firm is located in the score which has been ocFrank Lenfest, a son.
Pan>’.
j
DICKEY-KNOWLTON
at "The Anchorage,” Church street,
Mr*
and
Mr
to
Spaulding
is
Feb
built
assimilation
Ir.
27,
was
Nash.
R.cklard,
Knowles,
Strength
through proper
severely injured in a sliding accupied by the Webber Co. Mrs. Webber ard
JAMES PATTI
for a customary busy day amorg these ear nett cident last
Burleigh C Nash, a son.
of food, and Tanlac is designed to bring this
SOUTH MONTVILLE.
Friday morning, breaking out six
daughter Velma are planning to spend the
Bel/a
How teeth
laborers
in this cause of humanity.
about. Tanlac is a reconstructive tonic,appetizand cutting his lip badly. Drs. Goodrich
B. F. COLCORD, A*
summer in Searsport.
MARKlfcD.
will the necessity for such preparaiion6 and N asori
er and invigorant for men and women who need ;
as several stitches had to
Sadie Adams entertained the soap club last i lung
attended,
Mrs. William Goodell was hostess for The
STANDARD ACC ID
continue?
be taken in bis lip. He is doing well, and shows
week.
Felker McAllister. In Hampden, Feb 28, better digestion, and the new strength that j
White Elephant Club last week. Those present
CO. OF DETK
Mr. and Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn and Mr and a patience and courage in his suffering seldom by Rev A W Lewis, at the home of Miss Cyngood digestion brings.”
W. E. Prescott went to Camden one day last j
were Mrs. Blee. Mrs
Henrietta Young, Mrs,
and
of
Hermon
H
Felker
thia Emery, Willard
Assets Decern'
Tanlac is now being especially introduced in
Mrs. W. H. Morrison, Church street, went to eq uailtd by the older ones.
Henry Cunis, Mias Henrietta Gilkey, Mrs. N. week.
Achsab J McAllister of Hampden.
Real estate.
Belfast at the City Drug Store, and may be obFeb. 27th for a three days pleasure
W yman. In Camden, Feb 24, by
Bangor
Reynolds
Rev.
A.
J.
F. Gilkey, Mrs. E D P. Nickels and Mrs. Fred
who
has
been
of
Lockhart,
Oliver Boggs of Warren vieittd bis sister'
pastor
Mortgage loans.
trip. Mr. Sanboin and the ladies returned the M. E. church for several years, has resign- Rev SE trohuck, Joshua R Reynolds, Jr, and tained in Brooks at A. R. PilleyV. Stockton Collateral
Burr, Miss Gilkey won the first prize, a tat- Mrs. W. E. Prescott, last week.
loans.
Cora S Wyman, both of Camden.
Ames Company, and there is a Tanlac
and Mr. Morrison went on to
Springs,
Thursday
night
Stocks
arid bonds.
Burr
ed
ten jibot, and Mrs.
the pastorate, the resignation to take effect
received tha consolaBurkett-Hopkins. In Rockland, Feb 28, by
Elwin Adams is at home from Freedom i
in every Maine town.
Cash in office and bank
for a business matter, reaching home
agent
Iiurkett
Augusta
Forrest
William
at the annual conference in
tion, tatten for handkerchief.
Tea, cake, Academy for a week's vacation.
April. Mr. and Rev Pliny A Allen,
Agents’ balances..
both of Camden.
Saturday evening.
Mrs. Lockhart will remain in town, much to and Irene May Hopkins,
cookies, tarts and candy were served by the
Bills receivable.
Morey-Conary. In Stonington, Feb 10, by
Chas. Dickey and wife of Portland are spend- i
Interest and rents..
Miss Mildred Berry, daughter of Mr. and the satisfaction ol the
hostess. Each member reported a very pleasMiss
Insurance
and
friends
Fireman’s
Fund
have
P
Harold
Morey
ihey
many
Rev Geo P Sparks,
All other assets.......
ing a lew days at Geo. Sprague’s.
Mrs. Willard W, Berry, Gilmore street, took made in chuicfc and elsewhere since coming
Merle L Cor.ary, both of Stonington.
ant afternoon.
OF SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
In Rockland, Feb
MlTCHELL-GREENLAW
Stephen Warren expects to go to York, Me.t t rain Monday morning lor Caribou to visit her here
Gross assets.
They have rented the Mrs. Rundlett
Lewis E. Stevens
of Tower City, North next
10, by Rev P. A. Allen, Charles J Mitchell and Incorporated in 1863.
week to spend the summer with his sister. Bister, Mrs. Edward H. Doyle and family, and i house.
Deduct items not admit
of Rockland.
both
Greenlaw,
Carolyn
Dakota, who had been visiting his uncle, SumCommenced Business in 1863.
Ranlett-Walls. In Rockland, Feb 10, by
Ruby Oxton is with her sister. Mrs. Hazel especially to see the new baby in the houseAdmitted assets....
ner Stevens, for five weeks, left Saturday for
BERNARD FAYMONVILLE, Pres,
Rev P A Allen, John S Ranlett, 3d, and GerMcClain of West Appleton, who is sick with hold—Edward Houghton Doyle, Jr. Miss Berry
SWAN VILLE.
Liabilities December
Sec.
both of Rockland.
LOUIS
WEINMANN.
trude
Winterport and will be the guest while there measles.
Walls,
will remain through her school vacation of two
Net unpaid losses.
Seeking*French. In Belfast, Feb 28, at the
of his cousin, Coarles Bryer.
UP
IN
00.
Mr. Stevens
PAID
CAPITAL
$1,600,000
CASH.
Clarence Cuitis arrived home from Carmel
weekB.
Unearned premiums...
fficiatii g clergyman. Kev A A
home of the
Fannie Suxefortb, who has Ipcen tmployed in
will spend a little time in aearsport after he
Ail other liubilities..
last week.
Assets December 31, 1916
Blair, James H Seekins of Swanville and Alice
Mrs. Willard M. Berry, Gilmore street, reis at home for a few weeks with her
Cash
leaves Winterport. Tnis is his first visit to Rockland,
E French of Belfast.
capital.
Real estate.$ 449,000 00
M rs Walter J. Nickerson, who has employ*
turned recently from a six weeks' visit with
mother. Mrs. Law.
over all liabilities
the East for 15 years. He is the eon of the late
Mortgage loans. 1,403,450 00 Surplus
ment in Belfast, spent Sunday at home.
her daughter, Mrs. E. H. Doyle, in Caribou,
249
772
00
Collateral
loans.
Hon. F. F. Phillips occupied the pulpit last
Amos Stevens of Monroe and went West to
Total
liabilities
and sun
7,083,673 69
Stocks and bonds.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Libby of White’s Cora Doy babe three weeks old, named for
live 34 years ago.
Mr. Steven3 will return to Sunday and gave us a good sermon. A goodly leaving
2,602,751 82
Cash in office and banks.
_3wH»
on her depariD
the
home
his
ner were guests at
Mrs.
Luella
father,
Mrs
Nickerson’s
family
Feb
Marj
28,
ABBOTT. .In Hancock,
Tower City within a very short time. He has number were present.
Auents’ balances. 1,713,271 96
BOSTON INSURATs
ture for StocktoD. Congratulations to the
Abbott, aged 97 yeais.
last Friday.
Bills receivable.
1186,389 94
a son and daughter.
R. L, Low is of the Monmouth Canning Co. is
In Belmont, March 5, Elva A, wife
Bryant
87 Kilby St., Be
121,665 06
h appy parents on this addition to their family
and rents.
Interests
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson, Mr. and Mrs. of James E Bryaut, aeed 60 years,
at O. W. Ripley’s looking after the acreage of
0 00
All other assets.
‘‘The Old Peabody Pew,” a little play by
Assets Uecembi
circle—the second son and third child.
Alice
March
In
7,
Belfast,
Lrinkwaier
C.
R.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
Nickerson
T.
sweet corn for this section.
Nickerson,
Kate Douglass Wiggin, was successfully preHeal estate.
Jean Drinkwater, aged 17 days.
Gross assets.$13,808,764 46
aDd Mre. Henry S. Moulton, Cross street,
Mr,
and Messrs. W. S., Geo. T. and Louis B. NickThe V illing Workers will meet at the Grange
Eels. In Waldo, March 3, Van R Eels
sented last Thursday evening in the First ConDeduct items not admitted.
362,810 47 Mortgage loans
arrived home last Friday from their wintei erson went to Hampden Feb. 27th to attend
Collateral loans.
aged 73 years, 4 months and 12 days.
gregational church under the auspices of the Hall March 14th and wish to Bee a goodly numsons
in
Glouce6tei
W
married
their
Francis
the funeral of their sister, Mrs. S. D, Greeley.
spent with
Admitted assets.$13,445,953 99 Slocks and bonds.
Emerton. In Bluehill, Feb 18,
Ladies’ Guild, and through the fforts of Miss ber out. A good dinner will be served.
18
and
2
months
Cash in office and bank.
69
days
are
in
usual
health
Mass.
Both
years,
and Roeiindale,
Services were held at her late home Tuesday Emerton, aged
Liabilities December 31, 1916
Miss Doris Robinson will go to Lincolnville
Mabel Griffin. The church was filled with an
Grant. In Surry, Feb 26, Mrs Mary /
Agents’ balancesand 'report the wife of their son Joseph T,
Net unpaid losses.$ 1,476.022 78
afternoon, Rev. Ashley A, Smith of the Uni- Grant, aged 61 years and 9 months.
Bills receivable.
audience keenly appreciative of the excellent this week to help her grandmotht r, Mrs. ChesUnearned premiums. 6,166,238 71 Interest and rents..
M oulton 88 recovering, apparently, most satisThe
versalist
In Portland, Feb 20. Mrs Liz
Greenlaw
church, Bangor, officiating.
00
638.600
work of the cast, many of whom have appeared
liabilities.
ter Dean, who has been sick wi.h pneumonia
All
other
All other assets.
fact only, from a recent surgical operaiion ir
bearers were her four youngest brothers, zie W Greenlaw of Stonington, aged 53 years
Cash capital.
1,500,000 00
on other occasions in plays that have won them
and 14 days.
t be Gloucester Hospital—a very serious case,
Messrs. A. T„ T. D., G. T. and L. B. Nicker- 9 months
over all liabilities.
3.676,192 50
Feb 19
Gross assets..-..
Surplus
SANDYFOL
T.
In
Harper.
(Atlantic),
as—amateur
actors.
Opeechee,
The
costumes
celebrity
son.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson remained
Deduct items not admit:*
Mr. and Mib. Page Spaulding, Church street
Sophr> na D, widow of Capt N A Harper o
were good and the cast letter perfect.
Total liabilities and surplus... .$13,445,953 99
Mrs.
months.
and
10
Fred Shute spent Saturday in Bangor.
77
Kenover night with Mr. Greeley and son
aeal Cove, aged
years
ard Mr. ard Mrs. Nicholas B. Ginn, Wesl
Admitted assets.
G. Renfrew Wilson nd Miss Annie Whittier,
In Hartford, Conn, Feb 20, Alice
Knight.
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
Mrs. Westly Styles went to Bangor Saturday Main street, recently ei joyed snow shoeing neth. The others returned home Tuesday
Liabilities December :
3wl0
Maine
wife of Rev Albert D Knight of Islesford.
belfast,
sopranos, assisted in the last song, B. Coo
for the day.
In Vinalhaven, Feb 22, Samuel 1
“solid whiteness” of our fields anc night, including Mrs. W. E. Damm, who had
PEASE
over the
Net unpaid losses...
Siloam's Shady Riil.
Pease, aged 87 years.
Unearned premiums.
Asa Styles is employed on the B. & A. R- p astuies ;n this “old-fashioned winter.” A. been at her sister’s home since Friday.
AMERICAN EAGLE FIRE INSURANCE All other liabilities.
Mrs. Ricardo Fletcher West, wife of Capt.
Ferry. In Gloucester, Mass, Feb 14. Fran
upon home-made skis wat
R., as brakeman.
experience
single
40
of
years.
A
aged
cis
Stonington,
Perry
Wilson N. West, died at 1 d. m. March 3d at
Cash capital..
COMPANY,
P
NORTH ISLESEOKO.
sufficient for our neighbor, Capt. Charles P
SMITH. In Buckeport, Feb 28, Susan
Mrs. Carrie Patterson and children have
Surplus over all liability
8o Maiden Lane, New York.
hep home on Nichols street after a long illof Fieeman Smith, aged 77 years
asure.
Smith,.wife
S up.es, in lhat line of would-be
moved to Auburn.
Mrs. Helen E. Rjrier is in Belfast for several
In Bangor, March 1, Harry I
Stewart
Total liabilities and sir;
Assets December 31, 1916
The dun.a, “All a Mistake,” now in prepar3wl0
Stewart, in his 53rd year.
Several from here attended the picture show
weeks.
Addie
0
00
Ma^ch
Sawyer
Real
7,
estate.$
In
Strout
Belfast,
ation under the direction of Mr. and Mrs
at the village last Saturday evening.
Leighton Coombs was at home over wife of Russell C. Strout. Funeral Saturday
0 00
Capt.
loans.
INSURE
Mortgage
CALEDONIAN
!
Gerrish, West Main street, will embrace th<
0 00
Collateral lor-ns.
at 2 p. m. in the Universalist church.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester from Seareport spent
Sunday.
OF EDINBURGH
following people in its cast of characters: Mi
In Waltham, Mass., Feb 24. Augus
Stocks and bonds. 2,341,190 00
Ripley
two days last week with Mr. James Eaton.
of Castine were in
and
Coombs
family
Fred
Assets Dectot
300,127 75
Cash in office and bank.
tin Ripley, formerly of Appleton, aged 69 years
and Mrs. J. H. Gerrish, Mr. and Mrs. Georgt
One efficient way to remove
A.
Susan
week-end.
01
March
the
balances.
for
In Verona Park,
1,
238,273
Smith
Agents’
Mary Estelle, wife of Flikism Crocker died H. Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Caper, Mrs town
! Heal estate.
nasal catarrh is to treat its cause
11 months
0 00
76
receivable.
Sn
Bill
F
W
wife
ot
years,
ith,
aged
March 2i d after a few dajs illnetr of pneu
Mortgage loans..
Charles Rose of Rockland was in town last
It ii
Nettie Morris aid J. Hollis Orcutt.
7,316 34 j Collateral loans.
which in most cases is
Interest and rents.
Remains were taken to Boston for cremation
visit with his mother, Mrs.
monia.
18 037 50
All other assets.
West. In Searsport, March 3, Ricardo West
hoped the play will be ready for presenutioi vieek for a brief
i Stocks and bonds.
weakness. The system needs
wife of Capt Wilson N West, aged 54 years,
Julia Rose.
Cash in office and bank
Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Clough of Belfast
the last of March or the first of April. Re
more oil and easily
Gross assets.$2,904,944 60 AgentB’ balances.
months and 8 days.
were in town Sunday, called here by the death
member the profits are to he used for the pur
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Keller recently spent
not admitted.......
96
items
Deduct
18,092
Bills receivable.
and you should
of a relative.
chase of Red Cross supplies.
the week-end in Camden with his sister, Mrs.
Interests and rents
NATIONAL UNION HRE INSURANC1
take a
of
Admitted assets.$2,886,851 64 All other assets.
Everett
Dean,
ii
who
Griffin,
Miss Maria
Maple street,
PA.
COMPANY, PITTSBURGH,
Liabilities December 31, 1916.
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL FUND.
spetdiig the winter with her sister, Mrs
Gross assets.
Assets December 31, 1916
26,212 76 Deduct items not admilit*
Net unpaid losses.$
Cannot
Deafness
John M. Ames, School street, has attested he:
01
One hundred and sixty-seven municipalities
4 l Unearned premiums.
318,424
23,976
estate.I
Real
deep interest in the Red C roes work by knit
in the State would have received less money
412,557 51
396,950 0 )! All other liabilities..
Mortgage loans.
by local applications, as they cannot reach the
Admitted assets.
from the State school funds in 1916, under the
tir g 126 pieces—fifty bath mitts and seventy
1,000,000 00
2,600 0< I I Cash capital.
of the ear. There ia only one Collateral loans.
diseased
portion
Liabilities December
system of distribution on a basis of aggregate
and bonds. 3,088.206 2 1 Surplus over all liabilities. 1,129,637 36
five eye bandages— the last articles recently
Slocks
attendance, which is proposed in a bill pending completed Miss Griffin's memory of the Civi I way to cure catarrhal deafness, and that ia by Cash in ifficeand bank.
833,727 7
Net unpaid losses.
in the hgislature than they actually, did reCatarrhal Deafness
Total liabilities and surplus.... $2,686,851 64
a constitutional remedy.
War. in which three of her brothers particiAgents’ balances. 436,022 6 1
Unearned premiums.
ceive under the present system of distribu8,716 61
JAMES PATTEE & SON. Agents.
All other liabilities.
pated es loyal defenders of the Stars am * ia caused by an inflamed condition of the mu- Bills receivable.
tion. The county of Aroostook, under the pro7
*
to
feel
interested
1
46,894
causes her
deeply
Maine.
3wl9 Cash capital.
Interest and rents.
Belfast,
Stripes,
cous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When tbit
103,436 4;
posed system of distribution on the basis of
vcik lei the relief of suffering soldier <
>1
All other assets.
tube ia inflamed you have a rumbling sound n
Surplus over all liabilities
aggregate attendance would have received
after each meal to enrich your
imperfect bearirg. and when it ia entirely
>
9
$42,451.66 for the year 1916, and ia the only v Alt ert M. Ames returned Saturday from Au
assets.$4,439,429
Gross
THANKS
OF
result.
Unless the in
Total liabilities and sur, lir
closed, Deafness ia the
blood and
7,267 1
heal the sensicounty that would gain under the act. Waldo ; gusta, leaving Mrs. Ames in Brewer witl
Deduct items not admitted.
3wl0
flan mation esn be reduced and this tube re.
We wish to thank our friends and neighbors
would
lose
as
follows:
towns
Belfast,
county
tive membranes with its pure
and Mrs. Oscar Ellis, at the earnest re
stored to its normal condition, hearing will be
8 j for their sympathy and Kindness in our late
$4,432,172
assets.
Admitted
$141 98; Brooks, $170 35; Burnham, $3.84; Free- Capt.
cases
of
deafness are
Lest VVe Forgft
stricken b;
destroyed forever. Many
bereavement and for the many flowers sent to
oil-food properties.
dom, $/4 44; lslesboro, $801 27; Jackson. $37.99; quest of Mrs. Ellis, who iB greatly
Liabilities December 31,1916
caused by catarrh, which is an inflamed condithe funeral.
Knox, $7 78; Montville, $284.64; Morrill, $2u6.02;
the death of her only sister, Mrs. Henry &
Hall’s Catarrb
tion of tbe mucoua surfaces.
Net unpaid losses..-.$ 221,003 6 >
Died of exposure—died !G.
NORTON,
The results of this Scott's
S,
Northport, $318.10; Thorndike, $2959; Troy, H sidy.
Mr. Ames, after spending Sui da
Cure acts thru the blood on tbe mucous sur<
Unearned premiums. 2,362,164 2 1
MRS. FANNIE Ei VOSE,
slowly, numbed by the «nM
$14 27.
Emulsion treatment will
92,742 9 >
All other liabilities.
beaten by the winter win*!
MRS. SADIE E. CI.ARK.
with his mother, Mrs. J, M. Ames, Scboc 1 faces of tbe system.
Hundred Dollars for any
0
One
will
1.000,000
We
E.
PERKINS.
Cash
give
CHESTER
death reserved Ly Germ»"
capital.
th
surprise those who have used
street, left Monday for Bre wer. to spend
u
that
Deafueaa
cannot
be
1
case of Catarrhal
Surplus over all liabilities. 766,262
helpless women who sailed ;
irritating snuffs and vapors.
night with Mrs. Ames before returning Tuei
cured by Hall’s Catarrb Cure. Circulars free,
international law
8
s
S
FOR FLETCHER
>or‘
Total liabilitiea and surplus.$4,432,172
All Druggists, 75c.
,
day mewing to bis legislative duties in An
KeepStoiiiach Sweet-Iwer Active -Bawds Regular worth rememberm*.—New
SwlO
t. J. CHENEY ft CO, Toledo, O
gusta.
i
again tnrown open to the public on Friday afternoon, and a large and exceedingly industrious company gathered to work on surgical
dressings. This was the second meeting, and
there were more present even than at the first

I

Bay Electric Company

“A Gout), Old-Fashioned Physic.”
Foley Cathartic Tablets. a wholesome physic,
thoroughly cleanse the bowels, sweeten the
stomach, tone up the liver. For indigestion,
biliousness, bsd bteath, bloating, gas, or constipation, no remedy is more highly recomGive
Do not gripe nor nauseate.
mended.
stout persons a light, free feeling. Sold every-

on

Mrs.

day

■

servant.

am.ua

business the first of last weex.
Ernest

B

Many housewives nowadays take a keen delight in
their home tasks. Electricity has become their chief

vvhnre

from town are attending the
Farmers’ Week in Orono.
Several

Ellery

I

PURPORT.

The town Fchools will close March 9th.
Town
12tb.

|

Simplify Housekeeping

The death of Mrs. Henry S. Hardy of Brewer
(nee Miss Mary Ellen Berry of Stockton)
whose decease from pneumonia was reported
last week, was followed in two days by the
passing away of her son, Oscar Hardy, 24 years
of age, from the same dread disease, thus leaving Mr. Hardy alone in his home, although the
married daughter occupies a nearby house
The heartfelt sympathy of this community is
extended to the bereaved husband and daughter, ard to tbe sister and husband, Capt. and
Oscar Ellis, in this double sorrow. Mrs. Hardy
was held in high esteem, by all neighbors ard
associates who as a friend expresses it, “all
heart-broken over her death." Mrs. Hardy
was the second daughter of the late Capt. and
Mrs. William Berry of this village, where she
is well renen.btred by her former schoolmates for her gcc-d lumor and teasing merriment, which endeared tier to every classmate.
W1JN

B

Lessen the Time
Ease the Work

ball of last week proved a very
occasion. Between forty and fifty
massed couples were on the floor. Many of
the costumes were very pretty and attractive,
and others extremely ridi culous, notably those
of W. F. Trundy as an ol d-fashioned country
doctor, and G. F. Hopkins as ashambling Irishman, elicited much merriment. "Two Little
Girls in Blue," personated by J. H. Orcutt and
Orville W. Simpson, so well represented the
characters, from sunbonnets to high, white,
laced boots, that no one suspected the sex or
individuality of the wearers. The surprise
was great when tbe unmasking revealed their
"identity. The music by the seven-piece orchestra was excellent—the more enjoyable
because entirely home talent. It is rumored
that this may be repeated in two weeks, the
affair giving so much pleasure to both participants and spectators.
T1

p

Barge Mingo arrived March 3d from Elizabethport with 1,600 tons of coal to the P. C. &
W. Co.

ELECTRICITY-The Model Servant!

stated that Mrs. Griffin was%better, although
still confined to her bed by order of her physician. Mrs. Hopkins* return is indefinite, depending upon her mother's condition. We hope
this illness may prove of short duration.
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